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COHOMOLOGY THEORY OP THE KINEMATICAL GROUPS 
COHCMOLOGY THEORY OF THE KENEMATICAL GROUPS 
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( i ) 
ABSTRACT 
A number of applications of S. Eileriberg and S. Maclane's 
cohomology theory of groups to the kinematical groups of physics are 
presented. Within t h i s f i e l d , we apply the theory of group exten-
sions by Abelian and non-Abelian kernels t o the study of the alge-
braic structures of the G a l i l e i , Static and C a r r o l l groups, and 
introduce t o physics the mathematical concepts of group enlarge-
ments and prolongations. 
The global algebraic structures of the kinematical groups are 
analysed i n depth using these tools and a generalisation of kine-
matical groups i s attempted. The use of the methods of homological 
algebra i n c l a s s i c a l mechanics i s discussed from the new view point 
of Lagrangian mechanics introduced by Levy-Leblond. I n t h i s d i r e c t i o n 
two advances are made. Homological algebra i s introduced t o the 
study of Hamilton's p r i n c i p l e and then a reformulation of Levy-
Leblond fs free Lagrangian mechanics i s obtained, whilst the above 
author concentrates on a certain second cohomology group, we see that 
i t i s a f i r s t cohomology group which i s more relevant to t h i s approach. 
The group theoretic discussion of n o n - i n e r t i a l motions i s i n i t i -
ated using the theory of the loop prolongations of a group Q by a 
group K, where a loop i s a 'non-associative group'. Our preliminary 
results enable us t o give a cohomological description of constant. 
Newtonian acceleration. 
( i i ) 
Preface and Acknowledgements. 
This thesis presents an algebraic analysis of classical r e l a t i v i t y 
a 
schemes using the powerful tools developed by the algebrists 
S. Eilenberg and S. Maclane. The results may be regarded as physically 
t r i v i a l by some as no new physical results emerge. Any o r i g i n a l i t y 
claimed f o r t h i s thesis by the author i s i n his choice of weapons to 
attack some rather simple physics. Thus a l l he claims i s that his 
applied mathematics i s new, o f f e r i n g a new s t a r t on some supposedly 
w e l l understood r e s u l t s . By adopting and developing Levy-Leblond's 
group theoretic view of free classical mechanics,a rather deep math-
ematical i n s i g h t i n t o the mechanics i s obtained. The physical j u s t i -
f i c a t i o n of h i s work, submitted as physics rather than applied math-
ematics, i s summarised by three quotations. The f i r s t i s due to J.M. 
Levy-Leblond and i s taken from his p a p e r o n classical mechanics 
which inspired the work of chapter (4) of t h i s thesis. 
'Invariance principles nowadays have become one of the most 
useful concepts of t h e o r e t i c a l physics, mainly due to t h e i r impoi?tance 
i n quantum theories. Indeed, when the dynamical laws obeyed by 
physical systems are not known, or poorly understood, invariance 
principles act as super-laws to r e s t r i c t the possible forms of these 
laws as guides t o f i n d them. Conversely, i t may be argued that the use 
of invariance principles becomes obviated once these laws are known 
as i s the case at the classical l e v e l . However, i t seems even then, 
invariance principles keep a prominent r o l e i n that they enable us t o 
( i i i ) 
reach a deeper understanding of these laws, reduce some of t h e i r 
apparant arbitariness and r e l a t e ^ p r e v i o u s l y unrelated concepts. 
The t i g h t e r structure and greater unity thus obtained have both an 
epistemological and a pedagogical significance ". 
The second quotation i s due to H. Eckstien:- "Considerable 
uncertainty concerning the dynamical laws of p a r t i c l e interactions 
exists and i s l i k e l y t o l a s t . I n the mean-time, symmetry principles 
provide a-powerful but incomplete set of predictive statements. I t 
i s important that we exp l o i t the r e l i a b l e symmetry principles t o the 
greatest possible extent. I n p a r t i c u l a r , the space-time symmetry ". 
The l a s t quotation i s by L. Michel who i s the leading exponent 
of group-theoretical techniques i n t h e o r e t i c a l physics a f t e r E.P. Wigner. 
"We physicists have to consider several kinds of invariance: r e l a t i v i s t i c 
invariance, gpuage invariance How are the invariance groups 
related? This i s a fundamental question t o answer. Too often 
Q 
physicists consider them separately because they do not know of other 
solutions". 
The above three quotations provide the motivation f o r the work 
of t h i s thesis. I n w r i t i n g a thesis i n which the physical applications 
o 
of an abstract algebraic scheme are sought, the author finds himself 
between two stools. Perhaps he should apologise t o the physicists 
f o r the lack of new physical results and the p a r t i a l eclipse of 
physics by mathematics he presents as physics; and t o the mathematicians 
f o r the cruel way he abuses t h e i r b e a u t i f u l apparatus. 
( i v ) 
I n t h i s t h e s i s s many o r i g i n a l applications of Eilenberg-Maclane's 
cohomology theory of groups are made. L. Michel was the f i r s t 
physicist to use these tools and i t i s from his viewpoint that we 
s h a l l discuss the cla s s i c a l r e l a t i v i t y groups. Michel, o f course, 
studied the Poincare group of Special R e l a t i v i t y , w h i l s t our 
discussions are of the G a l i l e i and si m i l a r groups. 
Chapter (1) i s an elementary introduction t o the algebraic 
methods used i n the thesis. I t s inclusion i n the f i r s t chapter 
should be taken t o imply that i t s material i s basic t o the rest of 
the thesis and hence cannot be relegated t o an appendix. I t serves 
also as a l i s t o f d e f i n i t i o n s . Chapter (1) i s preceded by a l i s t 
of the symbols employed i n the thesis. 
I n chapter (2) a semi-axiomatic discussion of r e l a t i v i t y models 
i s to be found. I t s discussion acts as an introduction t o the 
approach to Newtonian r e l a t i v i t y which we s h a l l use i n our analysis 
of the G a l i l e i and related groups. I n t h i s chapter, we also discuss 
Eins teen's theory of Special R e l a t i v i t y and the Poincare and 
Causality groups, and the Ca r r o l l and Static r e l a t i v i t y groups i n t r o -
duced by J.M. Le'vy-Leblond. 
Chapter (3) i s an introduction to the cohomology theory o f 
abstract groups developed by Eilenberg and Maclane. I n i t , the theory 
of group extensions and group enlargements i s discussed, the l a t t e r 
p r i o r t o i t s f i r s t applications t o th e o r e t i c a l physics i n chapter (4). 
Chapter (4) applies, the theory of group extensions to e l i c i t the 
(v) 
global algebraic structures of the G a l i l e i , C a r r o l l and Static groups. 
Two approaches to the theory of the G a l i l e i group are presented. 
The f i r s t approach, capable of greater generalisation ^ discusses-- the 
G a l i l e i group as the subgroup of i n e r t i a l world automorphisms of 
the group of world automorphisms of the Newtonian world, i n the 
axiomatic approach•outlined i n chapter (2). . The second approach i s more 
straight-forward and d i r e c t and serves to l i s t the various global 
algebraic structures of the aforementioned groups. Next,, the algebraic 
generalisation of the G a l i l e i and Carroll groups i s attempted.using 
the theory of group enlargements. A theorem derived by G.W. Mackey . 
i n the discussion of the unitary ray representations of group"exten-
sions i s generalised t o a more general algebraic context and enables 
us to compute, i n p r i n c i p l e , a l l the central extensions by an Abelian 
group of a t r i v i a l group extension. F i n a l l y i n t h i s chapter, 
Eilenberg-Maclane's 'cup-products' of cochains are introduced and 
applied t o the above theory. I t i s shown t o have wide a p p l i c a b i l i t y 
i n t h i s f i e l d . 
I n chapter (5), J.M. Levy-Leblond's group th e o r e t i c a l scheme of 
clas s i c a l mechanics i s discussed. A more mathematically precise 
reformulation of his results i s obtained, whilst Levy-Leblond 
concentrated on a certain second cohomology group we show that the 
appropriate group t o discuss i s a certain f i r s t cohomology group. An 
algebraic formulation of Hamilton's p r i n c i p l e i s developed and applied. 
I n our scheme, 'Lagrange functions' are cocycles and ' t r i v i a l -
. ( v i ) 
Lagrangians 1 coboundaries. S i m i l a r l y , Hamilton's Action functionals 
are cycles and 1 t r i v i a l Action functionals 1 a«cL boundaries. That i s 
Lagrangians are cochains i n a certain cohomology complex and Action 
functionals chains i n a homology complex. I n t h i s algebraic scheme 
of classical mechanics, one i s able t o see i n a l u c i d manner how 
such concepts as ' i n e r t i a l mass' and 'kinetic energy' are essentially 
group t h e o r e t i c a l . Motions i n Newtonian r e l a t i v i t y under the G a l i l e i 
and Static groups i n Special R e l a t i v i t y under the Poincare and Causal 
groups and under the Car r o l l group are discussed i n the new context. 
F i n a l l y , i n chapter (6) the group t h e o r e t i c a l treatment o f non-
i n e r t i a l motions i s i n i t i a t e d . The theory of loops of motions i s 
i n i t i a t e d . The theory of loops or not necessarily associative-groups 
i s introduced i n t o t h e o r e t i c a l physics. Eilenberg and Maclane's coho-
mology theory of the loop prolongations of a group Q by a group K i s 
discussed and applied t o the analysis of uniform accelerative motion 
i n Newtonian r e l a t i v i t y . A loop of 'semi-inertial' world automorphisms 
of Newtonian r e l a t i v i t y i s obtained as a natural generalisation of the 
G a l i l e i group t o n o n - i n e r t i a l motions. 
The work presented i n chapters (4), (5) and (6) i s o r i g i n a l 
except that due t o Levy-Leblond i n the l a t t e r part of chapter (5). 
Here we rederive some of his results i n a completely new fashion,' and 
of course, reinterprete his o r i g i n a l approach. Some of the work i n 
chapter (y5) i s also o r i g i n a l , p a r t i c u l a r l y our approach t o Newtonian 
r e l a t i v i t y , an approach extending that of N o l l . 
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CHAPTER (1) 
A L G E B R A I C I N T R O D U C T I O N 
ALGEBRAIC INTRODUCTION 
Section (1) Sets and Relations. 
1.1 
The intuitive definitions of a set w i l l be used. F i r s t l y we 
can define a set by tabulating a l l i t s members e.g.:- S = {x, y, ... 
. . , I . I f x i s an element or member of a set S we write x € S. We 
define subsets of S by making some propositions about i t s members. 
Let 0(x) be such a proposition about x £ S, we define a subset CD 
of S by<E E f x € S 3- 4>(x) i s true? . I f X i s a subset of S we write 
X C S . Two sets are said to be equal i f they are subsets of each 
other. I.e.:- i f X-^  X 2 C S then X± = X 2 i f f V x e X^ x £ X± 
x € X2. I f X C S and X t S we write X C S and c a l l X a proper sub-
set of S. Call P(s) the class on set of subsets of S, and-0-the 
empty set, thenc, S € P(S) at least. 
Given two elements Xp X ^ P(S) we can obtain two others. More 
about this type of process w i l l be said later. Define then > 
X l ° X 2 ^ P ( S ) via:~ X i ° X 2 = £ x£S > x ^ X 1 ; x £ X j l , also 
X±U X 2 £ P(S) via:- J^UXg = { x<ES > x e X 1 or x €!X2 or 
xCXjOXg? . Evidently X - j H X ^ x ^ X ^ I f XjHXg =£7, X x and X 2 
are said to be disjoint. I f X ^ X j =^we write X^O X 2 for X-fJ X 2 > 
We define the Cartesian product of two elements Xp X 2 £ P(S) via 
X-j^  x X 2 = { ( x 1 } x 2 ) > x-jEXp x 2 € X 2 > ? 
One calls PCX^ x X 2) the set of relations from X-^ into X2. Let 
R € PCX-j^  x X 2 ) , i f ( x l s x 2 ) ^ R we say x± R x 2. I f X 1 = X 2 = X we 
c a l l RSP(X x X) a relation on X. Given a relation R£P(X-. x X p) we 
define a relation from X 2 into X-^ via R~ = £(x 2, x j ) , x ^ X ^ x^EX^D-
(x^, x^) e Rj . We define a composition of relations as follows. 
Let X l a X^ X^£P(S) and consider the relations R-^ E P(X 1 x X,,), 
R 2£P(X 2 x X^)j one defines the relation R-jOR^PCX-^ x X-^ ) via 
R]_oR2 = { (x^ x-^) x^eXp x 3 € X ^ 3 - 3 x 2 € X2, (x-^ x 2)£ R-^  (x 2, x^) 
€ R 2£ . Let X € P(S) we c a l l the identity relation on X the element 
A (X x X)£P(X x X), A (X x X) = { (xp x 2 ) € X x X > x± = x 2 f . 
A relation i s said to be symmetric i f f R = R 1. I t i s said to be 
reflexive of A (X x X ) C R 6P(X x X) and transitive i f RoRCR. We 
define certain special types of relation as follows. Let SCP(X x X) 
be the set of symmetric relations on X,H the subset of reflexitive 
relations on X and T the set of transitive relations. Then, i f 
RGSO.'RnT one calls R an equivalence relation. Consider a relation 
R £ T n n such that R H R _ 1 = A ( X x X)f,one calls such a relation a 
partial order on X. One calls the pair (X, R) a partially ordered 
set. An ordered set i s a pair (X, R) X€P(S), R € P (X x X) where 
R i s a partial order and X x X = R U R 1 . Let R be a relation on X. 
Define a subset R(x)€ P(X) V x e X by R(x) = i y G X 3- (x, y)£Rf. 
I f R i s an equivalence relation, one can partionX'into a set of 
equivalence classes which are mutually disjoint. We c a l l the set 
of equivalence classes of X under the equivalence relation R, X/R. 
(The maprr: R x /R >-TT : xi >• R(x) i s called the canonical 
map from X to X/R. ( I t i s a surjective f u n c t i o n W e have 
R( x 1 ) n R ( x 2 ) =y0r±£ ( x ^ x 2)£ R, R(x 1)DR(x 2) = R(x 1) i f f (x-^,x2)£ R. 
R(x,)n R(x 0) = R ( x J = R(x~) i f f (x.,, x~)€ R Since R = R 
Let R£ P(X x X) i f (x, y)€ R we write x R y or y = R(x). The 
latter concept introduces the concept of a mapping, we say that R 
gives r i s e to a mapping R: X — > X. Under the mapping R an element 
x € X i s transformed to an element y = R(x). We write this as R: x I — 
—>> y. Our interest w i l l mainly be in a class of mappings called 
single-valued or functions. A function i s a mapping or a relation 
'f* such that i f (x, y), (x, z)€ f then y = z. I t i s clear that i f 
f^ and f 2 are two functions on X then o f 2 i s also a function. Let 
R be a relation from X^ into i t gives r i s e to a mapping R: X-^  — > 
X2, similarly l e t R be a relation from X^ into X 2 such that (x^, x 2 ) , 
(Xp xJ>)£ R<^x 2 = x 2'; R i s then a function from X-^  into X 2 > Let 
C(X- S^ X 2) be the set of functions from X^ into X^. Define In(X l s X 2) 
as the set of injective functions from X-^  into X2, an injective function 
being one such f ^  i s also a function. Define6lXp X 2) as the class 
of functions from X± into X 2 suchV y € X 23 x £ X x > y = f (x). The. 
elements of Sur(X^ s X 2) are called surjective functions. We have also 
a set B(X1S X^) - InCX-^ X 2) P> Sur(X 1 4 X 2) of functions which we c a l l 
bijective. When BCX-^  X 2) i s&, the sets X-j^  and X 2 are said to be 
isomorphic sets. The relation or being isomorphic sets i s an equivalence 
relation written $ X^. We note that i f f-^ f 2 ^ I n ( X , X ) then 
f x o f 2Glh(X, X) and that i f f-^ f 2 e Sur(X, X) then f± o f 2£ Sur(X, X), 
More generally i f (f-^ f 2 ) G In(X l s X 2) x IhCXg, X^) then f 2 o f± 
e In(X l s X 3) and i f f^, f g € Sur(X 1, X 2) x Sur(X 2, X j ) , f ^ ^ e 
SurCXx, X 3 ) . Siinilarly i f ( f l s f 2)€.B(X l s X 2) x B(X 2, X3) then 
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o f 2 € B(X i a X 3 ) . Moreover, i f f GBCX^ Xg) 3 f'GB(X 2, X ^ ) > 
f 1 o f = 11-^  where i s the identity function on X^ and f o f =H 2J 
where H 2 i s the identity function on X 2 > Thus V f €T B(XS X)3f'£ B(X 5 X) 
U - f o f = f o f 1 ="H • We shall soon give another interpretation of 
B(X, X) for X€P(S). 
Consider the two functions f-^: X-^  — X 2 3 1 1 ( 1 f2 X2 — ^ X 3 
which defines f 2 o f-^ X-L —^-X^ . We can draw the diagram:-
X l ^ t > X2 
\ ^ f Such a diagram i s said to be commutative i f f f^ = f2of-^. 
3 X 3 
Larger diagrams including more than 3 sets are said to be commutative 
i f f a l l sub diagrams included i n i t are commutative. The diagram 
x1 > x 2 
i s said to imply the function f 2 0 implied functions 
X 3 
f 2 o f ! 
are denoted by a curly arrow e.g.:- X-^  ^ ---^-^.X^. 
Given a set S, a family of elements of S i s a function F: I — > S 
where I i s some index set. We w i l l c a l l a family 'P' the object 
< F ( i ) > i € I . I f I - Z, we c a l l a family a sequence. Consider a 
family<X(i)> i € I of subsets of S i.e . : - X : I —)>• P(S). One can 
form the subsets \J[X{±) ' 1 € l|when I C Z and H U d ) I i € 1^ 
the definitions of these subsets follow by induction for the definitions 
of Xj^U X 2 and 3^0 X 2 < Similarly, when 19: Z the definition of the 
Cartesian product set A^} , where # ( I ) = n, also follows. When 
Ai i s equivalent to Z V i € I , the notation Ajj = A n w i l l be used. 
The class of functions f: A .^ B w i l l be written as c (A, B), with 
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C°(A, B) interpreted as B and C^A, B) as C(A, B). We generalise 
the definition also for cases when I i s an arbitrary set. Given 
f € CQCp X 2) we define the set f ( X ^ CX^by f(X 1) = f y £ X^B 
x £ X p y=f (x)/ , and the set f - 1 ( X 2 ) C X± via f _ 1 ( X 2 ) = {x € X± 
f (x) £ X 2f . Consider a set X-G P(S) we c a l l a function f G C(X x X, X) 
a binary operation. One writes f(x^, x^) = x 1*x 2. A binary operation 
on a set i s associative i f f y Xp x 2, x^<£ X, (x-^ x 2) 'x^ = x 1 " ( x 2 - x ^ ) . 
Binary operations may be required to satisfy certain conditions including 
the above. The algebraic objects we now consider consist of underlying 
sets with one or more binary operations, which may or may not be 
associative. F i r s t l y , we consider sets with 1 binary operation and 
gradually impose more conditions on the operation obtaining algebraic 
objects of increasing complexity. We w i l l consider later objects 
with two binary operations. 
Section (2). Semigroups. 
Consider a pair (S, f) where S i s a set and f i s a binary operation 
on S. I f f f i s assosiative, we c a l l the pair a semi-group. We have 
already met an example, this i s the pair (C(X, X), CO^XGPCS) where 
0 i s map composition which i s associative. Let us define a sub semi-
group as a pair (X, f ) where XCS and f i s the restriction of f to 
the subset X x XCS x S. I f f f'(Xp x 2)GX V (xp x 2)£X x X we say 
that (X, f ) i s a sub semi-group of (S, f ) and write (X, f')<(S, f ) . 
Consider two semi-groups (Xp fp^ and (X 2, f 2 ) . Define as Hom(Xp X 2) 
the subset of functions {<tj£C(Xp X 2) > $ o f ^ U p x 2) = f 2 ( ( J ) ( x p ^ , ( t ) ( x 2 ) ) ^ 
or I f e c f ^ X2)lr- ( j X * - ^ ) = (j)^)-<p(x2) V (x 2 , x2)<E X j We 
c a l l Hom(X^ , X 2) the set of semi-group homomorphisms from X-j^  into 
X2. A semi-group (X, f ) i s said to be Abelian or commutative i f f 
X l ' X 2 = X 2 * x l ^ xl» X 2 ^ X" W e c a l 1 H o m ( x i * x 2 ) = 
Mon(Xp X 2) the set of semi-group monomorphisms from X-^  into X2, 
on the set of injective semi-groups homomorphisms. Similarly the 
subset Ep(X l s X 2) = Hom(X1, X^nSurCX-^ X 2? i s called the set of 
semi-group epimorphisms. Finally Mon(Xls X 2 ) 0 Ep(X l s X 2) = HomCX.^ , X g) 
H B(X 1 S X 2) i s called the set of semi-group isomorphisms. We r e c a l l 
that C(X , X ) i s a semi-group when X i s a set, Sur(X, X) and In(X, X) 
are sub-semi-groups. So i s Hom(X, X) = End(X),the set of semi-groupo 
endomorphisms of a semi-group X. B(X, X) i s also a sub-semi-group. 
Given a semi-group S and sub-semi-groups X^, X 2 < S, we readily 
observe that X-^ D X 2 <1 S, which implies that B(X^, X 2) i s a sub-semi-
group of C(X l a X 2) and M on (X 1 S X 2)H EpCX^ of HomCX^ X 2 ) . 
Let X-^ , X 2 C S a semi-group. One defines the subset X-^^C S as 
I x 1 , x 2 l{x^s x 2)G l ^ x l ^ l . 
Section (3) Monoids. 
We c a l l a monoid a semi-group with an identity element. An element 
e C X a semi-group i s an identity element i f f V x £ X e*X = x*e = e. 
By i t s definition i f f e € X i s an identity then i t i s unique. Let IVL^  
be raonoids i = 1, 2. Let f G HomCM^ , M2) be a semi-group homomor-
phism, we must have f(e^) = e 2 where e^ are the identities of 
respectively. Define Ker(f) = [ x e M ^ f(x) = e^} and Im(f) = 
f(M-,). We then see that Ker(f)<M n and Im(f)< 1VL i.e.:- are submonoids 
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of M1 and M2. As above, i f M-^  and M2 are submonides or M then N^H M2 
i s a submonida of M. I f X i s a semi-group we c a l l End(X)0 B(X,X) = 
Aut(X) the semi-group of semi-group automorphisms of X. Similarly 
i f M i s a monoid, Aut(M) i s the semi-group of monoid automorphisms 
of M. Recall that l l E C(X,X) the identity function i s also t r i v i a l l y 
a semi-group endomorphism. This means that V X^, X^, semi-group, that 
CCXp X 1) i s monoid, and also that In(X, X), Sur(X, X), Ep(X, X), 
Mon(X,X), Hom(X, X), Ep(X, X)f\ Mon(X, X), Sur(X, X) O Im(X,X) are 
also monoids. A monoid which i s an Abelian semi-group i s said to 
be an Abelian monoid. 
Section (4). Groups. 
Let M be a monoid, define the submonoid G < M by G .= 
£x €. M > "3 x'G M, xx' = x'x = e/ , one says that G i s a group. 
Conversely we c a l l a semi-group S a group i f f ( i ) 3 e GSZHxG S <=> 
e*x = x-e = x ( i i ) V x € S 3 x ' C S H - xx1 = x'x = e. In our defini-
tions so far we have already met two groups. These are B(X,X)for a 
set X and Aut(S) where S i s a semi-group. Groups w i l l , of course, be 
of central interest in this thesis. Given the set X we w i l l c a l l 
Sym(X) the group (B(X,X),0), 0 being map composition. We now present 
a few definitions specialised to groups. 
Consider x-^ x 2 € G a group; V s-^ x 2 the mapping x2i—^» x - j X ^ " 1 
i s a bijective function. Also x 2 x ' 2 i >x 1x 2x 2'x 1" 1 under the function 
However x-jXjXg'x^ - 1 = (XjXgX^^Xx-jXg'x^ 1). Thus the mapping i s an 
automorphism. One calls such a mapping an inner automorphism of G. 
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More precisely, define a map In: G — ^ Aut(G), In(x): yl £-xyx-1 V 
x, y G G. We c a l l Im(Id) = Int(G)<Aut(G). Ker(Id) = £"x6GI In(g)= 
±}.={x<ZG3- sys _ 1=yVye = £ x € G > xy=yxV yCG| . Ker(In) i s 
called the centre of G written )S(G). More generally consider a 
subset S C G. Define a subgroup N(G)(S)< G by N(G)(S) =[xe G > 
In(x)LS3 = S). One calls N(G)(S) the normaliser of S i n G. Similarly, 
define C(G)(S) =fx€Gj- xyx" 1 = y V y 6 S ? . t^(G)(S) i s called 
the centraliser of S i n G. When G = S we c a l l tS(G)(G) the centre of 
G:-g(G). Subgroups of G such that N(G)(X) = G are called normal. We 
write X <7 G. We have € (G)< G andV'S <Z G, ^  (G)(S)<N(G)(S). 
Operator Groups on a set 
Let G be a group and S a set. G i s an operator group on S 
i f f H^functionB :GxS—^S such that if0(g,s) = g's then ( i ) g-^Cg^s) 
% s 2 * s e s = s ^ s ^ s > (&i_> &2^&' Given an s £ S , one calls 
£ g * s | g£G§ the orbit of s under G, we denote the orbit of s under 
G by Ob(s). The relation s-^fc s 2 i f f Ob (3 2) i s an equivalence 
relation on S splitting i t into disjoint orbits. I f Ob(s) = S for 
s € S, one says that G acts transitively on S or that the 'action' 
of G on S i s transitive. I f g's = s V (s^ g)G^x<^- shall say that 
G acts t r i v i a l l y on S. When S i s also a group and 0:G x S — S also 
satisfied g ' ( s 1 s 2 ) = g'S^g's,, we say that the group G i s a group of 
l e f t operators for the group S. In this case 3 p £ Hom(G, Aut(S)) 
with p(g):sl >• g's. 
Consider a set S. I f there exists a map f: S x G — > G such 
that ( i ) f(<x,g) =<*r'gj o<' (g xg 2) = cx"g1 »<-g2 we say that G i s an S 
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group. An S subgroup of G i s a subgroup X < G such that (X.X CZ X V^cES. 
An S homomorphism from an S group G-^ into an S group G 2 i s a homo-
morphism f € HomCGp G 2) such that f(cx*g) = <x'f (g) V (c*, g ) £ S x G r 
Define the subset HomgCGp G 2) CT Hom(Gls G 2) of S homomorphisms. We 
can easily see that Horns(G^ i - s a sub-semi-group of End(G) for a 
group G. I f X-<G i s a. normal subgroup and an S subgroup we c a l l i t 
a normal S subgroup. Let us consider some examples. I f S = any 
group i s a 0 group. Again l e t G be any group and S = Int(G). Each 
normal subgroup of G i s an S subgroup. Lastly l e t S = Aut(G). 
An S subgroup of G i s called a characteristic subgroup of G, we write 
X <3 G i f f X i s an Aut(G) subgroup of G. Consider a group G with 
H <G, then there exists an equivalence relation i n G, viz g - j ^ ^ &2 
i f f 3 h € H such that g 1~ 1g2 = n« The equivalence classes of the 
quotient set G/(£i^) are of the formTTjCg) = g'H where TT^: G 
— > G/(^ Similarly there exists an equivalence relation (£-2. ) 
in G such that g 1 f t * 2 gg i f f 3 h G H Zh g ^ 1=h. The canonical 
mapTT2: G ^ G/(<?=2) is7T 2: g i — H " g . The setTT 1(g) i s called 
a right H coset andTT2(g) a le.#.t H coset. When H<3 G, then H*g = 
g'HVge G and G/H = G/fc;) where ( c ^ ) = ( ^ 2 ) = has the 
structure of a group via the composition TT (g-j^'TT (g 2)= n t g 1 g 2 ) . 
Thus the canonical map H: G 7- G/H i s an epimorphism of G onto 
G/H. Consider Ker(f) where f GHom(G, Gj) where G-^ i s any group. We 
have Ker(f)<3 G, whence the natural mapping of G onto G/Ker(f) i s an 
epimorphism whose kernel i s Ker(f). Clearly Im(f) i s isomorphic to 
G/Ker(f). Consider the map Im: G Aut(G). Im(In) = Int(G) and 
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Ker(In) = C(G) so that Int(G)^G/C(G). Note that^(G)<I G . 
We say that Int(G)< Aut(G) definesAut(G)/Int(G) = Out(G). One calls 
Out(G) the group of outer automorphisms of G. 
Let G be an Abelian group. Now be definition of In, G/*e(G) 
i s isomorphic to Int(G). I f G i s Abelian G(G) = G whence Int(G) = 
iel . Thus Out(G) i s isomorphic to Aut(G) that i s , a l l automorphisms 
of Abelian groups are outer. I f C (G) =£el and Out(G) = £ej 
we c a l l G a complete group. Thus a group i s complete i f f Aut(G) 
i s isomorphic to Int(G) which i s isomorphic to G I f a groupG has no 
Abelian invariant subgroups we say i t i s semi-simple. I f i t has no 
invariant subgroups at a l l we say i t i s simple. 
Consider a sequence <Gi> i £ I of group? and a sequence C f - j ^ i£ I 
of homomorphisms fi€Hom(Gi, Gi+i)such that Im(fi-i) = Ker(f^). 
The sequenced(G^, f ^ ) ^ i G I i s called exact. We have already 
obtained the exact sequences o : e >• Int(G) Aut(G) 
^ > Out(G) 
•S" 2 : e ^ e(G) G X r S Int(G) --^V e 
S j : e Ker(f) C j > G — — I m ( f ) ^ e where i ^ ± 2 
and i ^ are identity momomorphisms. ( I t i s t r i v i a l that i f : - e A 
*» B and A * » B > e are exact, thenf-^ i s a monomorphism and 
f 2 an epimorphism). Exact sequences such as the above are called short 
exact. In commutative diagrams a l l exact sequences w i l l be in straight 
lines. 
Given two groups K and Q which satisfy the short exact sequence:-
i <*> e K E ^ Q ^ e 
1/ 
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for a group E, then E i s said to be a group extension of K by Q. A 
short exact sequence i s said to be s p l i t i f f ( i ) e ( i i ) Q^e or 
( i i i ) 3 a monomorphism J- : Q< E "3- <p o j. = HQ. Here, we shall 
only be interested in s p l i t extensions. When J- : Q <] E and E/Q % K 
the group E i s said to be the direct product of Q by K (or vice-versa). 
When Q < E, E i s said to be the semi-direct product of Q by K i f f 
i t i s also an extension of K by Q. I f E i s the direct product of 
Q by K, the below diagram must be true:-
< 
9 
In this case, E i s written K x Q and i s isomorphic to the group con-
sisting of K x Q with underlying set and composition (k^, q-^ Kk,,, q 2) = 
(kjkg, q - ^ ) - Cne can prove the lemma that E i s isomorphic to K x Q 
when K, Q<E, KHQ = e a d E = K'Q = Q-K. For, in our diagram 
consider the homomorphism s-^ x s 2 from E into K x Q defined by 
s 1 x s 2 : x I =>• ( s 2 ( x ) , s 1 ( x ) ) . Now x 6! Ker(s^xSg)TC^S 2(X) = 
e = s 1 ( x ) so that K e r ( s 1 x s 2 ) C K e r ( s 1 ) O K e r ( s 2 ) , we readily see that 
Ker(s 1xs 2) = Ker(s 1)H Ker(s 2) so that by exactness Ker(s 1 x s 2 ) = 
ImCLj^n Im(i 2) i.e.:- V x £ K e r ^ x s 2'}3 (k^, k 2 ) £ x K 2 
x = ^(k-j^) = i 2 ( k 2 ^ w h e n c e s i ^ x ) = s i ° ^ l ^ i ^ = ^ = k i = e s o t h a t 
k-^  = e; similarly k 2 = e whence Ker(s 1 x s 2 ) = e and Kf\Q = e. With 
the result that s-^  x s 2 i s a monomorphism. I t i s also an epimorphism; 
given k £ K , ^ G Q then for x = i-, (k) i ? ( q ) satisfies s-. x s ? : x i — 
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— ( k , q) since s-jO = o , s 2 9 * 2 = ° • 1 3 0 t h a t E = K'Q 3 X 1 ( 1 
x s 2 i s an isomorphism. 
Similarly, a group E is called a semi-direct product i f the 
below diagram is commutative 
J-
Or, given a g€'Hom(Q, Aut(K)) we c a l l the group K js g Q whose under-
lying set i s K x Q and whose composition is (k^, q^)(k 2, q 2) = 
(k-^Cq^) ( k 2 ) , q-^q2) the semi-direct product of Q by K. Both definitions 
are equivalent and imply K < K (a gQ, Q <.K B gQ and K H Q = e, with 
K (a gQ = K-Q. We must have Im(i) D Im(j) = e for i f x = i ( k ) = j ( q ) 
then so i = o implies k = e and q = e since i i s injective. SoV x £ 
K EI gQ there exists (k, q)G K x Q such that x = i ( k ) j ( q ) i s a 
unique member of K x gQ when k and q are fixed. This K ts gQ has 
underlying set K x Q ^  K-Q. Since K < J K E gQ, (Ker(s) = I m ( i ) ) , 
K must be stable under Int(K is gQ), thus 9 g £ Hom(Q, Aut(K)) with 
In( J. (q)) o i = i o g(q) V q G Q- We must then have i ( k 1 ) j ( q 1 ) i k 2 ) j (q 2) 
i ( k 1 ) t j ( q 1 ) i ( k 2 ) j ( q 1 ) " 1 o ( q 1 ) j ( q 2 ) = 1(1^). I h ( j ( q 1 ) ( i ( k 1 ) ) 3 ) q 1 q 2 ) = 
i ( k 1 ) i ( g ( q 1 ) ( k 2 ) j ( q I q 2 ) = i ^ g ^ ) ( k 2 ) j ( q - ^ ) , which is the semi-
direct product group law. When K is an Abelian group and Q a subgroup 
of the set of units of a ring with K a natural module, we immediately 
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see that there exists a group K m nQ« n€. Hom(Q, Aut(K)), i s called 
the natural homomorphism. 
Choose a new monomorphism j : Q <. K ta gQ such that soj' = 0. 
We must then have j ( q ) j ' (q) Ker(S) = Im(i), so write j ( q ) 1 = 
i C * (q))j (q) where <p £ C a(Q, K). Now Im(j) ^  Im(j') which means 
th a t 3 k e K with L i ( i ( k ) ) ( I m ( j ) ) = ImCj')) viz 1 ( k ) j ( q ) i ( k ) " 1 = 
i ( ^ ( q ) ) j ( q ) or 0 (q) = i ( k ) j (qJKk)"1;] ( q ) " 1 = i ( k ) i ( g ( q ) ( k - 1 ) ) = 
i(kg(q)(k 1 ) ) . When K i s Abelian, we can write<£(q) = k-g(q)(k), 
this result w i l l be elaborated on i n chapter (2). When H < G the 
class <<Cln(g)(H)^ g G G are called conjugate subgroups of H i n G 
and are a l l isomorphic to H. 
Section (5) Rings, Sfields and Fields. 
We w i l l discuss Rings, Sfields and Fields only very b r i e f l y . 
A ring R i s a t r i p l e (S,© l so 2) where (S,Q 1) i s an Abelian group 
and (S, <02) is an arbitary semi-group. The binary operations (cp^,©^ 
have to satisfy the distributative axioms (x^O^ x 2)e> 2 x3 = 
xl° 2 V l x2°2 x3 ^ (x 1© 2(x 2)© 1 x^) = x 1 © 2 x 2 o 1 x 2 © 2 Xy 
We c a l l the set of units of R the maximal subgroup of the semi-group 
(S,0 2 ) . I f (S,o 2 ) i s a group, we c a l l (S,o 2 ) a sf i e l d . I f 
(S,0 2) i s an Abelian group also, one calls (S,© a f i e l d . 
Section (6) Modules and Vector Spaces. 
Consider a ring A and an Abelian group M. I f there exists a 
map kj^: A x M-~>M such that, defining:- k 2(A , x) =7\> x V (A ,x)£ 
A x M; we have A .(x x + x 2) = ^-x j + A-x2; C\]+A 2)" x = 
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"X1' x +^ 2" x> 7\L'^' x = ( ? ^ 2 ) " x , e" e = x» w e c a l 1 t h e group 
M a l e f t A module. In a similar way we can define the notion 
of right A . modules. I f A , i s a commutative ring, that is ( A , 0 2 ) 
is an Abelian monoid ;then every l e f t A. module i s also a r i g h t A module. 
Give two l e f t A modules, one define© a A homomorphisms as a hoirto-
morphism f € HomOY^ , Mg) such that f(7v*x) = "A'f(x)V xfcM.^ 
I f M2,.M-^  are modules and f ^ and f 2 are A homomorphisms f^G H o m ^ 
(M-^ jMg) ^ f2£Hbm ^ (M 2, M^ ) then f 2 o ^ €Hom(M1, Mj). Thus the 
subset o f A endomorphisms of End(M)^where M i s aA module^is a 
semi-group. Since the identity function is also a A homomorphism 
End^(M) i s a submonoid of End(M). Because End(M) i s a ring when 
M is Abelian, we see that End_yy_(M) i s a subring of End(M). I f A i s 
commutative, one can also endow Hom^ CM-^ , M2) as a A module. 
Hom(M1,M^ ) being an Abelian group. Every Abelian group i s a Z module 
with n-Z = Z + Z + ... to n factors V (n, Z ) € Z x M. 
I f A i s a f i e l d , we c a l l a A module M a vector space over 
A I f M is a vector space over A we c a l l the set Hom/^ CMjA-) the 
vector dual space, denoted by M . M* i s a A linear space via the 
definitions f X ^ + T ^ f ^ x ) s ^ f ^ x ) * ?^ f 2 ( x ) = f^P^x) +f 2C^x). 
An inner product space is a linear space over A and a function f : 
M x M —=>-A with f linear i n both variables seperated. 
f C A j ^ +/\2x2,x-5) =7v Lf(x 1,x- 5) +>gf(x 2,x 3) 
f C x - ^ ' X ^ + ^ x ^ ) = > 2 f ( x 1 , x 2 ) + p^fCx^x-j) 
In this case, there exists a Aisomorphism from M onto M* defined by 
x-I x* when x*(y) =f(x,y) V(x,y)GM, called the canonical isomor-
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-phism- of M onto M*. A normed linear space i s a linear space with a 
function II ll : M -^.A^which obeys ( i ) l| x 11=^ 0,11 x l | = 0 i f f x = 0 
( i i J I l T k x II = f-7 ) II =c||: ( i i i ) ! ! ^ x - ^ x2HM\l \\ x^S + | ^ I H x 2 " 
Clearly an inner product space is also normed via l\ x 11 = x*(x). 
The elements of M* are called .A. linear functionals, elements of 
C^ CM^ A.) and functionals. Functionals l i k e f above are called b i -
linear. I f Mi and M2 are linear spaces over A - , the tensor product 
space of M-^  and M2 over A denoted by:- M 1®^_M 2 has underlying set 
isomorphic to M-^  <5r.i M2 with addition of elements x ® y i n M]_ ®^_ M2 
defined by the rule (x-j+x,^) <g> y = x 1 © y + x 2 © y , x © (y 1+y 2) = 
x ® y-^  + x ©y2> and module operation 7\(x ® y ) = (Tlx ® y) =(x &Ay). 
V 7s. € A • Given a linear space M over .A , MQj\. M is isomorphic 
to the dual of the space of bilinear functionals on M via x ©y: f i — 
f ( x , y) V f ^ B 2 (M^ A.) the space of bilinear functionals on M. 
We w i l l only consider the case A_ = FR\ 
Section (7). Categories and Functors. 
In this section, we shall b r i e f l y discuss the notions of 
categories and functors from a very elementary standpoint. The concept 
of categories and functors is due mainly to Eilenberg and Maclane and 
has a large unifying effect on algebra. We shall use different 
algebraic constructions due to these authors i n the main text of 
the thesis. 
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A category £ consists of a pair (OtCO ,A r ( e ) ) . ObC^) i s 
a collection of albegraic objects such as sets or group etc. ArC1^) 
is the set of a l l morphisms or relations between pairs of elements 
of Ob(e ). We have Ar(e ) = O { Mor(A, B) i A, B S Ob(e )} . 
For thrse elements A, B, C €. Ob(C) there is defined a binary relation 
from Mor(B, C) x Mor(A, B) into Mor(A, C). The relation must satisfy 
the requirement that V A e 0b(<2 )3 H Ae Mor(A, A) such that 
Ho f = f V f e Mor(A, B), f'ofl . = f V f'€ Mor(A, B), B€Ob(e ) 
The composition must also be associative when defined. A morphism 
f e Mor(A, B) is an isomorphism i f f 3 ; f M o r ( B , A)> f o f = 4LB, 
f 1 of = SL^. When A = B an isomorphism of Mor(A, A) i s called an 
automorphism. The set Mor(A, A) i s called the set of endomorphism of 
A; End(A). End(A) i s a monoid. Let £ be a category; we may endow 
Ar( 6 ) with the structure of a category as follows. Let ( f ^ , ?2^G 
Mor(A, B) x Mor(Af, B')- We define a morphism f± |—^. f 2 to be a 
pair (<$ 1,cj3 2)€. M o r(A> A') x Mor(B, B") such that the below diagram is 
commutative. 
^ >B 
4.1 
A'- I' 
One can, i n fact endow the category of commutative diagrams between 
objects of a category £*• with the structure of a category by defining 
translations or morphisms between diagrams. The above operation i s a 
morphism between Mor(A, B) and Mor(A', B') where we define a morphism: 
' 7 
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MorCcf^,^) : Mor(A, B) Mor(A, B»); Mar(<t>13<^): f 1 f - ^ f g = 
^2 0 *2 0<b l' W e w-^11 s uPP 1y 3 X 1 interpretation of the relation 'Mor' 
later. 
Let *S/i_and ^ b e two categories, we c a l l any relation P. 
^ 1-Ve 2 such thatV A € O b ^ ) , F(A)G Ob(e2);V f£Mor(A, B) 
F(f)GMor(F(A),F(B) and F(g o = .PTg) o F(f) G Mor(F(A), P(C))V g £ 
Mor(B, C), f G Mor(A, B); a covariant functor. Similarly a relation 
fromif^ i n t o € 2 such that F(A)G Ob(C2) V AG ObCC-^, P ( f ) € 
Mor(P(B), P(A))V f G Mor(A,B)•> F(g o f ) = F(f) o P(g)GMor(C, A) 
V f 6 Mor (A, B), gGMor(B, C); i s called a contravariant functor. 
We w i l l give examples of functors which relate the categories of sets, 
semi-groups, monoids and groups shortly. Consider f i r s t the relations 
M^ C —VS, MA: X—>Mor(A, X)VXGOb(A). If<j)£Mor(X,X')Tdefine 
MA:c]3 I—^MorCdlg,^): Mor(A, X) —>• Mor (A, X»), MorOfl.1 ,cjb): f I — 
f o<J)Vf€ Mor (A, X). MA i s a covariant functor from € i n t o ArCe). 
Similarly V" A € OB(C? ) we can define a covariant functor M^ : "<L — V 
ArC 1^), MA: X I — ^ Mor(X, A). Ifct>€ Mor(X' X) fc-^Mor(<$ ,H ) 
Mor(<£,4L): f - y f o c j D V f G Mor(X, A). We have already defined 
a functor Mor: £ 2 — > Ar(|f ) Mar: (A, B) 1 — ^ Mor (A, B)vCA, B)£ <Sx 6 
and Mor: ( c ^ , ^ ) I—*Mor(<t) pcfc) 2 ) V ( ^4 ) 2 ) G Mor(A», A'f) x Mor(B,B»); 
Mor(4>1,c|52) : f — H ^ o f o ^ ; Mor(<f> ± ^ 2 ) : Mor(A, B) -V Mor(A ' ,Bf) , 
V f GMor(A, B). Mor is both contra and covariant. The category 
S consists of sets and functions Mor(S1, S2) = C 1^, S 2). The 
category G consists of groups and homomorphisms MojfKG-^ , G2) = Hom(G-^ , G2) 
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An important functor i s from a category onto the category of 
sets and mappings. This functor i s called the stripping functor. 
Consider the groups (S^© ± ) = G.jGCb((J) ad feHomCGj, G2) then 
P: G± 1—^ Si and F: f I — y f c c f e ^ S 2)>is the covariant stripping 
functor. Similarly l e t (S, O p © 2 ) be a ring;then there exist 
functors from R into the category of Abelian groups F: R I—^- (S,©^ 
and to the category of semi-groups F: Rt—=>- (S,©2). I f R is a ring 
with identity then F: R\—> (S, © 2 ) to the category of monoids. 
This ends our summary of the algebraic notions to be used i n this 
thesis. From now on, concepts w i l l be defined as they arise. 
CHAPTER (2) 
S P A C E - T I M E , R E L A T I V I T Y 
AND GROUP T H E O R Y 
2.1 
This thesis presents a discussion of various r e l a t i v i t y models 
of physics from an algebraic point of view. In this chapter we 
shall attempt to introduce the work to follow i n later chapters-. No 
apologies are made for the semi-axiomatic approach1^ to r e l a t i v i t y 
models which we shall use. Whilst some may feel that such an appro-
ach obscures the physical content of a theory, i t i s necessary to 
present a theory i n such a way to make i t amenable to the use of the 
extremely powerful arsenel of modem algebra. The task we attempt 
to f u l f i l l i n this chapter is the translation of physical experience 
into algebraic language, so that using the logic embedded i n that 
language, as many physical conclusions can be extracted as possible, 
i n the s p i r i t of the quotations i n the preface. The algebraic tools 
used i n the analysis of this chapter were presented, i n summary, i n 
chapter one. The ideas we obtain from this preliminary analysis are 
followed up i n the next three chapters using the f a i r l y modern alge-
braic^ools developed i n the chapter following t h i s . 
Theories of r e l a t i v i t y are broadly concerned with the structure 
of a set 'W, the 'event-world' or 'space-time'. Elements xGW are 
called 'events' and represent physical phenomena. A theory of rela-
t i v i t y assigns a mathematical structure to W via sets of relations which 
enable one to formulate relationships between any two events x ^ x 2 €. 
W , such as "x, i s 'before x 2" or "x, is 'near' x 2 " etc. The 
structures assigned to W are drawn from experimental observation of 
the natural world. The assignment of a structure toW i s , loosely, 
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a physical theory. A physical theory i s judged i n relation to others 
via i t s a b i l i t y to mirror as closely as possible the structure of 
the natural world as determined by experiment, i n i t s a b i l i t y to 
prompt the experimental search for hithertoo unobserved phenomina 
and i n i t s a b i l i t y to explain the phenomina hithertoo un-understood. 
Apart from the philosophical speculations of the ancients, the f i r s t 
theory of r e l a t i v i t y ( i n the modern sense) was proposed by Issac 
Newton. Newton drew up on the work of immumerable past workers, 
prominent amongst whom were Copernicus, Kepler and Galileo Galilei. 
Such was the quality of Newton's r e l a t i v i t y , that within i t s frame-
work physics continued quite happily along to the beginning of the 
century when the f i r s t tremors of the downfall of the r e l a t i v i t y 
were making themselves f e l t , through the well-known paradoxes, such 
as the n u l l result of the Michelsomir-Morley experiment. In order to 
explain these paradoxes, Albert Einstein, i n 1905 proposed a new 
system of r e l a t i v i t y called after him, or the 'Special Theory of 
Relativity'. In the formulation of his Special Theory, Einstein, l i k e 
Newton, drew upon the work of his predecessors and contempories such 
2) 
as Lorentz, Poineare' and Minkowski . After ten years or so, 
Einstien proposed his General Theory of Relativity as a more perfect 
theory than his f i r s t . The General theory dealt with the 'global' 
structure of the event-world, reducing, i n the 'locality' of an event 
to the Special Theory, under certain circumstances. Since Einstein's 
beautiful General Theory was propounded, many new ones, similar i n 
s p i r i t to i t have been suggested, i n a l l of them the cosmological 
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structure of space-time i s discussed, whilst, i n the local case, the 
Special Theory of r e l a t i v i t y remains. 
In the 1920's, Einstein's theory of Special Relativity seemed 
to breakdown when one attempted to explain microscopic phenomena. 
The explanation of these atomic and sub-atomic phenomena lead to the 
invention of quantum mechanics by a group of mainly German physicists. 
Most prominent amongst the inventors of quantum mechanics, were Bohr, 
Planck, Heisenberg, Bom and especially E. Schrodinger. The f i r s t 
attempts at the formulation of a quantum mechanics only uaed the 
r e l a t i v i t y ideas of Newton. Almost immediately, attempts were made 
to improve the mechanics by incorporating i n i n i t the Special Theory 
of Relativity. The f i r s t attacks by Schrodinger and Dirac were not 
particularly successful. I t was not u n t i l 1939 that Wigner-^ was 
able to imbed Special Relativity into quantum theory i n a highly 
successful way. The extreme beauty of Wigner's theory was not, how-
5 6 7 8 ) 
ever,matched to i t s limited practicability. Fairly recently 3 3 i < 3 , 
i t was shown that i f Newton's r e l a t i v i t y was incorporated into 
Wigner's quantum mechanics, the result was the Schrodinger quantum 
mechanics, a highly practical theory. The great stumbling block of 
Wigner's quantum mechanics incorporating the Special Theory of Rela-
t i v i t y i s i t s present weakness i n describing the interaction between 
material bodies. Schrodinger's theory was able to do this i n a 
highly successful way, employing the classical description of 
interactions developed by Newton, Lagrange and Hamilton. This weakness, 
u n t i l comparatively recently, lead to the neglect of Wigner's 
quantum mechanics i n preference to the highly 'slippery' r e l a t i v i s t i c 
quantum f i e l d theory. The l a t t e r was very successful when descri-
bing the weaker forms of interaction between sub-atomic particles, 
but was completely unsuccessful when dealing with the strong inter-
actions between certain of them. The newest of interaction theories, 
which can deal with these strong interactions is the so called 'S 
matrix' ' theory of strong interactions developed i n the last decade. 
The S matrix theory attempts to side step the descriptions of fields 
and interactions, dealing instead with the experimentally observable 
consequences of the interactions. Wigner's theory of quantum mechanics 
is the natural frame-work for this modern theory. 
We cannot discuss the quantum-mechanical theories mentioned here 
any further, due to lack of expertise and to seme slight degree, space. 
They were mentioned however, because most of the material presented 
i n this thesis have quantum mechanical applications^'1'"'5"'""'"^. I t 
would take another volume to do them justice. The mechanics we 
discuss w i l l be classical; the extensions of the results we obtain 
to quantum mechanics is very easy but w i l l not be performed here. 
Also, although we discuss Hamilton's scheme for the description of 
interactions, the only results we shall obtain are for free bodies 
undergoing no interaction with the external world. Neither w i l l the 
cosmological theories of r e l a t i v i t y be discussed, we w i l l concentrate 
on the Special Theory of r e l a t i v i t y , Newtonian r e l a t i v i t y and some 
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r e l a t i v i t y models derivable from each of them. 
In parts (1) and (2) of this chapter, we shall discuss Newton's 
and Einstien's Special Theories of r e l a t i v i t y . In part (3) some 
degenerate cousins of the f i r s t two w i l l be discussed as valid, i f 
unphysical r e l a t i v i t y models. The discussion w i l l largely through 
the use of group theory which is introduced i n the f i r s t part. 
Part ( 1 ) . Newtonian Relativity. 
One can mathematically formulate Newton's notion of the world 
i n modern terms as follows. Our treatment is an extension of a 
briefer one due to W.Noll i n Ref. ( 1 ) . The Newtonian world W(N) i s 
a t r i p l e (\(/3t3£). Here W i s the event-world or space-time. The 
object ' U 1 is a function "C €. C (NjC, IR ) which assigns to every 
pair of events x^, x 2 <£ V/ a real number X ( x l a X2) called the time-
lapse function. According to physical experience, one must assign 
the following properties to x . These are ( i ) T ( x l s X2) = - x^) 
(iiJTCxp x 2) + *C(x2, x^) = T(x 1, X ^JV X.^ x 2, x-^W; and ( i i i ) 
V (x, t ) e W x R 3 y€W>x:(x, y) = t . The time-elapse function 
enables us to assign a relation F i n W via:- P = [(x, y)G\)C^l-
T(x, y) > 0.|. Condition ( i i ) then implies that F i s a transitive 
relation,F o F d F . However, F is not a p a r t i a l order since i f P = 
F 1, PH F = S then A Q S. However, the relation S i s an equivalence 
relation and the relations F, P and S define subsets of Wvia:-
F(x) s f y e w > (y,x)e F? , P(x) = F - 1(x) and S(x) = F(x)HP(x) 
V x 6 W . Clearly from condition ( i i i ) F(x) (J P(x) =W and from 
condition ( i ) y e F(x) < ^ xGP(y) V x, y e W • The equivalence 
relation S is called simultenaity. I f y G S(x), we say that the 
events x and y are simultaneous. Given x £ W we c a l l F(x), P(x) 
and S(x) the future, past and instant of x. In our definition the 
map S can be chosen as the canonical map S: W *-W/S, which induces 
a portion of W into a disjoint family of subsets, i.e.:-
W = UCc-.l G-G^T-f , S( X l)r> S t x 2 ) =$rif ( X l, x 2)£ S and 
S ( x 1 ) n S(x 2) = S(x) where x.^ x 2£S(x). The time lapse function 
gives rise to a set function X" €E C fR"^ where T7(Opa"2) = 
"C (Xp x 2) when (x^ x 2 ) G x ^ . For each pair of instants 
a " 1 , o , 2 a the numberx( o--L,cr2) i s called the time-lapse 
between them. Clearly, we have ( i ) X (0^,0- 2) = - xXavjjT^) -
( i i ) x «r1,c5-2) = 0 i f f <r 1 =<y2 ( i i i ) xCs-pc-g) + x ( 0-2*0-3). = 
X (U^B- 3 ) and ( i v ) V O^e^, t G T R B S ; © ^ . ! - ^ ^ ^ ) = t . In 
this l i g h t , define a relation A in^T"via A = C (0" 1,cr 2)G -J^x-^3-
^ o~ 2)> 0 ^ then we must have AOB =A where B = A - 1 so that A 
is a pa r t i a l order. I f ^ QACO^) or (cr.^,<5-2)^A we say that the 
instant<5"2 i s after<5^ or i f (<3"1,«s-2)e: B^ o-,, is before We 
must have A((J) O B(<T). = 6" V (TG^and A(cr) U B(<r) =*p-V O-GtJ1-
that i s A i s a t o t a l order i n ^ - . I t is induced^"'in-vP" via the natural 
equivalence between S~and fiZ (to be defined) and the natural t o t a l 
order ( > ) inR. The natural equivalence betweenTP" and i s obtained 
as follows. Choose an instant cr 0etf. Then a function £}' — ^ 
is defined by/0': C" I—^X-(<T,cr 0)V CT€:-tft By condition ( i v ) , ^ ) 1 is 
onto, and since (0"1,<S"o) = xy(<5%,,a- ) ^ <e=^  X (O^jC^ ) = 0 w i t n 
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* C ( a " l , c r 2 ) = ^ 1 = ^2 w e s e e t h a t ^ ' ^ ) . =^ f ( o ^ t y ^ = CT2 
whence/S1 is one to one and hence bijective. I f /0= ^ S' - 1 then/5 i s 
an equivalence between IR and Jx> and moreover (/Q(t 1),/D(t 2))G A 
( t l s t 2 ) G ( > ) . Also/5( o ) = <5" 0. Now l e t us choose ac^ i n place 
of <S-q. A function ./S'*:-^—>R> /3'*: <5" 1 — ^ X (0~,G 0) i s obtained 
which is bijective and whoose inverse naturally preserves the p a r t i a l 
order relations- W O ^ ) ,/9*(t 2))C A<^> ( t ^ t 2 ) e ( » with 
/Q*(0). =6"0- We thus see that there exists a familycf = <^(^)>cre-^v" 
of equivalences between fR and TP" which preserve the p a r t i a l orders 
and satisfy £ (<r ): 01—^crV c r £-^defined by^ X c r ) - 1 : <r' f—^ 
T ,' cs" ) V <T ' ^  . In terms of the axioms for x we must have 
( i ) cS(<7-1)"1(<y2) = - C f a g r t ^ ) ( i i ) ^ ^ ) " 1 ^ ) = 0 ^ , ^ = c!r " 
( i i i ) * ? ^ ) " 1 (c^) t^rfo^)" 1 (er 2) ^ ( f f j J ' V ^ V ^ ^ , ^ ^ . 
Let us again f i x an instant <T 0£TT" with <?(CT Q) 1 = . We must then 
have the consequence t h a t c T ^ ^ ) J - 1 ^ ( t g ) ) = < T ( / 3(0)) _ 1( / 0(t x)) -
£(^(0))_1(>£>(t2)) or< ? ( A t 1 ) ) " 1 ( / 5(t 2)) = /T^/dO^) -
>€> 1 o / ^ ( t 2 ) = t - j - t 2 , which is the time-lapse between the instants 
fc> (tj) and/c)(t 2). In particular, i f we choose vOCt^) = c^>'j then the 
time-lapse between^' and<5"0 is t-^ whilst betweenG"Q' and an 
arbitrary cre-cP-the time lapse is <S(cro') (<3 ) = - / ^ ( c r ) , the 
relative time between andcw.r.t. ^ r Q . I f the relative time 
between <5"« and <Sd' is T, the 'time' of (T i s t 2 + T relative to<3"o. 
The instant <T"o chosen to f i x the scale of time is called the 'present1, 
i f another 'present' is chosen, the t o t a l time-lapse is the sum of the 
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time-lapse between the original present a nd the new one and the 
relative time lapse between the instant and the new present. 
As subsets ofW , each instant i s isomorphic to any other and 
whence to*- a given present. Physical experience shows that the 
present is isomorphic to the set TT^  J corresponding to the independent 
notions of 'lengths', 'breadth' and 'height 1. Also,0" must be 
a real linear space corresponding to the relative nature of these 
notions. That i s , choosing an event y E"^, we can a f f i x the basis 
of a real linear space V(y) to y, where V(y) i s isomorphic to the 
real linear spaceIR^, y I — 0 and x l— > • x VxQo^. x i s a t r i p l e 
(Xp x 2, x-^ ) defining the position of x relative to y i n V(y); the 
vector x being called the location of x i n V(y) when x, yG<5~0. 
Given two real numbers0^ ,cx 2 and a pair of events;*^ andac,, we 
define the event x-^  tcx^ x 2 i n V(y) as the event whose location i n 
11^  i s cx^ X]_ + °<2 —2' 1 1 3 c h o o s e 9X1 e v e n t y,(£.o~0 whose location 
i n rR? i s ^ ' relative to y, and define a vector space V(y') in<5~Q 
by y 1 I — ^ 2 3 1 1 ( 1 x 1 — ^ x' ^' x t h e n t n e r e e x i s t s a 
istmorphism V(y') — > V ( y ) defined by x 1 I — ^ x + Z' when 
i n V(y) xl-^-x' and i n V(y) x\—V x V x £(T o. We write V(y') = 
V(y) + ^  and say that V(y') i s a translate of V(y). Clearly V = 
•*CV(y)^ > y€c5" 0 is a family of vector spaces isomorphic to and 
whence mutually isomorphic as sets. The family V i s called a frame, 
the members of the family are frames attached to X ^ G ^ i f U<£V and 
UL = V(x). Since f l ^ is a linear space i t i s also an Abelian group, 
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each element V(y) ^  V can be regarded as a point i n the o r b i t of 
^ 3 the underlying Abelian group of an a r b i t r a r y f i x e d U € V v i a 
V(y) = U - = U o ^ ? f y ) whenpis the R.R. of f f c 5 and i s taken 
as the l i n e a r space U. = V(0) = 6" . That i s a l l frames i n V are 
translates of each other. The underlying Abelian group of i s 
called the s p a t i a l t r a n s l a t i o n group w r i t t e n as TR-^the three f o l d 
d i r e c t product o f the Abelian group H vc^. 
Experience also i n s i s t s that <r G i s a Euclidian metric space 
i n h e r i t i n g the usual topology a nd Euclidian geometry of fR . The 
object 3 i n W ( N ) i s a family d = 0 ( < r )>cyG>r-of Euclidian metric 
functions 9 ( O" ): ( f x 6"—>IR . The topology endowed to C 0 enables 
a precise formulation o f neighbourhood or nearness and defines r e l a -
tions i n C 0 i n the obvious way. 
I t i s f a i r l y clear t h a t the underlying set of W can be taken as 
IR3 x te1 on <SQ x IfJ. The subset (j0 o f W i s sometimes called the 
absolute space of Newton's world, when an event x £ W i s w r i t t e n as 
x = (a , t ) one means tha t x £ y3(t) and that i t s location i n ^ ( o r U, ) 
i s x. We can also w r i t e / 3 ( t ) = .£ (x, t ) l x € • / 2 ( t ) i s a l i n e a r 
space with vector addition and module action defined by the r u l e .• -
o^-Cx-p t ) + c * 2 ' ( x 2 J t ) = <c\ X i +cx^2' t ) V ( ^ , ^ ^ £ 1 ^ ; ^ ) , ^ ) 
£ > 0 ( t ) . As i n the discussion of frames, a l l instants i n tS*" can be 
regarded as translates o f <J0 tpoints i n the o r b i t o f C5"d under IK"1-, the 
underlying Abelian group of the time axis lis v i a /3(t) = CTq . The 
p a r t i t i o n i s endowed with the usual topology on which enables 
one t o define the proximity of instants; the distance between two 
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instants (S- L J0- 2G-tr i-being d (0^,0-2) = I x C a ^ o ^ ) ! . The topology 
on i s thus the product topology of the usual topologies on 
and fR . 
Let us begin t o discuss kinematics. I n order t o do so 3 we u t i l i s e 
some rather formal d e f i n i t i o n s given by N o l l . A 'material universe 1 
i s a set 0^ , whose elements are called 'bodies'.9JLis p a r t i a l l y 
ordered set with order ) , one says that i f A, B G ^ U w i t h A ^ B , 
A i s a 'part o f B. A body B i s separate from a body C i f B O C = e5 
- where B f l C ^ B and B D C cr: c. The material universe 
appropriate t o a system of 'particles' i s the power set of a f i n i t e 
set S ( # (S) Z. X s© )J elements p G S are p a r t i c l e s . A motion of 
a material universe ^  i s a function E:1X—^ P(W) (the power set of 
W ) such that M(B)CM(C) i f B £ C and M(B)D O" f & V <T £TP" 
CCall the set of motions atIX , Me/Vf) • The s * M ( B ) C W i s called 
the set of events experienced by the body B and more commonly the 
'world tube' of B. I f OA. i s a system of discrete p a r t i c l e s and 
p G S, then M(p) i s called a 'world l i n e ' . Now given p(E' S 
M(p)0 0" i s a discrete element o f \ # f o r l e t x±i x 2 £ M(p)P)G~, then 
x-^ , x 2€r M(p) and x-^ , x^O" whence x^ and x 2 are simultaneous events. 
I f we make the assumption that a ' p a r t i c l e ' cannot be i n two places 
at the same time then x-j. = ^ 2 x i = x2* W e c a n thus define a 
function f (M) : K - V > W > f (M): t l ^ M ( p ) D / 0 ( t ) V t G ^ 
or f(M): t l — ^ (x ( M ) ( t ) , t ) where i ^ M l R 1 — i s called the 
tr a j e c t o r y of t he p a r t i c l e p under the motion M. Sometimes we w i l l 
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call f (M) the world line since we have U£fp(M)(t)l te.T?;J = 
(J{M(p)ny3 (t)i t e i & ? . = M(P)D( U{£(t)i ten*?) = M(P) 
Having laid our formal basis we turn now to the introduction of 
group theory into the discussion of relativity models, a technique 
which we'll use throughout this thesis. Recall that the set B("W) 
of bijective mappings of Wonto itself forms a group. Consider a 
subset CL C W ) C B W ) of bijective functions which preserve the 
structure of the world modelW(N) = (W, "C , 3 ), called 'world auto-
morphisms'. We place c x € SOX/O inCUW) i f f (i)Xo(o<xcK) =x 
o r r ( ^ ( x 1 ) , ' x ( x 2 ) ) =X(x 1 3 x 2 ) V x l s x 2G W and ( i i ) a ( O ^ X c x ^ ) , 
°<(x2)) = a- (TKX^ X 2)V X 2€T, a^-vf-, where 0"°* is the set 
x€<r-c> cx(x)£C3"^ • I t is immediate thatfXI'v? B(W) for i f 
o ^ , ^ G.OfvX7) t h e n ^ o<x2GCX.Cv7)salso1lGa(W) and ifixSXW) 
then o<~i CLiKXJ) since (i)To(cx xc<) = "C => T;o (CKX^OC^*^)"^"^0 
or *C o C^X^oCoc'X^" 1 ) — TTo (CKOC^-'X^OPC-') - ~c - T o U x ^ ) " 1 
and ( i i ) we have cX/CT^* Gx.*cO = <3 V CT G xT1^ whence 
(a(<T°<) o (c^xcx)) o (txxcx) - 1 =«^(CT) o (C^XCK)-1 = C> (CT1^ whence 
^CO-^"' ) o (o^xcx)"1 = a C c r ^ 0 ^ - 1 ) = a (cr). The important 
thing to remember about the groupOU^) i s that i t i s uniquely deter-
mined byWand hence determines^ . A discussion of OL(W) can 
replace one of W in many respects. 
The f i r s t condition definingCL(W) means that each*GO-OOP) must 
preserve the relation P and, in the form TT (0"-£* J 5 3"^ ). = 
"X(<3~1S<5"2)V CT^ , C5^ <£. ^ P" is must preserve the total order omP". 
Thus the world automorphism must preserve the causal order on Newton's 
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world which means that an event'y'of P(x) always satisfieS-°c(.y) £ 
P(cx(x)):- effects cannot precede causes. We saw above how each world 
automorphism also preserves the Euclidean distance between simul-
taneous^ . Also, v i a the d e f i n i t i o n of the function f(o\):C \— 
we see that CX (W) i s also a group of automorphisms o f the p o t i o n -J"** 
I n order t o study QfW ) i n more d e t a i l , i t w i l l be ncessary t o 
w r i t e ( x , t ) I — ^ ( ^ ^ ( x ) + ^ ? 2 ( c x ) ( t ) , ( ? 3 W ( x ) + 
^? 4(oc)(t)) where p ^ C ^ C U ^ H C^IR 3, ^ ?));(? 2eC 1(a(W, 
CW.IR 5))* ( ? 3 G C 1 ( a ( W ) , C1(tR3,'K1)) and£ 4 G C 1 ( a ( ^ ) J 
|^  ,1^ ) ) . When we have discussed cohomology theory more f u l l y , 
we s h a l l be able t o analyse the mappings 4fiO> 1 — i — 4 i n greater 
d e t a i l than we can here. At the moment, we w i l l discuss a few more 
obvious points about t h i s analysis of o< , which are more amenable t o 
discussion. Prom the f i r s t condition oncx we can determine some 
facts about @ ^ and^?^. Recall t h a t : -
^ ( ( x p ^ ) , (x 2, t 2 ) ) = t 1 - t 2 V tei^i), (i2» ') s o t h a t 
we must have fit (^Xj) CoOO^) - p^oCi^) ^(?<>t 2) . = 
^1 ~ fc2* ^  ^ ^ ^ 1 1 : 1 1 1 3 w h e n fei = *2 W e m U S t n a v e ?^(°<)(xi) ~ 
^ 3(o<)(x 2) = 0 since ^? ^ (oO ( t - ^ = < S ^ ( i x ) ( t 2 ) when = t 2 ( s i n c e 
j^ ?2|("&<) i s one t o one V <x GCLCW) as can easily be shown) • We surmise 
that fijicx)^) =-^ 9(oO(x 2) or that£3 ^ icx): x\—^T(cx) where 
T'<E C d (CLOW ^ I R 1 ) . Thus, when t± i t g we i n f e r t h a t - ^ j^^OO^) -
^ 4(«x)(t 2) = t^-tg V c^eOU^), we have ^ ( o O t t ^ ) - t 1 = 
^ 4 ( c x ) ( t 2 ) - t 2 = T"(c* ) where T"e C d (CLfte),!?^). W r i t i n g 
T(«*>) = T'(o<.) + T"(=*.), we must have Cx : (x, t ) J—¥-((^(<>Xx) + 
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+ ^ 2 ( o < ) ( t ) , t + T(o<) ) VcxCOJCW)- One can readily show 
(cf. chapter 3), that o<* 2) = T(px> ) + T(<=^), so that 
T G Ifom(a.(W),R 1) J where IT^ i s the group of translations of the 
time axis which i s isomorphic to [R add. Clearly, the automorphism 
f (©<) of-J"1- induced byc*G G^(W ) can be w r i t t e n as / ( c x ) : 
>0(t) I — ^ /?(t+T(c^)) withdCW) acting t r a n s i t i v e l y on^P-:-
f(oOoyS) = yQo^P CTG*)). The functions ^ 1 and(3 2 w i l l be discussed 
a f t e r a few more de f i n i t i o n s concerning motions have been i n t r o -
duced. 
Consider a f i n i t e set S = £ p; j I € 1 } with # 0 0 ^  2«0o of 
p a r t i c l e s . A motion M of S defines the indi v i d u a l motions <[Mi \ i S I J 
of the i n d i v i d u a l p a r t i c l e s where M(i) = M I p i V i I , and world 
lines f i : t I — 7 > - M ( i ) n Jz) ( t ) . The world lines give r i s e to t r a j -
ectories v ia f i ( t ) = ( x ^ ( t ) , t ) . The tr a j e c t o r y x^ i s continuous 
i f x^ i s a continuous map from the usual topology o n l R t o that on it?. 
Given x^ i s continuous we can define the functions x^ called the 
instantaneous ve l o c i t y and x^ ?" called the instantaneous acceleration. 
The motion i s said t o be uniform i f f = 0, and i n s e r t i a l i f f x^ = 0 
V i € I when S = c l C ( S ) . Select p a r t i c l e 1 say }as the o r i g i n of 
a Frame V ( f ) = <V ( f ( t ) J > t G l T ^ • when x± = 0 and x^ . = 0 V i € I 
we can lable the frame V~(f) by x^ = V say, the frame V ( f ) i s then 
w r i t t e n I and called an i n e r t i a ! frame. Corresponding to the 
set of a l l i n e r t i a l motions o f S i s the family <I(V)^> V e f i ^ T - I 
o f a l l i n e r t i a l frames, where i s the set of constant tangent 
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vectors i n (R . We also c a l l (RfSrthe underlying Abelian group of 
ffe-^ T and note t h a t I can be regarded as the o r b i t under n? \ 1(0) 
v i z . 1 ( 0 ) ^ = I ( y ) , p being the R.R. of 
Let us go back t o f9 1 and (3 2. Now the second con$ijaion of 
GL( W ) i s that<x€CUW} i f f a (y0(t + T ( c x ) ) ) ( o < x 1 ) J ^ ( x 2 ) ) = 
2 C ^ ( t ) ) ( x l s x 2 ) V x 1 ? x 2 e/S»(t), t e r R 1 . w r i t e r <#(t)) = 
d ( t ) then d ( t + T(O<))(CX(X1)3CK(X2)) = d ( t ) ( x l 3 x 2 ) . We have 
d ( t ) ( x p x 2 ) ) = (| x ^ t ) - x 2 ( t ) J l , (the norm on the inner product 
space fl^). Whence, since** (x^ ( t ) ) - c x f t c ^ t ) ) =(S 1 ( c x ) ( x 1 ( t ) ) + 
*?2(«)(t) - ^ ( c x K x ^ t ) ) - ^ 2 W ( t ) , we must have 
I' ( 2 1 ( c < ) ( x 1 ( t ' )) -^3-L(cx)(x2(t»))»l 2 = H x x ( t ) - c c 2 ( t ) U 2 
which means that the distance apart of two (particles i n motion say) 
must be the same at a l l times and f o r stationary p a r t i c l e s t h a t : -
l l p ^ C ^ X . ^ -/3d0xX£SOll = 'I 2£i-^H or t h a t ^ . ( c x ) i s a l i n e a r 
isometry of JR, w i t h the inner product X;L*x2 = x i ' L x2±m r^nese trans-
formations w i l l be discussed f u r t h e r i n chapter (3). Note that no 
r e s t r i c t i o n s are yet placed o n ^ G C 1 (C*(W ), C 1 ( f ^ 1 , n ^ 5 ) ) ! 
Under a world automorphism w i t h ^ ^ C s x = .H we have (x»tr) '—>• 
(x + Qjo< ) ( t ) , t ) or i f x : — J f e ? i s a t r a j e c t o r y then under 
K ? x I — w h e r e x«(t) = x ( t ) + ^ ( c * ) ( t ) . We must have x 
kHt) = x ( t ) + (|Sa (oc)(t))* , ] h x^Ct) . = x ( t ) + 
^ 2 ( o < ) - , ( t ) , .... Thus an automorphism cxE^X (^7 ) can map a uniform 
motion i n t o a non-uniform one. Let I ( ^ )p)CL(W j be the subgroup 
of world automorphisms of W which map uniform motions i n t o uniform 
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motions. We c a l l I(W) the group of i n e r t i a l world automorphisms of 
W . Thus, by d e f i n i t i o n , VP< £ I (W ), we must have @ 2(o<)(t)• • 
= 0 o r ^ 2 ( c < ) ( t ) =a$<) t where a e ^ C X W ) ,TR 3 T). We s h a l l 
show l a t e r that i n the circumstances t h a t ^ ^ ) =H and T(o< 2) = 0 
we must have U. 0 c * 2 ) = 14 6 ^ ) + Ufcx^). Such motions induced by 
I(W) must always be i n e r t i a l . I n chapter (5) we s h a l l discuss the 
group theory of n o n - i n e r t i a l group motions in<X ("W ) and the above 
ideas i n greater d e t a i l . Recall that we may choose^subgroup: 
: I ' ( V X K W ) > i f 1A" 5S*oi then U'G HomdCWJ.tR3™). I n t h i s way 
I(W) acts t r a n s i t i v e l y on the set I = ^ I ( v ) > y ^ . l i s ^ i o f i n e r t i a l 
frames viae*,: I(y) (—=?> I(y + u(c<)). Note that we can choose u 
such that U : cx \—£-0 V cxG iCW), we w i l l discuss t h i s point l a t e r . 
The subgroup I^W ) is called the G a l i l e i group. I n chapter (3), 
we s h a l l discuss i t i n great d e t a i l . However we note that each 
G a l i l e i transformation can be expressed as a quadruplet (a , b, y, R)6E. 
ffc.-5 xffc 1 x l ^ 3 T x 0(3,1^) which operates on an event (x, t ) € l VC 
l i k e (a, b, y, R): (x, t ) I — ( R x + y t + a, t + b ) . 
In h i s celebrated laws of motion, Newton l a i d the basis f o r the 
laws of motion i n his world. He postulated t h a t two p a r t i c l e s would 
influence each other i n some way such that t h i s influence changed 
the state of each others motion i n a reciprocal fashion. This i n f l u -
ence he called a force, which could be propagated instantaneously 
between two events. His laws of motion were 
( i ) 'Every p a r t i c l e remains i n a state of uniform motion unless 
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acted upon by external forces!. 
( i i ) 'The instantaneous acceleration produced by a force i s d i r e c t l y 
proportional t o the force'. 
( i i i ) 'Given two p a r t i c l e s i n t e r a c t i n g with each other, the force 
exerted on one p a r t i c l e by the other i s equal and opposite t o the force 
exerted by the second p a r t i c l e on the f i r s t 1 . 
A l l these laws were experimental, the second law provided a 
means of defining a force v i a the acceleration i t produced on t e s t 
bodies. The constant of p r o p o r t i o n a l i t y Newton called the ' i n t e r t i a l 
mass*. Of course, knowing the force, one can compute the t r a j e c t o r y 
of the p a r t i c l e i n p r i n c i p l e by using Newton's law t o provide a second 
order d i f f e r e n t i a l equation f o r the t r a j e c t o r y . Then the t r a j e c t o r y 
and i t s associated world l i n e provides a complete description of 
the past and future events encountered by the p a r t i c l e . One i s le^cl 
to seek a more general prescription than Newton's law of Motion to 
describe dynamical situations. Such a prescription was provided by 
Hamilton v i a h i s -enunciation of h i s Principle of Least Action, a 
prescription which can be applied i n any world model to y i e l d the 
relevant dynamics. The p r i n c i p l e w i l l be discussed algebraically i n 
chapter (4). Here we s h a l l see how the r e l a t i v i t y group of i n e r t i a l 
world automorphisms of a world model completely describes the 'free' 
motions v i a Hamilton's p r i n c i p l e . These calculations are made by 
combining Galileo's Principle of R e l a t i v i t y w i t h Hamilton's Principle. 
The former p r i n c i p l e i s the one which i s the backbone of a l l group-
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-th e o r e t i c a l analyses i n physics, perhaps the most important p r i n c i p l e 
of physics. I t s statement i s very b r i e f : - 'The laws of physics must 
be o f the same form i n a l l i n e r t i a l frames'. Einst^n's Principle 
of R e l a t i v i t y includes Galileo's and i s the basis of the Special 
Theory of R e l a t i v i t y which we s h a l l soom discuss. 
Combining Galileo's Principle with Hamilton's wil]/iead us to 
see that such notions as k i n e t i c energy, i n e r t i a l mass etc. are group 
th e o r e t i c a l i n o r i g i n . 
Part (1). Einstfi^n's Special Theory of R e l a t i v i t y . 
Recall how i n Newton's r e l a t i v i t y , signals cones be propagated 
between simultaneous events. This implies that there i s no f i n i t e upper 
l i m i t t o signal v e l o c i t i e s . To see t h i s more c l e a r l y 1 1 ^ , combine 
Galileo's r e l a t i v i t y p r i n c i p l e w i t h the v e l o c i t y addition law of 
Newtonian r e l a t i v i t y . Consider two pa r t i c l e s i n an i n e r t i a l frame 
moving with velocity V r e l a t i v e t o the present. I f a signal i s 
propagated between the two pa r t i c l e s w i t h v e l o c i t y U, then r e l a t i v e 
to the present i t propagates between them wi t h velocity V + U. Thus 
there can be no f i n i t e maximum signal v e l o c i t y . 
Einstein combined Galileo's Principle of R e l a t i v i t y with the 
additional postulate that there i s a f i n i t e upper l i m i t t o signal 
v e l o c i t i e s , the v e l o c i t y of l i g h t 'C, a f i n i t e quantity. This com-
bined p r i n c i p l e i s called 'Einstein's Principle of R e l a t i v i t y ' . I f the 
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speed of l i g h t i s t o be maximal, i t should be invariant under a l l 
i n e r t i a l transformations. Consider the form Q defined on 
Q(Xj_, x 2) = ( C 2 ( X l 0 - x 2 ° ) 2 - \\x±- x 2 l l 2 ) V x 1 9 x 2eW. I f 
Q(x'is x 2 ) ^ k 0 f o r the p a i r of events x 1 and x 2 , then signals may 
propagate between them with constant speeds less or equal t o that 
of l i g h t . This follows from:- 11^ - x 2 l ) 2 /(x-,0 - x 2 ° ) 2 ^ C2 when 
Q(x1, x 2 ) ^ 0. Thus, f i x i n g an event xQ€-W , the event can only 
communicate with events i n W such that x £ ^ x Q(x Q, x)2> o£ 
Also, the quantity Q must be invariant under a l l i n e r / i a l automorphisms 
to accord with EinstfQgn's p r i n c i p l e of r e l a t i v i t y . 
These two new facts suggest the following formalisations of 
Einstein's world model, which we s h a l l denote by W(E)*. We must 
have "W (E)' = (W,-G,3, Q), where (W ,X ,a ) i s Newton's world and 
QG C2CW,TC) was defined above. Given the group B(W) of b i j e c t i v e 
functions from onto i t s s e l f , we define the subgroup CX(W(E))i< 
B(W) of functions i n B(W) such that the p a i r (W, Q) i s invariant 
v i a Qo fx. ypx )'= Q V X € Ct(\)(/ (E.)). Note that we do not require 
the time lapse or the instantaneous distance t o be invariant. Let 
us discuss Q a l i t t l e more. 
Recall Q ( X l , x 2 ) = {{x±°- x 2°) 2C 2 - \\^- x 2U 2 ) V x±3 *2€W/ • 
I f the events x-^ and x 2 are simultaneous, the Poincare invariant 
Q(x1, x 2 ) = - ItXj-^2 |l 0 i s obviously related t o t h e i r Newtonian 
distance apart. When two events are coincident, then the Poincare 
invariant Q(xn', x P') i s related t o t h e i r Newtonian time-lapse by 
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Q(Xp x 2 ) = C "C(x i s x 2 ) ^ 0. Note that simultaneous events are 
not necessarily simultaneous i n a l l i n e r t i a l frames connected by 
Poincare transformations, although they are always the same distance 
apart and that the time-lapse between coincident events i s always 
the same. For two coincident events the quantity KldCx,, x ? ) / c 2 ) 
i s called t h e i r proper time lapse ~C 0 ( X ^ J x 2 ) . Given two events 
which can communicate then t h e i r proper time-lapse between them i s 
YTQCX^ X 2)/C 2) = "\T(X(x 1, x 2 ) 2 - 11^ - x2M 2 / C 2 ) , a Poincare 
invariant. I f the event x-^  i s regarded as the o r i g i n of the present, 
thenTCxp x) = t ( x 1 ) ( x ) and II x^-x|| = <=(.(x-^)(x2), then the 
proper time lapse between x 1 and x 2 i s ( t ( x ^ ) ) ( x ) = ~YTt(x-^) ( x ) 2 -
d ( x 1 ) ( x ) 2 / C 2 ) or t = l ( 7 t 2 - x 2/C 2) f o r two events which can 
communicate. We must have Ato/dt = - X 2/c 2) = Y(x) "L. Thus 
i f the two events l i e on a world l i n e with t r a j e c t o r y x s the time 
lapse between them i s J^ x Cl-x 2/C 2)dt. The quantity Q(x i a x 2 ) i s 
called the i n t e r v a l between the events x-^ and x2» 
We w i l l replace W (E)' with W(E) = (Q,W ) , Gl(W(E)) = 
(0W E))')• Let us examine W (E) a l i t t l e more closely. I n Newton's 
r e l a t i v i t y , we were able t o define the relations F, P and S and the 
corresponding subsets F(x ) , P(x) and S(x) f o r an event x^-W ; 
called the fu t u r e , past and jjnstant of x. The function Q enables us 
to define new relations on W . Call T = { (x, y)G W 2U- Q(x, y ) > 0 ? 
<?= f (x, y ) G ^ / 2 ^ - Q(x, y) < O^and L = £ (x, y ) £ W ^ - Q(x, y)=0?. 
The relations T, S" and L are a l l symmetric, L i s also r e f l e x i v e 
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A C L . I t i s sometimes useful t o define the relations S ' = 
£ U A , T' = T U A and L' = L - A . We must have 
nn&Jer, T n L : and S O L =>0rwhich means t h a t g ' O T" =A, 
£'H L = A , T'H L = A • The relations £ ' and T 1 
are called augmented and L' subtracted. Via the relations we have 
defined, the subsets T'(x),£'(x) and L(x) naturaJyarise. The set 
T'(x) i s called the i n t e r i o r of the time-tube of x, i t i s the subset 
of W with which the event x can communicate v i a signals with speed 
less than l i g h t . Also, the set S' (x) i s the subset of W forever 
seperated from x, consisting of the events i n with which x cannot 
communicate. The set <£T(x) i s called the 'elsewhere' or t h e _ i n t e r i o r 
of the space tube of x. The set L(x) i s called the l i g h t cone 
through x and i s the boundary between the time tube and the space 
tube of x. We c a l l the subsets T(x) U L(x) = T(x) and £(x)U L(x) = 
S ( x ) the time and space tubes through x. T(x) f) § (x) = L(x) 
i s t h e i r boundary. T(x) i s the set of a l l events i n ^  with which 
x can communicate. 
The r e l a t i o n F i n allows the d e f i n i t i o n of two extremely 
important relations i n W . Call T' f ) P and T» f | P>V~+ andV-
respectively. The subsets V" +(x) andV_(x) are called the i n t e r i o r s 
of the past and future cones at x, where the future cone i s L ( x ) f l F ( x ) 
and the past cone L ( x ) 0 P(x) = L + ( x ) and L_(x) respectively. We 
must have L + ( x ) (J L_(x) = L(x) and L + ( x ) f| L_(x) = i since 
L(X) n (p(x) n p(x)). = L(X) n s(x) = sx? c:n x 1 - x 2 n = 0 
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•4=^ Xj. = x 2). 0 1 1 6 r e a d i l l y sees that V _ =V+~ and that 
V_ P| V _ = ^ . The l a t t e r follows from the fact thatV^(x ) r V V t e ) = 
T»(x )n (F(x)P) P(x)) = T'(x) D S(x). But S (x)CC (x) V xeW since 
l e t x-j^ G S(x) then Q(x l s x 2 ) = - II x^  - xl| 2 ^ 0. Thus 
T ' ( x ) 0 S(x) (Z T'(x) O <£•'(x) = £ x ? , clearly x € T ' ( x ) n S(x) 
so t h a t V ^ n V l C x ) = f x j o r V + P l ' V _ = A . ThusV~ + i s 
'antisymmetric'. ButV~ + i s also t r a n s i t i v e , since l e t x^V~ + (x 2 ) , 
x 2 S V + ( x ^ ) . Then x - j 0 ^ x 2 °]> x^° which implies x-^ N,. x^°; and since 
Q(xx, x 2 ) ^ 0, Q(x2, x^)— 0 ^  and = 0 x 1 = x 2 or x 2 = x ;^ by 
Schwartz's ira-equaivity Q(x 1 3 x^)^.0 ?= 0 i f f x.^^ = Xy Thus 
x^eV" + ( X g ) . So we see t h a t V ^ i s an assymetric t r a n s i t i v e 
r e l a t i o n which i s a p a r t i a l order onW . The order i s called the 
Zeeman"'""^  causal order and we w i l l discuss i t i n more d e t a i l l a t e r . 
I t i s i n t e r e s t i n g t o see i t s connection w i t h the t o t a l order A on 
the p a r t i t i o n - ^ o f W i n t o instants. 
Let < ? 9(t)> t € i e be the p a r t i t i o n - ^ o f W i n t o 
d i s j o i n t instants r e l a t i v e t o the present /h (6). Consider an event 
x € -O(O), we can define i t s future tube T' (x) and hence a part^ion 
-£^of i t i n t o d i s j o i n t regions /2 (x)(t) = T' (x)f)P(t)\}teTR. The 
natural order ( > ) on induces a p a r t i a l order o n ^ given by 
yQ ( x)(t 1) >yS ( x)(t 2) i f f t^ ]> t 2 , which i s the p a r t i a l order on 
inher i t e d fromV' + i n W • Given that W i s equivalent to T^we 
define i t as a ..real l i n e a r space i n the natural way. I t i s i n t e r -
esting t o note that the module structure of fl^is an additional structure 
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to that which we have so f a r used. Define the natural isomorphism 
fir 
x I > x* oh to the l i n e a r space JV\. which arises, by 
3 1 ? 
x* ( x 2 ) = 2ET_o x ^ x ^ . Now M. i s a l e f t M(4,n5) module and 
i t s dual JVL a r i g h t M(4,Tfc) module v i a : - Cx^*. M T ) ( x 2 ) = 
X]*(M -x 2) V M€M(4,R ) , where M f — h - MT i s the involute a n t i -
endomorphism 'transpose' of M(4,JR ). Consider the matrix G^M(4,TR) 
where (Gy) = -J^ V i j G £ 1, 2, 3? and G i o = G i o = 0 wi t h 
T -1 
G 0 0 = 1. Then G = G = G . Let us consider next the b i l i n e a r 
functional g: ( x ^ x 2 ) I — > (x* • G)(x 2) = x 1*(G x 2 ) V x x , x 2e-ty/. 
One can define an 'inner produce space'NV(NX/) via.M_( W ) = (USA-, g) 
where g i s regarded as an inner product. The. map x l - ^ J * x**G i s 
regarded as the canonical isomorphism of-M.(\X/ ) onto i t s ' d u a l 
M ( W ) A where then x * ( x 2 ) = x 1*(G-x 2) = x-^ • G(x 2) = g ( x 1 , x 2 ) = 
Cx-j0 x 2° - - ^ f - L x^ Xg 1. Then the functional Q(x^, x 2 ) = 
g(x^-x 2, x-,-x2) i s the derived pseudo norm of.M(^C ) which w i l l enable 
us to w r i t e Q(x l s x 2 ) = Wx± - x 2 l l 2. V x^ x 2 £ M ( ^ ); Q i s a 
pseudo-metric onM-CW). However M(W ) i s not to be regarded as 
14 
a l i n e a r topological space with the 'psp^o-metric' topology. Zeeman 
has introduced a topology i n which reduces as i t must, to the 
topology on Ifc. or ^  3when r e s t r i c t e d t o time or space axes. The 
neighbourhoods are defined i n terms of the E(4) open b a l l s by removing 
the deleted l i g h t cone:- I.e.:- i f BfcP ) i s an E(4) open b a l l then 
the set (B (cP) - L'(x)) = B'(<T ) i s defined as an open b a l l centered 
on x when B£T ) i s centered on x. This topology on M(cP ) which i s 
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f i n e r than that i m p l i c i t i n E(3) i s called by Zeeman the 'fine 
topology'. We s h a l l not elaborate these topological notions f u r t h e r , 
except to note that Zeeman's f i n e topology i s the f i n e s t which reduces 
t o the usual topologies on time or space axes, i . e . : - preserves the 
Newtonian notions of 'distance' on these axes. 
Clearly, i f we regardM.( W ) which i s called Minkowski spaee 
as a metric space,the subgroup of li n e a r 'isometries' o f M - ( W ) i s 
a subgroup of Q-(W). We s h a l l c a l l t h i s group the Poincare group. 
I t i s immediate that i t must have the structure (S n 0 ( l , 3/($. 
Here IR^ i s the underlying Abelian group of M-( vV) which operates 
onJy1.( W ) v i a the regular representation. 0 ( 1 , J>~,fe) i s the sub-
group of pseudo-orthogonal matrices i n M(*J,n^) such that A £ OCl, 3'/nO 
—IT —1 
i f f A = G. A • G . I t i s w e l l known as the Lorentz group. The 
semi-direct product of two groups was discussed i n chapter ©ne, we 
s h a l l use the notation P(tfc) = l^ia rP^> 3 ] ^ ) - I t s action on W i s 
defined v i a the monomorphism:- p: P(fR)<G.(W) •> p(x , ' A ) = 
(p o ^ ( 3 0 ) 0 (p o i 2 ) ( A ) = p-^'X) p i ( A ) : x f — ^ A x + 
V (x^ A P(D^"); w i t h the monomorphisms i - ^ IT^<lP(n5), i 2 : 
L ( l ^ ) < : P(1^); (where we introduce the notation L(T^) f o r the Lorentz 
group). P( T^.) i s then, the group of world automorphisms of"W(E) wi t h 
i t s l i n e a r space structure. 
Now the Poincare' transformation (a,A ) transforms the event 
(x, x°) i n t o the event (x^*, x'°) = (A i j x j + A I O x Q-fr- 3 i , 
AQUX; + AoaXo r a j so that we clearl y see that i f two events 
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x and y are simultaneous, the events x' and y' have a time lapse 
A q^(X^ - y^) and are no longer simultaneous. So whi l s t t h i s 
concept was invariant i n Newtonian r e l a t i v i t y , i t i s no-longer true 
i n Einstein's world. The i n e r t i a l nature of the Poincare transformations 
2 2 
i s also immediate. I f d x/dt = 0 f o r an event (x, t ) then we must 
have d 2 x ' / d t 2 = 0 f o r the event (x', t ' ) , since dx'/dt' = 
(dx'/dt)(dt/dt') = ( d x ' / d t ) / ( d t ' / d t ) . Now (dt' / d t ) = d/dt(A . x - + — — oi i 
AootQ) = ( A o i x± +A O Q ) also (dx'/dt) = ( A - x. +A i Q) x. 
Thus dx'/dt• = (A-y*- +A i o) / ( A Q i % + A Q O ) . So d 2 x ' / d t 2 = 
d/dt (dx'/dt') / (A Q. x2 + A O Q ) = (( A^.x. ) / ( A o i x j +Aoo ) 
o i V ( A 0 / j + A o o ) 2 ) = °-
The replacement by invariant proper time of time leads t o 
simpler calculation. Given the world l i n e x (M) of a p a r t i c l e p 
under a motion M, one c a l l s d(3spXM)(t))/dt 0 the 4 ve l o c i t y , d 2 ( x p ( M ) ( t ) ) 
/ d t Q the 4 acceleration etc. The relationship between these 
Minkowskian notions and the Newtonian ones i s immediate from d x ( t ) / d t D = 
( d x ( t ) / d t ) ( d t / d t 0 ) = Y ( x ) d x ( t ) / d t . 
Let us consider now some of the subgroup structure of the Poincare' 
and Lorentz groups. Recall that the Lorentz group L(ffc) = 0 ( 1 , 3],rR) 
-IT -1 
was the subgroup of matrices of GL(4,F^) such that A = G.A-G 
= In(G)(A ). The function det:GL(4,l£) R m i s an epimorphism 
of GL(4, ) onto the m u l t i p l i c a t i v e group fl^m. I t s kernel i s 
w r i t t e n SL(4,lTO<l GL(4, ffe ). Let us w r i t e L( fe.) O SL(4,(T^ ) = 
L+(IR) or S0(1, 3;T^ ). I f det' = det o i where i : L( r^0-<iGL(4,PO, 
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then we must have Ker(det') = L£CR)^ arid Im(det') = Z(:2j since from 
A 1 T = G,A. G-1, d e t ( A ) - 1 = det( A ) or (de*KA)) 2 = +lN /Ae L(V^). 
Define an i n j e c t i v e function i n C 1 ( Z ( 2 _ ) J L ( ^ ) ) v i a det'o d = H 
and d: (-1) 1 — ^ G and d: (+1) H^- e. Then d i s a monomorphism since 
p 
G = e. Whence, v i a the d e f i n i t i o n s of chapter ( 1 ) , L(H^) must have 
the semi-direct product structure L (flO El K Z ( d ) . where Im(d) = 
Z(5L)p, where p = G i s called the p a r i t y operator or space r e f l e c t i o n . 
The homomorphism KG Hbm(Z(^.)p, Aut(L +(1K)) i s defined by K(p) : A 
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I — > A = Ii»(G)(A )V"AG L +(/R). Note the set structure L(lfcO 
= L +(IR) O L_(TR) where L_(Tfc) = P-L +(Tfc). 
Let us now define a function cx C C d ( L ( f l ? ) , TK) v i a o< : A 
H-^>AooV A C L( r e ) . The i d e n t i t y AT.G.A = G or A ^ g ^ A p 0 = 
goo = 1, enables Athe following constructJJ^. Define a map *^ € . C ( L ( I ^ ) , 
ffc?) v i a /\ (A ) ^ = A A O V A C L(fl^),then we must have II ^ ( A ) l \ 2 
1 V A or A o Q 2 = (1 +11 (A )ll 2 ) ^  1 .We surmise that ex. 
i s surjective from L( n? ) onto the subset (^+1 ) U ( ^ -1) of ^  . I f 
we define a section ^ C C ^ C r R ,L((fc)), ^ o ( 3 = H a by ^ ( + 1 ) = 
e and/fi(-l) = -e and ( 3 r ^ + 3 1 = I /HTR) and ^ G ^ - i Q s b K n O 
then v i a i: Z(2.) C I + d. ^ U ^ -AX ^ Q I i s a mono-
morphism from Z(2-) i n t o L ( r R ) such that as a functioned'0 o i ) = 
4L , the function cx' b e i n g t x ^ = A Q O / I A O Q\ . = c< ( A )/l £X( A ) 1. 
One can show thatcx' (AjA 2 ) = <X' (A -j^cx/ (A ) which means that since 
CX' i s t r i v i a l l y surjective i n C ^ L C I ^ ), Z(2.))> i t i s also an 
epimorphism, and Ker(C*.') = L f ' ( t K ) . ThatO>'o((Qo i ) =H_ implies that 
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L( ) i s a di r e c t product IfT^n?) ® Z(;OD where Im(^S o i ) = 
Z( 3 i . ) p , D = -e. The central character of the extension arises 
from the fact that Z(ix) IT" i s isomorphic t o the central Z(2. ) of L ( t ^ ) . 
The operator!? i s called the space-time r e f l e c t i o n operator. As .sets 
L( TR) = L T ( R ) 0 (n?). 
We have thus obtained the two isomorphic structures L + ( l f c ) EL 
k Z ( a ) p and L'MJR) ® Z(SL )U of L(rR) . The two d i s t i n c t invariant 
subgroups L1>((R) and L+(Ffe.)<3 L(fte) are usually called the ortho-
chronous or the 'proper' Lorentz groups. Given the four subsets 
L ( T R ) , L_(ffe), I/h(TR), L-^ (Tfc.)c: L(TT^), there arise the subsets 
obtained by intersection:- L+T- (TR) = L +(Tfc )0 I/t-(rFS), (-Tfc) = 
L +(T^)H L^(n^) etc. L . ^ (n?) and L-^ ((ft) • A l l these subsets 
are mutually d i s j o i n t and define a p a r t i t i o n of L( ) i n t o the four 
subsets. Recall that L+(1K), ) < I L( )c=^ L^fT?) = 
L + ( I R ) 0 L ( ) <3 L ( n ^ ) . One can draw the commutative diagram:-
v CfR 
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Here the groups X, Y and Z are defined by X = L.+. ( f R ) / L + ^ 
Y = L +(R)/Lj(1fc) and Z = L(TT^)/L+-t- (fR). Clearly L I * ( r ^ ) / L + ^ (ffc) = 
Z(2.)p, L +(R)/L +1^(TR) = Z(^)ar» . Then, we must have Z(2. )p/X = e. 
Now Z i s an extension of Z(^L^,by Z("2.) P from our diagram, as 
w e l l as an extension of Z(S2.)p by Z(s. )jn and hence must be Z(2^)p QC> 
Z(2.)£i . The diagram reduces t o : -1 3p 
V 
^ y 
which conveniently summarises the rel a t i o n s between the groups L(TR), 
L'Klfc^L+Ctfe), L +1-(IJ?), Z(2_)p and Z(2.)p . Let us consider the 
subgroup Z(3. )p CS Z ( 2 )D < L(n^). I t s underlying set i s f e , r , P 
and PD ? . I t i s more convenient to consider instead the group 
Z(J2_)p <$ Z(Q.) T-< L(fR) whose underlying set i s £e, P, T, P H ? . 
The operator CD = PE» = -G i s called the time reversal operator, 
P I . = J? . Using HZ instead of IP introduces the complication t h a t 3? 
doesn't operate t r i v i a l l y on L ^ ( I ^ ) as does D • We s t i l l have Z{-2. 
^ I L ( R ) with L ( f R J/Lt^CJR)^ ZC 2-)^ > t h a t i s ) = L t S l f c ) G3 K' 
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Zip- )iJ, , where K'<EHom(Z(:2_ ^ , A u t ( L ^ (fi? ) ) ) i s defined by 
-IT 
K»(T):A « — A V A G L f ( R ) . Thus we have L-MTR) © Z ( 2 , ) c ^ 
(TK) ia k i Z(2, Jj, , we s h a l l explain how t h i s i s possible i n 
chapter (3). 
Ctorribining our d e f i n i t i o n s of P(fl?) with the above decompositions 
f o r L(I^> . leads t o a diagram s i m i l a r t o the one we obtained from 
the Lorentz group f o r the Poincare' group. 
(B e. e 
The groups P +'f-(n?), P* (TR) and P +( IK ) are defined by the diagram. 
The action of the operators i n Z(2_) p Z(D.)^ on Minkowski 
space are defined as follows:- P: (x, x°) i — > • (-x, x°),32 :(x, x°) 
I — ^ (x, - x°) and PIT = r : (x x°) • — > - ( x , x°) V (x, x°)GIF?. J- > 
Prom these d e f i n i t i o n s , i t i s clear t h a t : - T ( V + ( x ) ) =V_(x) 
V x £ W . Thus, i f T i s regarded as a v a l i d i n e r t i a l transformation, 
the Principle of Causality w i l l be v i o l a t e d by each Lorentz transform-
atio n inL>^(l^)£ L(flO. Clearly,each element of the orthochronous 
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Poincare >group P'f' (fR.) = FR El n LfCfc) w i l l preserve causality. 
I t i s of great in t e r e s t to compute the group of automorphisms of 
"W(E) which preserve the causal order "V . Let C f f l F O x C B(ty/) be 
the subgroup of causal automorphisms of , note that causal auto-
morphisms are not necessarily l i n e a r . Evidently P 'TOf^X CHlK"} 
Consider also the fact by M i n an R module, fR. m acting onM_ as a 
group of automorphisms, via <x € Hom(fi*m, Aut(Tfe +)) D- cxClK): 
x I — ^ "X x VX<EfR m , x e f R 4 . We see that the subgroup f * + m < rR 
of p o s i t i v e reals preserves the causal order also, so that ?R+m-<.C/r (IR) 
Moreover as subgroups of GL(4,ffe ), N ? M ^ ^ ( G L C 1 ! ) ^ ) ) , so that 
^ • A = A-cv V ( f X / ^ C T t e x U C R \ W e can easily show that 
^ + m < / v/"(C*(FPi))(PT (HO) the normaliser of P ^ t T l O i n CT* (n?) 
with I h ( * )(x,A ) H-> C\x,A ) V ^ Gfttm, (x, A ) € P'T ( K ) , v i z 
3 g € Hom(rR+m, Aut(P^(TR)) 3 - g ( 7 v ) : ( x 1 A ) »—> CAX,A )• Now 
P 'H J R ) n f R + m = ? e l so that we can define a subgroup D-t (0$) = 
fR + m . P4- (fR) 4- P - ^ t ^ 0 ^ r R ^ < C ^ ( T ^ . ) . An autovmorphism 
x 1—^7\x i s called a ' d i l a t a t i o n ' . E.C. Zeeman has aJaown feteefc the 
re s u l t : - D^({fe.) = C-M1R), a l l causal automorphisms of M are thus 
l i n e a r ! L. Michel has shown that (1R Aut(P1- OR ) ) . I t 
would be extremely i n t e r e s t i n g t o prove d i r e c t l y that CMlfe) = 
Aut(P1^ (I??)). Michel has also shown that Aut(P?(rR)) = Aut(P( l£)) 
and thus that a l l algebraic automorphisms of P((R) are continuous i n 
e n 
the topology of P(U^) which i s the product of the Euclidjran one on TR 
and the l o c a l l y honfanorphic t o E(6) topology on the Lie-group L ( R ). 
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I t does not follow that a l l automorphisms of P'TMfR) are continuous 
when fR i s endowed with Zeeman's f i n e topology and hence P(1K) 
with the appropriate product topology. 
By our d e f i n i t i o n of C M HO, as the group of world automor-
phisms which preserves the causal order V + , a s i m i l a r i t y between 
the G a l i l e i group which preserves the temporal order on the p a r t i t i o n 
"^3" of W , emerges. But physics i s only required t o be Poincare 
inva r i a n t , the d i l a t i o n s introduced above also act on v e l o c i t i e s and 
hence the d i l a t a t i o n s w i l l v i o l a t e Einstfijn's p r i n c i p l e of r e l a t i v i t y : -
that C i s maximal i f included as v a l i d i n e r t i a l transformations. I n 
chapter ( 4 ) , we s h a l l see that i f the group C"K W\ ) i s regarded 
as a v a l i d r e l a t i v i t y group no motions at a l l can occur. To conclude 
our discussion of Special R e l a t i v i t y f o r the moment l e t us w r i t e 
down the velocity addition r u l e f o r pure i n e r t i a l boosts along an 
axis. I f a Lorentz transformation along a d i r e c t i o n p a r a l l e l to a 
space axis i s parametrised by a v e l o c i t y V then we have 
A ( Y 1 ) o M Y 2 ) = AUY-L + Y 2 ) / ( l + ^ ) ) , clearl y A ( C J OA 00 
= A(C) = A ( y ) o A (C). Each Lorentz transformation i n L+'IXnO c a n 
be parameterised by a r o t a t i o n R i n S0(3,ff*;) and a ve l o c i t y V. The 
action of A (R, V) on an event (x, x°) i s given by:- A (R, V): 
(x, t ) I (Rx +^ 2/(V+lXP*Rx)_ + 2T(x°+^ -R x )) 
where X = Y(V) a n d ^ = ¥/C. 
I n part (3) we s h a l l discuss two r e l a t i v i t y models derivable 
from the Newtonian and Einstein's Special R e l a t i v i t y World. 
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Part ( 3 ) . Other Related R e l a t i v i t y Models. 
Both r e l a t i v i t y models discussed here are due to J.M. Levy-
15) 
Leblond, the f i r s t we s h a l l discuss was introduced by him i n d i -
-\f.\ 
v i d u a l l y and the second i n a j o i n t paper with H. Bacry. . Levy-
Leblond was lead to the f i r s t r e l a t i v i t y model through his i n v e s t i -
gations of the so called ' n o n - r e l a t i v i s t i c ' l i m i t s of the Poincare 
group. The c r i t e r i o n f o r the deformation of the Einstein Special 
R e l a t i v i t y World i n t o the Newtonian World i s that 'the f i r s t deforms 
i n t o the l a t t e r as one allows the speed of l i g h t t o approach i n f i n i t y ' 
i s quoted by most authors (including H. Minkowski). However, as 
Levy-Leblond observed, t h i s c r i t e r i o n i s not quite correct. He 
i l l u s t r a t e s t h i s with an example. Consider a two-dimensional 
Minkowski space and two events separated by the vector (A x, 6. t ) . 
Then under a pure Lorentz boost along the space axis, the separation 
becomes:- ("if(u)(Ax + u ^ t ) , " i f ( u ) ( A t + u A x ) ) , where u i s the 
boost to a frame moving with v e l o c i t y u with respect to the f i r s t , 
and C i 1. The Galilean approximation i s then taken as u < < ^ l and 
w r i t i n g : - ( A x , A t ) »—-> ( A x + u A t , £*t). However, one can 
easily see that the v a l i d i t y of the l a t t e r approximation i s ensured 
i f f u " « 1 and A x / A t <$C 1 when u A x A t without 
u A - t A x. Thus i f f -Ax / A t <$C 1, u « 1 then 
A x 1 / ^ t ' « 1 when ( A x , A , t ) \-^> ( A x ' , A t 1 ) . Thus the 
Galilean approximation i s v a l i d when considering large time-like 
i n t e r v a l s with small v e l o c i t i e s : - II (.Ax, A t ) W 2 = ( A t 2 - A x 2 ) » 0 
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This s i t u a t i o n immediately raises the i n t e r e s t i n g question of the 
l i m i t u-<?< 1 and A x / A t ^ > 1 with small v e l o c i t i e s and large 
space-like i n t e r v a l s . I n the fashion of the above approximation we 
obtain u A t « A x, but u A x -<^C A t , corresponding to 
u 
(A, x, A t ) I Y ( A x , A t + u A x ) ! Diagrammatically the s i t u -
ations are summarised as follows:-
fc 
(1) 
2 
V 3 A 
The Galilean approximation i s summarised by ( 1 ) ( 2 ) when the 
l i g h t cone f a l l s back on the space axis corresponding to~V^(x) — 
P(x) and"VL(x) — > • P(x), The new approximation corresponds t o ( 1 ) 1 — 
— M 3 ) when the l i g h t cone i s deformed onto the time axis corresponding 
to«^ +(x) —>> P(x) and<?(x) — > P ( x ) , where<£:+(x) = S(x) D F( x ) , 
£*-(x) = <£T(x) n P(x). 
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Recall the action of the Lorentz transformation given at the 
end of part (2). Under w r i t i n g t = x /CjV C and making a sim i l a r 
d e f i n i t i o n t 1 =do/C f o r a t r a n s l a t i o n a, the former approximation 
defined by Levy-Leblond leads t o : - (x, t°) f ^ (R x + v t+aj t + t ' ) 
a G a l i l e i transformation:- (x' s t ' , v, (R). I f we w r i t e t = C x o, 
V = Q,p and t 1 = C a Q and choose C -> o o , we obtain the transform-
atio n (x, t ) I — ^ (R x + a', t + v • R x + t 1 ) . Such transformations 
form a group (which we s h a l l discuss futher i n chapter ( 3 ) ) , which 
Levy-Leblond called the C a r r o l l group a f t e r Charles Dodgeson the 
author and mathematician whose pen-name Lewis C a r r o l l labels him as 
the author of Alice i n Wonderland. The name was chosen f o r the 
correspondence between the l a c t of causality i n a world where the 
Car r o l l group i s the r e l a t i v i t y group and the lack of causality i n 
the adventures o f Alice i n Wonderland! The name i s thus very apt! 
The world model corresponding to the Ca r r o l l group must be of the 
form (^,T ,S ) where i s the family of Euclidean metrics and one 
does not require "To(cx.x=< ) = "C f o r oi t o be a world automorphism. 
I n another d i r e c t i o n , r e c a l l how i n our preliminary discussions 
of the G a l i l e i group we introduced the function (3 2 e C d (CL(W) jC^Cn^/E? 
required ^ ? 2 ( o < ) ( t ) = U(c~)t V <X €CL ( W ) , t G T ^ . This gave r i s e 
t o t h e notion of ve l o c i t y boosts, where UG Hom(CL(^),(^ T). We 
stated that we are p e r f e c t l y free t o choose U = 0. I n t h i s case, each 
automorphism of "W (N) takes the form:- (x, t ) 1—>» ( ^ 1 ( c x ) ( x ) , 
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t + t ( c x ) ) where P^ 6* ) -*-s a ^ - ^ n B a r isometry of three dimensional 
Euclidian space andfc(tx) i s a time t r a n s l a t i o n . Under such i n e r t i a l 
world automorphisms, which form a group, (called by Levy-Leblond 
the Static group v i a a d i f f e r e n t unrelated context), world auto-
morphisms cannot permute i n e r t i a l frames, hence the name of the 
group. The Static group i s thus the world group of Newtonian world 
where the velocity of a moving p a r t i c l e appears the same from a l l 
i n j t f e r t i a l frames moving r e l a t i v e t o i t . Thus, i f a body i s s t a t i c 
i n one frame, i t must appear s t a t i c i n a l l frames! 
We s h a l l not pursue the physical interpretations of the Ca r r o l l 
and Static groups as they obviously describe worlds very widely 
separated from r e a l i t y . The groups w i l l be discussed i n Chapter (4) 
however f o r t h e i r large algebraic and s l i g h t physical i n t e r e s t . Let 
us close t h i s chapter by noting some characteristics of the G a l i l e i 
and Ca r r o l l groups. F i r s t l y we note that under pure boosts v:(x, t ) 
t > (x^-v t , t ) and v: (x, t ) t (x, t + v'x) respectively. 
Under these conditions one says that space i s 'absolute 1, or i n the 
second case time i s absolute i n that no 'mixing' of space with time 
or time w i t h space occurs i n the respective cases. We s h a l l pursue 
t h i s point l a t e r when the event (x, t ) i s replaced by a spatio-
temporal t r a n s l a t i o n . 
CHAPTER (3) 
C O H O M O L O G Y T H E O R Y O F G R O U P S A N D 
G R O U P E X T E N S I O N S . 
3.1 
I n t h i s chapter, we provide a survey of the cohomology theory of 
abstract groups as formulated by S. Eilenberg and S. Maclane. The 
theory makes use of the algebraic methods developed i n algebraic 
topology when dealing with homology and cohomology properties of 
topological spaces. The.subject matter f a l l s under the general 
heading of homological algebra. The algebraic method i s exceptionally 
powerful when discussing group extensions i n p a r t i c u l a r , and has 
numerous other group t h e o r e t i c a l applications. 
We may formulate the problem of group extensions as follows. 
Given two groups K and Q, f i n d a l l groups E such t h a t : - ( i ) K < E and 
( i i ) E/K^ Q. This problem occurs time and again when one applies 
group theory to t h e o r e t i c a l physics. For instance, when we computed 
the group of world automorphisms of Minkowski space :-OL(VV ) = P( IR ) , 
we were able t o compute the structure of P(fR) knowing that 
L ( H O < P(nO, nsAs P(ffc) and P(rR)/IR* ^  L ( r * ) . We wrote P(IRO £ 
ts L ( f ^ ) which embodies the l a t t e r properties. Again ^when computing 
C-tCTR) we used the property that n^ + m«< C K TK), P ^ ( t f e ) ^ C ^ (TR) 
and Ot (rR)/P/Mffc)^ ^+m'» whence we wrote Ct-(fR) = P-MfiO EJ g r R + m 
where the homomorphism g € Hom(lR + m, Aut(Bf)) specified R + m as a 
group of automorphisms of P"Hn?). Extensions of the above type, 
semi-direct products, are called t r i v i a l since Q •< E specifies Q as 
a group of automorphisms of K i n an unambiguous manner. The s i t u a t i o n 
i s n o t , i n general, so easy. 
Let us return to the general problem, given K, Q f i n d a l l E such 
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that K < E, E/K Q. We can re-write t h i s as meaning that 3 i € 
Nlori(K|E)/fr€Ep(E, Q) 3- 4? o i = 0 i . e . : - I m ( i ) = Ker(<t> ) , the 
equality sign arises from the isomorphism of E/i(K) with Q. This 
means we can draw the exact sequence 
e K >- E Q T*- e 
Conversely given a p a i r (E,cji )$$£Ep(E, Q) we say that E i s an 
extension of Q by K i f f K^Ker(4>). Let us take i as the i d e n t i t y 
monomorphism i: K-< E. Now since K-3 E, 3 an>\' f <=Mon (E, Aut(K)) 
defined i n the natural way:- f ( g ) ( k ) = I n ( g ) ( k ) V (g, k ) € E x K. 
We summarize the s i t u a t i o n by the following commutative diagram:-
-a»»E 
«L ^tjfKK^ W\LtOO — 
P 
Here TT i s the canonical map of Aut(K) onto Out(K). Consider now 
two elements g p g 2 £ 1= 3- g 4 ^ K > g± = g^-J k £ K> t h e n» 
f ( g l ) = f ( g 2 ) o I n ( k ) . That i s i f f g ^ g 2 mod(k) then fig-^.c? f ( g 2 ) 
mod I n t ( K ) , so there arises a canonical map p: E/K :—>- Aut(K) / 
Int(K) i . e . : - p: Q — O u t ( K ) . Thus Ker($i), $ 6 Ep(E, Q) involves 
two items i . e . : - K-< E K4 Ker(<fc>), and the way i n which Q 
operates on K as a group of outer automorphisms, specified by p€-
Hom(Q, Out(K)). We say that the p a i r (E,<£) i s a group extension of Q 
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by the'kernel 1 (K, p ) . Conversely, given a p a i r (K, p) where 
peHom(Q, Out(K)) we c a l l the p a i r (K, p) a 'Q kernel'. Let G be 
the centre *C(K) of K. Since £L(K) <Q K, there i s a canonical mapping 
6 of Aut(K) i n t o Atft(G) where i f j : G -< K, 9 ( f ) = f o j V f £ Aut(K). 
Also, by d e f i n i t i o n I n ( k ) ( g ) = g V (k, g)£K x G thus Ker(© ) = 
I n t ( K ) . Whence we can n a t u r a l l y define a homomorphism from Out(K) 
onto Aut(G) and whence from Q i n t o Aut(G) v i a p'G.Mon(Q, Aut(G)) 
p' f\\—(6op)(q)VqeQ . Thus Q operates on G as a group of 
automorphisms, and on K only as a group of outer automorphisms. An 
extension (E,<b ) of Q by the Q kernel (K, p) i s called central i f f 
p = O'v™ Hom(Q, Out(K). Recall the s i t u a t i o n f o r a .semi-direct 
product when Q operates on K as a group of automorphisms and s i m p l i -
f i e d matters rather. We see a similar s i t u a t i o n occurs when K i s 
Abelian, Out(K) = Aut(K) 3 Int(K) = 0. By d e f i n i t i o n Aut(K) i s an 
extension of Out(K) by I n t ( K ) , Out(K) being not necessarily homomorphic 
to Aut(K), we cannot always specify Q as a group of automorphisms of 
K i n an unambiguous manner. 
I n t h i s chapter, we w i l l proceed i n three stages. The f i r s t 
stage w i l l consist of a general discussion of cohomology theory, and 
group extensions when the kernel K i s Abelian. The second stage w i l l 
then involve us i n a discussion of the general case when K i s not 
necessarily Abelian, w h i l s t the t h i r d stage w i l l be concerned with the 
discussion of the theory of G enlargements invented by Eilenberg. 
Having introduced cohomology theory i n t h i s chapter, we w i l l be free 
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t o introduce cohomological theorems and d e f i n i t i o n s as the need 
arises. 
Before embarking on a study of the special case when K i s 
Abelian, we introduce a few concepts which are basic t o the rest of 
the chapter. 
( i ) M u l t i p l i c a t i o n of Kernels. 
We define here the notion of the 'G product of two Q kernels 
r e l a t i v e t o a notion of equivalence. Two Q kernels (K^p-j), (K 2,p 2) 
are NG equivalent ^ w ritten ((K.^ p 1 ) , ( K 2 J p 2 ) ) ^ ( = ) i f f "3 cr : 
K x =^ K 2H-o-(g) = gV g G G and V <X(q ) e P x ( q ) C Autd^) 
CT" o ex. (q) o < T _ 1 € p 2 ( q ) C Aut(K 2) V g £ Q. With t h i s notion of 
equivalence the c l a s s e s ^ of Q kernels with center (G, p 0 ) i s a 
monoid under the G product where$L = C ^ / ( ^ ) , being the set of 
Q kernels with centre G. 
Recall that by d e f i n i t i o n , I n t ( K a K) ^ I n t d ^ ) © I n t ( K 2 ) 
which means^C^ ® Kg) ^ G<§ G. The set V x< j^-) = 
•C (Sp g 2 ) € G x G » g 2 = g ^ 1 ! i s a subgroup V(G © G) of G © G 
moreover, i t i s the kernel of the epimorphism h: GQDG —>- Gj hi 
(&L» S 2) &L g 2 V (&]_, g 2 ) e G. Define a group K^ as a homo-
morp!.' of ^ © 1 ^ 2 v i a H: K-^ Kg — K y H : ^ ki» k2^ ' — k i k2 
V ( k p k g J C l ^ <2>K2. Then Ker(H) = V ( G © G ) and K± © K2/ V(G ® G) 
^ Kj. Moreover H,|G ® G = h i s onto ^  (K^), thus C(K 5) ^ G ® G / 
V ( G © G ) ^ G, where^CK^) ^ G. The group K^ with center G 
can be endowed w i t h the structure of a Q kernel by defining p^G Hom( 
(Q, Out(K-,)) as follows. Let (cK-,,©^) <= p ^ q ) x p 2(q)CAut(K x) x 
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Aut(Kg). T h e n c ^ xo^: (k.^ kg) i — ^ (c^ (kg^^gCkg)) i s an auto-
morphism of © Kg V q € Q moreoverjCX^ x oc, only depends on q € Q. 
A l s o . ^ x*< 2: V (G ® G) =V(G «)G) V q £ Q^since x ^ : ( g , g" 1) 
I—(<x1(g),!X2(g)"1) = (p Q(q) g, P 0 ( q ) ( g ) _ 1 V SGG. So that/Q 
defined by jS o H = H o ( o ^ x c s ^ ) i s an automorphism of K^V q e Q, 
only depending on q€LQ up to an inner automorphism of K^ . Thus there 
i s a homomorphism p-^ €LHom(Q, ©ut(K^)), the p a i r (Ky p^) i s a Q 
kernel with centre G and i s called the^G product'of the Q kernels 
(K 1 S p x ) and (K 2, p 2 ) , w r i t t e n (K^, p^) = ( K ^ p x ) A (K 2, p 2 ) . The 
centre (G, p Q ) s a t i s f i e s 
(K, p) A (G, Po) £ (K, p). V (K, p) C < ^ , and acts as the 
i d e n t i t y f o r the monoid Si - Q ). 
( i i ) M u l t i p l i c a t i o n of Extensions. 
Let ( E p c j ^ ) and (Eg,cfc 2 ) be extensions of Q by Q kernels ( K ^ p^) 
and (Kg, p 2 ) . Consider the group E 1 ® Eg, there i s a n t u r a l e p i -
morphism<|) x < j i 2 : E-L © Eg — Q x Q ; ^ x<^^:(e^3 e 2) '— 
(4>1(e1),4> 2 ( e J ) V ( e i s e 2)e E ^ Eg. The diagonal subset A(Q® Q) 
of QG& Q i s a subgroup of Q ® Q isomorphic t o Q under (q, q) 1—=^q. 
Let F < E 1 ® E 2 be the group (<fc> 1 x ^ 2 ) _ 1 ( A(Q® Q)). Then F i s a 
natural . ep.Bmorph: of Q under <fc 'eEp.(P, Q ) , ^ ' : ^ , e 2 ) l 
^ 1 ( e 1 ) = <t>2(e2).>/ ( e l s e 2 ) £ F . Evidently, Ker(<$ ») = K x ® K 2 since 
i f (e-p e 2 ) ^ K e r ( c f c 1 ) , 4) 1.(e 1) = ^ 2^2^ =cf3'^el» E 2 ^ = ^ which means 
(e-j^, e 2 ) € Ker(c<31) x Ker(cf>g), whence K± © K 2 > K e r ( ^ ' ) . Moreover 
i f ( e 1 3 e 2)^T K-^Kg, ( e l s e 2)GKer(ct> 1) whence Ker(cJ) ') = K x ® K2. 
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Thus P i s an extension of Q by <2> K^ . Define a inomomorph of 
P under H': P — ^ Ey H': (e.^ e 2) e± e 2 > Evidently Ker(H) = 
V(G ® G). One now defines a homomorphism <t> y E^ —^- Q by 
cj) o H = <b '. By a classical lemma Ker(<$ ) ^ Ker( *)/Ker(H), 
that i s Ker(<$ ') ^  ^ ® Kg/VCG <a G) ^ K^ . Thus we see that E^ 
i s an extension of Q by Ky We w r i t e (E^,<f) ^ ) = (E1,cJ>1)A (E2,«t) 2 ) 
and c a l l (EycJ) ^ ) the extension product of tihe extensions (E-^cfr 
and (E2,4> 2 ) . The constructions used above may be summarised by the 
diagram ¥ e 
We now proceed with the study of Abeliam extensions 3 embedding the 
theory i n the cohomology theory of groups. 
Cohomology Theory of Groups (1) Abelian Kernels 
Consider a sequence of pairs C = < ( C n J i T r i ) > n £ Z where 
V n G Z, C" i s an additive Abelian group and 
n „+,,„- n „+, , C~ where C+ = ^ c " , f n ) V £ Z + Using Z = Z Vj Z we w r i t e C = C \j ' 
and C" = J n ) > n € Z**. With Z +0 Z" = £01, we wr i t e (C°,<T°) 
= (0, 0 ) . Now C~ = <{C~ n, <P r" n)> n € Z+, so we relabel the sequence 
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as C~ = < ( C n , ^ n ) > n G Z + where ( C n , * n ) = (C~ n,<F~ n)y n e Z+. 
H e r e e Hom(Cn, C n - 1)V n e Z+. One ca l l s the sequence^id 1,? n)> 
n€?Z + an upper sequence and ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ nGZ + a lower sequence. 
Now i f P n of11'1 = 0 V n e Z + one c a l l s < ( C n , r n ) > n G Z + 
a semi-exact sequence s i m i l a r l y , f o r < J C n , ^ n ) ^ n G Z + such a lower 
sequence i s semi-exact i f f ^ ^ ^ o<b n = OMn^.Z+. The conditions are 
j u s t that i n the former case Im(<p n~ 1)<CKer(<P n) and i n the l a t t e r 
Im(<^ n) K e r ( < ^ n _ 1 ) . Let<.(Cn,<^ n ) V n ^ z+ b e a lower semi-exact 
sequence, one c a l l s Cn the group o f n-dimensional chains of the complex 
C; <^n i s an n-dimensional boundary operator; Im(£> n + 1) = B n<C n i s 
called the group o f n - dimensional boundaries of C and Ker(^_n) = 
ZjrfsCC^ i s the group of n-dimensional cycles of the complex C. That 
o « ^ n + 1 = OVn€Z + means that E^<3 C nVn e Z+. The group 
= Z n/B n i s called the 'n-dimensional homology group of the complex 
C. I f f p f g G Zfj and f ^ - f ^ S B n o n e s a y s t h a t t h e t w o" n - c y c l e s 
f-^ and ?2 a r e 'homologous1. 
Consider now the case of an upper semi-exact sequence C = 
^ ( C 1 1 , ^ 1 1 ) ^ nG Z+. Here, we c a l l the group of n-dimensional cochains 
of the complex, ImC^p11 1 ) = B<: ( f 1 i s the group of n-dimensional co-
IT™ 1 
boundaries of the complex;^ i s an n-dimensional coboundary operator 
and Z n = KerCcP n)-<C n i s the group of n-dimensional co-cycles of the 
complex. F i n a l l y z W = H51 i s the n-dimensional cohomology group 
of the complex C. Two n-cocycles f , , f 9 G . Z n are 'cohomologous' i f f 
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f x - f 2 e BP.. 
This completes our preliminary d e f i n i t i o n s , note that every 
exact-sequence i s semi-exact but not necessarily vice-versa. 
Consider now two groups Q and K where K i s an Abelian group and 
Q i s an operator group on K v i a p ^ Hom'(Q, Aut(K)). Let £ Q 2 
denote the n-fold Cartesian product set of isomorphic images of Q 
Call c£(Q, K) the set of a l l functions: f : X ^ Q — > K 
(£(Q, K) i s an Abelian groupV nG Z+. We i d e n t i f y C° (Q, K) as K P P 
i t s e l f , the set of constant functions from Q i n t o K. Define now a 
homomorphism <P nG Hom(c£ (Q, K), C11*1 (Q, K))V Z + by 
^ n ( f ) ( q r , . . . , q n + 1 ) = (p(q x) o f ) ( q 2 , ... , q n + 1 ) 
+ ^1=1 f ( q ^ " - ^ ! c i i + i ^ - - ( 3 n + i ) + ( - ) n + l f ( c i 1 » - - - c 3 n ) 
One can show^, by rather tedious algebra, that the complex:-
C (Q,K)==<cP(Q,K),<rn> nGZ + ? i s a semi-exact sequence, <P n o < P n _ 1 = 0 
V n £ Z+. Also, one can always choose normalised cobhains, where a 
normalised cochain s a t i s f i e d f (q, ^ .^q^) = 0 i f q ^ r e f o r some 1 ^ i ^ n ^ 1 
Recall that C (Q, K) = K and £ ^ ^ , = 0 . The important point to note 
P 
:° d ^ " 1  
i s that Cp(Q, K) depends on p€.Hom(Q, Aut(K)). This l a t t e r set 
i s never empty, i t always contains at least the t r i v i a l homomorphism 
TZJ-Ker(T)= Q. Let us adopt the convention that we drop ind«ce.s^the 
coboundary operators V S n-> n € Z + and attempt t o in t e r p r e t the groups 
of cochains. 
(0). We consider here the group of zero dimensional cochains . G°(Q,K) 
P 
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These are the constant functions of Q i n t o K, i d e n t i f i e d with K. 
Let kGC°(Q, K) thentT(k) € B^(Q, K) i s a 1 co-boundary, cT(k)(q) = 
p(q)(k)-k. Thus k £ Z°(Q, K) i f f p(q,k) = kVqGS* Whence Z°(Q, K) 
P P 
i s the set of kEK on which Q operates simply. By d e f i n i t i o n 
S*"1 = 0 whence Z°(Q, K) = if (Q, K), and then B^Q, K) = 0. 
P P P 
(1) . A one cochain f £ C^(Q, K) i s a function f : Q —T»~ K. 
f€B^(Q, K) i f f 3 k G K 3 - f ( q ) = p(q)(k) -k, and fGZ 1(Q, K) i f 
P P 
<T(f) = 0 o r : - d l f ) ( q l S q 2) = p ( q 1 ) ( f ( q 2 ) ) + f ( q x ) = 0, where 
<P(f)G B?(Q, K). The 1 cocycles of the complex C (Q, K) are called 
crossed homomorphisms, the 1 co-bouhdaries p r i n c i p a l homomorphisms, 
thus the group Hp"(Q, K) i s the group of crossed homomorphisms modulus 
the p r i n c i p a l homomorphisms. I f p = T one sees that a p r i n c i p l e 
homomorphism vanishes automatically w h i l s t Z^ ;(Q, K) = H^(Q,K) = 
Hom(Q, K). We w i l l need the properties of 1 cocycles i n the sequel 
at least twice. 
(2) . Next s we consider the two cochains of C(Q, K). These are 
functions f : Q x Q —>- K. A two cochain i s a two coboundary and 
a - p r i o r i a two cocycle i f f 3 f 1 G Cp(Q, K) f C q ^ q 2) = 
cTCf'Xqp q 2) = p(q 1)(E"(q 2)) + f ^ ) . f i s a two cocycle i f f 
< f ( f ) ( q l s q 2, q^) = 0 i . e . : - p ( q 1 ) ( f ( q 2 , q^)) - f ( q ^ q ^ q ^ ) + 
f ( q 1 , q 2 J q ^ ) - f ( q l s q 2 ) = 0. The second cohomology group i s interpreted 
v i a the theory of group extensions of Q by K when the natural 
action of Q on K as a group of automorphisms induced by the exten-
sion coincides with p. 
That i s j i n the Q kernel of the extension (E,q^ ) : - (K, p'),where 
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p' €Hom(Q, Out(K)) = Hom(Qs Aut K)Csince Int(K) = O^p'(q) = p(q) 
V q €Q. Conversely we can construct group extensions (E,<4>) of Q 
by any Q kernel (K, p) p£. Hom(Q, Aut(K)) when K i s Abelian. Recall 
(E,<f> ) i s a group extension of Q by the Abelian Q kernel (K, p) 
when the following diagram i s commutative:-
4> & 
0 0 
Here I i s the. i d e n t i t y .monomorphism I : K <1 E . Define a section, 
j : Q ?»> E such that<fc> o j = l i . Now since cfc i s a homomorphism 
(q 2 ) ajn!i 5 ^ li^^30^ t h e s a m e E /^ K c o s e t s since£(j (q^) 
j ( q 2 ) ) = 4> ( j ( q 1 ) ) « b ( j ( q 2 ) ) = ct>(j (q x q 2 ) ) = q± q 2 V ( q 1 , q 2)6 Q x Q. 
Thus f : Q x Q — K defined by f : (q , q 2 ) I — V j ( q 1 ) j ( q 2 ) 
( j ( q p q 2 ) ) 1 enables us to use the two cochain f to w r i t e j^q-^) 
j ( q 2 ) = f ( q 1 , q 2 ) j ( q 1 , q 2 ) V fa^q^ € Q" S ^ 0 6 ^ i s a homomorphism, 
$ ( j ( e ) ) = e j ( e ) = e . On E, composition must be associative 
which means that j (q x ) « ( j ( q 2 ) j (q^)) = ( j (q-^j ( q 2 ) ) j (q^JV q ^ q ^ q - j S Q " 
This i s j u s t t h a t : -
j ( q 1 ) f ( q 2 , q 3 ) j ( q 2 < l q 3 ) = f ( q 1 , q 2 ) j ( q 1 # q 2 ) j (qj) 
or 
j ( q 1 f ( q 2 J q 3 ) j ( q 1 ) " 1 j (q]_)j ( q 2 # q 3 ) . = f ( q i s q 2 ) f i^q^q^if {q^q^q^) • 
By d e f i n i t i o n rnCjCq.^) ( f ( q 2 J q 3 ) ) = p ^ X f ( q 2 , q 3 ) ) so we have:-
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p ( q 1 ) ( f ( q 2 , q 3 ) ) f ( q 1 < , q 2 , q 3 ) j ( q 1 0 q 2 f l q 3 ) = 
f ( q ^ ^ ' ^ ^ ^ q l » q 2 ^ J ' ^ q l , q 2 , q 3 ^ ' W n^- c n» passing to the additive 
notation, j u s t means that p ( q ^ ( f ( q 2 , q 3 ) ) - f (q 1 (,q 2,q 3)+f (q-pq^q-^) -
f f a p q p ) . = 0 i . e . : - c f ( f ) ( q 1 , q 2 , q 3 ) = 0. Thus f e Z*(Q? K). Let 
us choose another section j - ^ : Q—^- E such that4> o =11 . One can 
then define a 1 cochain /S vi a (3 (q) = j ^ q j j ( q j " \ q £ Q , (9€ Cp"(Q,K) 
since we have<f>((3 (q))= $ (j^Cq) )<t> ( j (q = qq 1 = e. Write 
JxCq) =/2(q)j(q) then we must have j 1 ( q 1 ) j i ( q 2 ) . = ^ s(qi)j (q^/S(q 2) 
j ( q 2 ) or j 1 ( q 1 ) j 1 ( q 2 ) = ^ ( q ^ j (q i )^ ( q 2 ) j t q ^ " 1 ^ " ( q - ^ j ( q 2) which i s 
o ' 1 ( q 1 ) j 1 ( q 2 ) . = /^(q^pCqx)^ ( q 2 ) ) f (q 1,q 2) j(q1»q2> or j 1 ( q 1 ) j 2 ( q 2 ) 
= ^(q-j^JpCqj^)^ ( q 2 ) ) f ( q 1 , q 2 ) ( q 1 , q 2 ) ~ 1 j 1 ( q 1 , q 2 ) . This means that 
j " 1 ( q 1 ) j 1 ( q 2 ) . = f ( q 1 J q 2 ) ^ . ( / S ) ( q 1 , q 2 ' ^ j 1 ( q 1 J q 2 ) . = f l(q 1 Jq 2)j 1(q 1»q 2)-
Where, passing t o the additive notation we w r i t e f l(q-^ 3q 2) = f(q 1»q 2) + 
< T ( / 6 ) ( q 1 , q 2 ) J or f = f 
Choose a section j : Q — > E and, V.kGK, q G Q wri t e k-j (q) = 
(k, q ) . The composition of these pairs i s then (k^qj) ( k 2 , q 2 ) = 
( k 1 + p ( q 1 ) ( k 2 ) + f ( q 1 , q 2 ) s q-^  q 2 ) . The cocycle fEZp(Q, K) specifies 
(E,<£ ) up to an isomorphism since i f f 1 - f G B (Q, K) then t h i s 
cocycle f 1 determines an isomorphic group. That i s i f k-j-^q) = 
Ck, q} then Ck^ q 2'X k 2, q 2 l . = t ^ p ^ ) ( k 2 ) + f * ( q 1 , q 2 ) , q 1 # q 2 l 
the isomorphism i s Tk, q3 I — > - (k, q) where t k , q l _ = (k +/=?(q),q) 
B|(Q, K). Given f G Z^ CQ, K) we define the extension correspond-
ing t o f as K B f Q.If f f" I s cohomologous t o f, then K la f i Q ^ 
K B f Q. We c a l l two extensions of Q by the Q kernel (K, p) 
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equivalent i f f the following diagram i s commutative:-
I f the diagram is commutative we wr i t e (E.^, E 2) Q. ( ^ ) , which i s 
an equivalence r e l a t i o n . One can show (using the five-lemma) that 
p 
( rsj ) ^  ( ^  ). Given two cohomologous cocycles f - ^ f 2 & Z p(Q aK) 
then (K a , K a f 2 Q)e ( a» ), c l e a r l y t h i s i s true i f f fjyf2 € 
B 2 (Q, K). Let Ext(Q, K)p be the set of a l l extensions o f Q by K 
characterised by p € Hom(Q, Aut (K)). Then the sets 8xt (Q, K) p 
and Z p(Q, K) are isomorphic. Recall that Bxt p(Q, K) was a semi-
group under the m u l t i p l i c a t i o n of extensions defined i n ( i i ) . From 
our e a r l i e r d e f i n i t i o n s we surmise that ( J 1 s j 2 ) a r e sections from Q 
to (Ep E 2) such t h a t ^ o j - ^ =ct>2 o J 2 = H , then the product of 
the extensions (E 1,* j) and (E2,<t» 2 ) ( ^ ^ 3 ) = ( E i > ^ ] _ ) A 
(E 2 Jct> 2) i s isomorphic t o the group whose underlying set i s f + 
k 2, ( j 1 ( q ) , j 2 ( q ) ) I k ^ G K , q £ Q | , where ^ O ^ + k g ^ C q ) , 
J 2 ( q ) ) » ? f c < l 5 1 ( j 1 ( q ) ) = ^ 2 ( j 2 ( q ) ) . = Q. The composition i n E^ i s 
defined by (0, ( j ^ q ) ^ ( q ^ M O ^ j ^ q M ^ t q ' ) ) • 5- (0, ( j ^ q ) 
j V q M . j g C q ^ C q * ) ) = ( f ^ q . q 1 ) + f"2(q, q*), ( j ^ q q f ) . j 2 ( q q 1 ) ) ) . 
Thus we have (EpCfc j) A (Eg, <b 2 ) = (K tS f].® ) A (K a f 2Q) = 
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K ts f-^f2 Q. I f C(E i, <& i ) l = CK B f i Ql i s the equivalence 
class of (E^,$ ^ ) we have CK la f Ql depends only on the cohomology 
class of f i n Z p(Q,K) and that CCE-j^ j) A (E^,^ 2 ) 3 depends only 
on the equivalence class of f-^ + which i s the product of equivalance 
classes. This the group Ext(Q, K)p = £xt(Q, K ) p / ( ^ ) i s isomorphic, 
t o H 2(Q, K). 
? ? 
The i d e n t i t y of H Q(Q, K) :- B p(Q» K) corresponds t o the set 
of extensions of Q by K i n which Q i s a subgroup, each extension of 
t h i s class being equivalent, and hence isomorphic t o the t r i v i a l 
extension K t a o Q = K e i p Q i p€. Hom(Q, Aut(K)). Let j-^ and j 2 
be monomorphisms from Q in t o K EJ pQ such that <j>oj^ = <t>oj2 =$. • 
Then j-^q) j ^ q ) " 1 6 K or j (q) = Y ( q ) j 2 ( q ) where C^(Q, K). 
Since j . ^ and j 2 are monomorphisms we must have j 1 ( q ) j 1 ( q l ) = 
•y(q)j 2 (q) . Y C q ' ^ q * ) . = * ( q ) ( j ' 2 ( q ) X(q' ^ ( q r ^ j ^ q ^ q ' ) . = 
*(q) p ( q ) ( Y ( q ' ) ) j 2 ( q q') = j - ^ q q') = X (q q ' ) j 2 ( q q f ) . Thus we 
must have Y.(q q») = tf(q) + p ( q ) ( T ( q ' ) ) or <P(tf)(q,q') = 0, 
'<» G Z (Q, K). The group K) corresponds then t o the d i f f e r e n t 
ways of placing Q onto K a pQ. B 1 p(Q, K) ^  K i s j u s t the ways i n which 
Q i s injected i n t o E i n conjugate manners. ZVB 1 d i f f e r e n t ; ways up 
to a conjugationr-
Consider j : Q — E . 'Then j 1 (q) = d n ( k - 1 ) o j ' )(q) 
V 9 6 Q, k £ (?(Q, K)j2 k - 1 j ( q ) k = k - 1 q-k j (q) = ^ ( k ) ( q ) j ( q ) . 
Thus j = j +<P(k). 
When the extension i s central with K Abelian, we must have p = 0 
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i n the Q kernel (K, P) since Out(K) - Aut(K). The group of inequiva-
lent central extensions i s j u s t H^(Q, K), the extension of Q by K 
2 
labelled by the two cocycle f e Z^CQ, K) i s denoted by K ® f Q. The 
2 
elements of BQ(Q, K) correspond t o extensions equivalent t o the dire c t 
product K ® Q = K ® o Q . I n t h i s case, as i n a s i m i l a r way above, 
the group Z^(Q, K) = H^(Q, K) = Hom(Q, K) corresponding to the possible 
ways of embedding Q as a subgroup of K ® Q. 
We now return t o the general discussion of group extensions 
having introduced the cohomological apparatus i n the preceding 
discussion, and b r i e f l y discuss the group theoretic i n t e r p r e t a t i o n 
of the group H^(Q, K). The group theoretic interpretations of the 
cohomology groups f o r n > 3. Eilenbea?g has conjectured that t h e i r 
application might come i n the theory of 'loops* or not rert vVoeswlUj 
associative groups, the higher cocycles providing the measure of the 
degree of as s o c i a t i v i t y of the loop. Recall how the 2 cocycles i n 
the above construction arose from the requirement of a s s o c i a t i v i t y . 
We s h a l l use Eilenberg's theory of loops and prolongations of groups 
i n Chapter ( 5 ) . 
Extensions with non-Abelian Kernels. 
Recall that when we defined the nature of an extension ( E ) 
of Q by K a homomorphism f> €. Hom(Q, Out(K)) arose i n a natural 
way. When K i s non-Abelian t h i s fact causes a major complication 
i n one's e f f o r t s t o acertain the natures of such extensions, since, 
Out(K) only operates on K modules an inner automorphism, i n order 
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to specify (E,<f>) as a group we have to specify the action of Q on 
K unambiguously. 
Consider a Q kernel (K, p ) . I n each automorphism class p ( q ) , 
q € Q, select an automorphismo^q) of Q. I f 7T i s the canonical 
mapping of Aut(K) onto Out(K) then p € Hbm(Q, Out(K)) determines 
a map or from Q i n t o Aut(K) v i a e * ( q ) = ^ o p)(q) where/tf i s a section 
of Out(K) i n Aut(K). Given q^, q 2 G Qj we havecx.(q 1)o<q 2) o 
(cx.(q 1 q 2 ) - 1 ) € Int(K) since TT (tx^q-^o c < ( q 2 ) ( o c ( q 1 q2)~1)) = 
7T(£><q1))Tr ( c < ( q 2 ) ) ( 7 T ( & < ( q 1 , q ^ ) " 1 ) = p ( q 1 ) ' p ( q 2 ) . p ( q 1 , q 2 ) ~ 1 = 
H . Thus we can define a function Y : Q x Q —7*- K via ^(q-j^) o 
*<(q 2) = Jn(X ( q l s q 2 ) ) ( X ( q 1 , q 2 ) V q 1 J q 2 - e Q. Using the as s o c i a t i v i t y 
requirement on Aut(K) we f i n d that <xo(qi)o(c<("q 2)oi><q^)) = (cxcCq-^ o 
^ ( q 2 ) ) oa< (q^) c r ^ o e ^ ) o In( ( q 2 , q^)) o <^(q 1 q 2) = I n ( ' j f ( q 1 , 
q 2 ) ) o « ( q i a q 2 ) oo^q^). Or txCq^ o Ih( >"(q 2,q 3)) o ^ x ^ ) " 1 o 
( e ^ q ^ o o < ( q 2 , q 3 ) ) = In ( IfCq-^q^) o In( TCq-^qg^)) 0 ^ x C q - j ^ ^ ) ' 
Which i s Intfx.Cq-j^ClS ( q ^ q ^ ) ) o InOJCq^q^q^)) o^xCq-^q^q^) = 
InC?$ ( q 1 , q 2 ) ) o Tn(^ ( q - ^ ^ ) ) o < X ( q 1 0 q 2 , q 3 ) . F i n a l l y 
I n ( c < ( q 1 ) ( ^ ( ^ q j ) ) 7S ( q ^ q ^ ) ) = (q 1»q 2^ fa]^^)) • ™ s 
means that we must have ^ ( q - ^ C t f {<12>^^(\&2*^^^±9^2S^~5^ 
'2 ( q 1 , q 2 ) ~ 1 e G, the centre of K. Thus we can define e? cochain of 
Q i n G i.e.:- and f € C^  (Q, G) where (G, p Q ) i s the centre o f (K, p) 
v i a : -
f ( q l s q2> ^ 3 ) = «(qi)0$(q 2 » ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ i 9 ^ ^ ' 1 
1 3 
" 6 ( q 1 J q 2 ) ~ • °ne can show by tedious algebra that i n fa c t f £ Z p Q 
(Q, G) or that < f ( f ) ( q l a q 2 , q 3 , q i i ) = p ( q i H f ^ ^ 3 ^ 4 ) ) ~ fCqi.q2.q3.q4) 
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f(q1>q2«(l3*'q4^ " f^i^2'qy%^ + f t a i » q 2 » q 3 * = 0 m ^ e ^ P ^ s i m 
^ ( q - ^ o<x(q2)= In(*Y(q 1,q 2)) o o< (q 1 3q 2) i s to a degree arbitary 
since we see that i f f (qisq2) » T fa]^)^ fa]^) where 4>€'Cp0 
(Q, G) then i t i s unchanged. Under this mapping I >-4>', we 
find f i ^ f' = f +<P(<& ). Let us now choose a new section^': 
Out(K) — A u t ( K ) then we must haveoO(q) = (^ » o p)(q) = In(<T(q)) 
oc<(q) where <3": Q ^- K. Then <x'(q ) o<x!(qp) = In(o-(q-,)) o 
1 * ' 
uHq^ o I n ( C ( q 2 ) ) o<x(q 2) = I n C o ^ ) ) o I n C c x ^ ) ( < r ( q 2 ) ) ) o 
(^(q-L) ofX(q 2)) = I n ( o - ( q 1 ) ^ ( q 1 ) ( a - ( q 2 ) ) V ( q l s q 2 ) ) o^q-^q^. 
Or (Xliq^ oc<'(q2) = In( Y» (q 1,q 2)) o CK,(q;L«q2) where y'(q i sq 2) = 
CT(q1) CK.( q : L)(tr ( q 2))7f ( q p q 2 ) <T ( q 1 , q 2 ) " 1 . Now C X ' ^ K ^»(q2, qj) 
^'(q l sq 2«q3) V ( q 1 » Q 2 » q 3 ) ~ 1 "& ,(q 1»q 2)~ 1 = f ^ ^ ^ ) after some 
manipulation. Thus the cocycle f € Z\,(Q» G ) i s unchanged by the map 
2 
cx t V (x' and, changing Y by a two cochain of C (Q, §r) changes 
f by .a 3 coboundary, the latter mapping corresponding to mapping 
the kernel (K, p.) onto a G equivalent kernel. Each cohomology class 
i n (Q, G) corresponds one to one with an equivalence class of G Po 
equivalent kernels. 
We now show how of a kernel (K, p) i s extendible when the three 
cocycle associated with i t vanishes. Let (E, <f>) be an extension of 
Q by the Q kernel (K, p). Then, as before we can define a section j : 
Q — > E such that$ o j = 4t, which means that we must have j(q-^) 
j ( q 2 ) = f C q - ^ X j C q - ^ ) ^ e r e f : Q x Q — ^ K. The automorphism 
f ( j(q)) of K defined by i o f'Cj(q)) = In ( j(q)) o i i s i n the class 
p(q) V q € Q, we may thus choose the map ' defined above via 
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°<(q) £ f(j ( q ) ) V % e Q. Then we have f C j " ^ ) 0 f(j(q 2>) = 
f(j ( q 1)j ( q 2 ) ) . = fCP ( q l J q 2)j ( q 1 J q 2 ) ) . = In( J ( q - ^ ) ) o f ( j ( q 1 , q 2 ) 
since f i s a homomorphism and f(k ) = I n ( k ) V k G K<3 E. Thus the 
corresponding 3 cocycle 'F' i s given by:-
FCq^q^q^ . = f o jCq-^Cp (q 2 J q 3 ) ) P (q 1 ,q 2 «q 3 ) 
f (q 1 <.q 2jq3)~ 1p (q 1 »q 2 )" 1 - ^ i s just 
P(q 1 J q 2 3 q 3 ) = f(q x ) j (q 2 ) j (q 3 ) j ( q 2 * q 3)~ 1j ( q 1 ) " 1 
j ( q 1 ) j ( q 2 » q 3 } j (q^q^q^" 1 j (q 1 «q 2 «q 3 ) j (q 3 )g (q 1 "q 2 ) 1 j ( q l s q 2 ) 
j ( q 2 ) " 1 j ( q 1 ) ~ 1 . = e. 
Thus F = 0 i f (K, p) i s extendible. Conversely l e t P = 0. 
Define the group E as the set of pairs (k, q) £ K x Q with the compo-
sition ( k 1 , q 1 ) ( k 2 J q 2 ) = (^os(q 1>(k 2) p (q-^q^), q^q^ where ^  i s the 
map from Q into Aut(K) defined above and £<(q1)op<(q2) = In(p ( q ^ , q 2 ) ) 
o P<.(q-L©q2) V q i a q 2G Q. E i s easily seen to be a group. The map 
<fb: (k, q) I q i s a homomorphism of E onto Q. The kernel of 
i s the subgroup { (k, e) I kG K ^ j isomorphic to K. Choosing the 
section j : Q >• E; j : q ^ >• (e, q) then In(e, q) i s the auto-
morphism class of p(q). whence F = 0 for a kernel (K, p) implies 
that (K, p) i s extendible. An incidental result of the above constru-
ction i s that we have explicitly constructed one extension of an 
extendible kernel (K, p) where Q operates on K via the section , 
Out(K) >• Aut(K), «><(q) = ^ o p(q)V q 6Q. The construction 
of this extension w i l l enable us to generate a l l extensions of Q by 
the extendible Q kernel (K, p) with centre (G, p Q ) . In certain favour-
able circumstances s we shall be able to choose ^ a s a homomorphism, 
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depending of course on CX being a homomorphism. 
Recall our earlier definition of extension products and the 
notions of equivalence of extensions and G equivalence of Q kernels. 
Now ±r&±i (E i , 4> i ) > (E^ ,cj> ^) i = 1, 2 are Q - Kj_ equiv-
alences then one can easily see that o-^ ^ xo^: ( E ^ , ^ ) A ( E , , , ^ ) ~~ 
( E 1 , J -j^ ' J A ^ ' i s a Q " (&±> P )A(K 2, p) equivalance, where 
° 1 X < S 2 : (el3 e 2 J (0"i(ei)»0-2(e2))-V ( e 1 , e 2 ) e x E 2 
Now let (K, p) be an extendible Q kernel with centre (G, p Q ) . We 
exhibited above extensions of Q by (K, p), let this be (E,<jb ). 
Consider next an extension (F,«4>) of Q by the central Q kernel (G, p 0 ) , 
then the product (E,4> ) A (f=j .) i s an extension of Q by the Q kernel 
(K, p) A (G, p Q) which i s G equivalent to (K, p), i. e . : - (E,cj> ) A (F,tf») 
i s an extension of Q by (K, p)!s, The map (F,4> ) I >- (FS<V ) A (E, <$) 
i s a map from the classes of extensions of Q by (G, p D) to the classes 
of extensions of Q by (K, p). One can show that the map i s onto and 
that (Q, G) equivalent extensions of Q by (G, p Q) map onto (Q, K) 
equivalent extensions. Because of the importance of the construction, 
we indicate the proofs of the above assertions. 
F i r s t l y , V q €, Q, select an cx(q)£p(q) and a j (q) € E with 
4>o j( q ) = q andTK cx(q)) = p(q), subject to the requirement that; 
In(j(q)) o i = i o °< (q) V q£Q where i : K<3 E. We must have 
j ( q x ) j (q 2) . = f ( q l S Q 2) j ( q 1 # q g) where f: Q x Q — K . The 
requirements j(q) k j ( q ) " 1 = ix(q)(k ) V k €. K with j(q-,) j (q ?) = 
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= f (q-^^) ^ ( ^ i * ^ t n e c o m P ° s i t i ° n o n E whose underlying set 
may be taken as the set K x Q in a unique manner, k*j (q) i—=*» 
(k, q) where (e, q) (k, e) (e, q ) - 1 = («^(q)(k),e) and (e, q x) 
(e, q 2) = (f(q1,q2)»q1»q2)« Associativity requires ftq-^qg) f 
( q ^ q ^ q ^ = " ^ ( q ^ C f ^ ^ ) ) f (q-^q^q^ and (^ (q-j^ jO ix(q 2) = 
In ( f ( q i s q 2 ) ) Oc^q^q^. Similarlyjthe extensions (F, ^  ) are 
constructed in the manner outlined in our preliminary discussions on 
Abelian kernels. We may write each (P, M>) as G B g Q with g £ H p Q 
(Q, G). In the group G ta g Q we use the notation where the under-
lying set i s G X Q. Thus i n (E,<fc ) A ( F , ^ )^which we take as 
£ (kpk,,, (jjCqJjjjCq)) fCk, q)£K x Q}we must have the_composition 
(e-p ( j 1 ( q 1 ) > j 2 ( q 1 ) ) ( e 2 , ( j 1 ( q 2 ) , j 2 ( q 2 ) ) = 
(h(q 1,q 2) f (q 1,q 2), (j1(q-j.«q2)Jj'2(q1«q2))) and also that 
jta(e, ( j 1 ( q ) J j 2 ( q ) ) ( ( k 1 ( e , e))) = (<x(q)(k),(e,e)) 
Thus the factor set associated with (E,<|>) A ( F , ^ ) i s then the 'product' 
of the factor sets(h ^ f j . Now l e t (E',<£>') be any extension of Q by 
K with kernel (K, p) Define a section j 1 : Q E ' j $ 'oj' =£. and 
In(j(q)) o i = i o ^ ( q ) . This determines a factor set f 1 with 
f'(q 1,q 2)f'(q i aq 2,q 3) = cX ( q i ) (f' (q 2,q 3)) f' ( q ^ q ^ ) and 
°< (q 1)0«<(q 2) = In(f' (q 1,q 2)) 0 ^ X(q1«q2). This means that we must 
have I n ( f ( q 1 , q 2 ) f ( q 1 , q 2 ) " 1 ) = £ or that f'(q 1,q 2) = d(q 1 3q 2)f(q 1,q 2) 
2 where d' €. C D (Q, G). Using the factor set properties of f and f ^o 
then we must have d' 6 Z p Q (Q, K). We must also have that 
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(E,4>) A (F, ) i s Q-K equivalent to (E', <J)f) since they have the 
same composition and isomorphic underlying sets. Thus the map 
(F, ^  ) t — V (P, ) A (E, $ ) i s onto the set of extensions of Q 
by (K, p), modulus the Q-K equivalence. 
Next let ( F ^ ^ ) and ( F 2 , ^ 2 ) b e two extensions of Q by G 
p 
labelled by cocycles h 2 £. Z p Q(Q, G) respectively. Then form 
the extensions (Ej <f> ) A ( F ^ ^ ) = (E^, <jj^) and (E ,<£ ) A ( F 2 , y 2 ) 
= (E 2,<f> 2) of Q by (K, p)-< Assume that ( E 1 , 4 > 1 ) and ( E 2 , 4 > 2 ) 
are Q-K equivalent, then since = ^ I W N E R E ®~ : E^A* E 2, 
c(j-^(q)) must be of the from S2(q)j 2(q) where and j " 2 are sections 
from Q to E and E„ respectively and 3L£ C^(Q, K ) . Since we have 
j x ( q ) k j ^ C q ) " 1 = <x(q)(k) and j 2(q)k j 2 ( q ) _ 1 = <*(q) (k) V (k,q) 
K x Q andc = dl on K thenOtj-^q) k j-^q)" 1) = Otj-^q)) k 
CTij^q))'1 = cx(q)(k) * 5H(q) j' 2(q) k j ^ q ) - 1 HL ( q ) _ 1 = j 2 ( q ) k j 2 
( q ) - 1 \J (k, q ) € K x Q. Thence I n f o ( q ) ) =H ^> 3. ec^poCQ.G). 
We also have ^ ( j - , ^ ) ) c r C j ^ q g ) ) ' f 2 ^ i » q 2 ^ ^ B ' ^ q l » q 2 ^ 
crtj-^qpqg)). d l = d 2 + c P ^ ) which means that (F1,<^1) 
•y (F 2,V^ 2) under Q-G equivalence. 
This completes the pixjof of our assertion that the mapcv: 
H*P0(Q,G) — © c t ( Q , ( K , p ) ) / ( A J ) , « : f — V (G. ta^ Q)A (E,Cfc> ) 0 
where ( E ^ ^ ) 0 i s a fixed extension of Q by K i s a set isomorphism. 
We were able to prove the existence of a fixed extension of Q by 
(K, p), by constructing a multiplication table defined by a factor 
3.2^ 
set. In some cases however we can choose the fixed extension i n a 
particularly simple way. We discuss these in the next few para-
graphs . 
(a) Central Extensions. 
Let us consider the case of the central extensions of Q by 
the Q kernel (K, 0).. The extension K ® Q i s a central extension of 
Q by K and we choose i t as the fixed one in our discussion above. 
All other extensions of Q by (K,0) are then of the form (K © Q ) 
A(G ® f Q), ffeH^(Q, K) since p = 0 , p Q = 0. 
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(b) Semi-direct products. 
The example above K <a Q i s the t r i v i a l example of a semi-direct 
product. We discuss now more general examples. The necessary and 
s u f f i c i e n t condition that a semi-direct product i s one solution of 
the problem of f i n d i n g extensions of Q by the Q kernel (K, p) p&Hom 
(Q, Out(K)) i s that there exists- a g€"Hom(Q, Aut(K)) such that 
FTo g = p where I T i s the canonical epimorphTT :Aut(K) Out(K). Several 
situations when t h i s i s so are immediate. One i s when K i s Abelian 
and then Aut(K) = Out(K); another when Aut(K) i s a semi-direct product 3 
when there exists a monomorphism j: Out(K)<: Aut(K). I n the cases when 
such a gCHomCQ, Aut(K)) exists ?we can obtain a solution t o the problem 
of f i n d i n g a l l solutions to the problem of extending Q by (K, p ) = 
(K, IT o g). These extensions are j u s t : - (E3<t) ) = (Kca g Q)A (G Q) 
f €• H 2 (Q, G). 
Let us j u s t note i n conclusion • of our discussion of extensions 
that a semi-direct product may be equivalent t o a central extension -
the d i r e c t product. Consider the case o f the central extension K d r Q 
when r€Hom(Q, I n t ( K ) ) . Then we have TV o r = 0 since TT o r (q) = 
0 V qG Q. The necessary and s u f f i c i e n t condition f o r K ia r Q ^ 
K ® Q i s t h a t 3 t ^ Hom(Q, K) wit h r = I n o t . The necessity i s 
obvious i n the l i g h t of chapter ' l ^ ' s diagram language. The sufficiency 
follows by noting that i f j : Q < K © r Q then p(q)(k) = j (q)k jCq;)" 1 
where p = 1 o r ; I : Int(K) -«d Aut(K). Let tGHom(Q, K) with r = I n o t . 
Then"! o I n ( t ( q ) ) I n ( j ( q ) ) o i = i o p(q). Then we have:-
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i ( t ( q ) ) i ( k ) i ( t ( q ) ) - 1 = j ( q ) i (k) j ( q ) ' ^ (k, q ) £ E x Q which i s 
i(t(q))j(q ) " " W £ E ( i ( K ) ) the centraliser i n E of i ( K ) . Define a 
map:- j 1: Q E v i a j»(q) = i ( t ( q ) ) j ( q ) - 1 then j H q J j ^ q 1 ) = 
i ( t ( q ) ) j ( q ' ) " 1 i ( t ( q , ) ) j ( q , r : L = j'(qq') our above d e f i n i -
t i o n s . Moreover<£> o j ' = 0 sincec(jo j = 0, and Im(j)-<I E, so 
K a Q i s equivalent t o K ® Q. Recall how we w r i t e L"K Ifc ) <s 
Z ^ p T ^ L ^ ( 1 * ) E-tf i ( Z ( z ) ) T . Here, the action of T on L'T-OK) 
i s defined by VCD. = In(G) = In(-G) = Ih(FT.G). Thus 3 t € Hom(Z(z)T, 
L^(HO) defined by T|->» In(G)(T) = T~ 1 T = -T = G. The i n j e c t i o n 
j': Z ( z ) T ^ Z ( z ) ^ < L ( R ) i s j ( T ) = t C D j C D " 1 = G(-G) = -e = 
FT. 
I n t h e f i n a l section of t h i s chapter which follows, we w i l l 
discuss a concept related t o extensions and which involves cohomology 
theory. This i s the theory of 'G enlargements 1 of a group Q by an 
Abelian group K. 
Theory of G Enlargements 
Let G and Q by arb i t a r y groups and K an Abelian group. Moreover 
l e t G operate on Q and on K v i a the homomorphisms (p-^Pg^ 
Hom(G, Aut(K)) x Hom(G, Aut(Q)). A group (E,$) i s said t o be a G 
enlargement of Q by K i f f ( i ) (E,<£ ) i s a t r i v i a l group extension of 
Q by K. ( i i ) the epimorphism(j> :E —^- Q i s an operator epimorphism 
<t> € OpHom(E, Q). ( i i i ) The i n j e c t i o n i : K -< E with<f> o i = 0 i s an . 
operator monomorphism iCOp Hom(K,E). ( i v ) G i s a group of auto-
morphisms f o r the group E v i a PeHom(G, Aut(E)). 
Two G enlargements of Q by K are called equivalent i f the corres-
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-ponding group extensions are Q - K equivalent; with the isomorphism 
establishing the equivalence an operator homomorphism. A G enlargement 
of Q by K i s said t o be ' inessential' i f j : Q < E i s an operator 
monomorphism. Let (E,<£) be a G enlargement whose underlying group 
i s K a pQ where FGHom(Q, Aut(K)). Then (E,cfc> ) inessential implies 
that P(g)(k, q) = ( P 1 ( g ) ( k ) , p 2 ( g ) ( q ) ) V (g, k, q)GG x K x Q. Since 
p(g)(k, q) = p(g)(k se)p(g)(e, q) = (p(g) o i ) ( k ) ( p ( g ) o j ) ( e , q ) where 
( i , j ) : (K, Q)<T E. Since ( i , j ) e O p Hom(K3 E) x Op Hom(Q, E), 
p(g) o i = i o p-^g), p(g) o j = j o p 2 ( g ) V g G G; so that 
p(g)(k, q) = ( p 1 ( g ) ( k ) , p 2 ( g ) ( k ) ) or p(g) = p 1 ( g ) x p 2 ( g ) V gG G. 
The inessential G enlargements thus form an- equivalence class. Let 
Ehl(G,(Q, K)) be the set of a l l G enlargements of Q by K. We can 
endow the set Enl(G s (Q,K)) defined by Enl = €nl/(£0, (where (fir-) 
i s the equivalence of G enlargements), with the structure of a group. 
Let (E^,cfi ^ ) V (E^fb 2 ) be the G object whose underlying group i s 
(E 1 S4> -J A (E 2^b 2 ) and where the action of G on (Epcb ^ )f\ (E2,<b 2 ) 
i s j u s t p(g) = p'(g) x p"(g) V g C G where (p',p") are the actions of 
G on (E, E') respectively. Then (E 1,<b 1)V (E2,c|) 2 ) i s again a G 
enlargements of Q by K. 
We proove here th a t Enl(G, (Q, K)) i s isomorphic t o the group 
Hj^(G a Hp(Q, K)) where the action p ? of G on H^(Q, K) i s defined by 
P 3(g): f H - P x(g) o f o p 2 ( g ) _ 1 V f £ H£(Q, K). Let (E,<f> ) be a 
G enlargement of Q by K with E = K a pQ. Then there i s a monomorphism 
j:Q<.E3-ci>o j =41 . j i s an operator monomorphism i f f (E,<^ ) i s 
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inessential. Define p ( g ) ( H > ( p 2 ( g ) ~ 1 ( q ) ) < p ( q - 1 ) as J(g)(q) where 
J € C ^ (G, Cjj;(Q, K)) since we must have (J(g)(q)) = $ (p(g) (<p ( p 2 
(g) _ 1(q))4> ( ^ ( q " 1 ) ) = P 2(g) o * ( ^ ( p 2 ( g ) ' 1 ( q ) ) q " 1 = q q" 1 = e. 
Moreover J ( g ) ( q l e q 2 ) = p ( g ) ( V ( p 2 ( g f ^ . q ^ ) ^ ( q - ^ ) 1 = 
p ( g ) ( ^ ( p 2 ( g r 1 ( q 1 ) ) ) p ( g ) ( 1 ' ( p 2 ( g ) " 1 ( q 2 ) ) ^ ( q 2 ) " 1 H J ( q 1 ) = 
p(g) ^ ( P 2 ( g ) " 1 ( q 1 ) ) J(g)(q 2)M^ ( q x ) = p ( g ) S J ( P 2 ) ( g ) ~ 1 ( c l i ) ) V to]/1 
4> (q 1)J(g)(q 2)H> ( q i ) " 1 . = J ( g ) ( q 1 ) P ( q 1 ) ( J ( g ) ( q 2 ) ) - Thus we have 
J ( g ) ( q 1 , q 2 ) = J ( g ) ( q 1 ) P ( q 1 ) ( J ( g ) ( q 2 ) ) i or J t e K q ^ ) = J ( g ) ( q 1 ) + 
F ( q 1 ) ( J ( g ) ( q 2 ) ) using the additive notation. So J ( g ) e Zp(Q,K) 
V g E G or :- J & c£ (G, Z^(Q,K)). Simi l a r l y J G (G, zJ(Q,K)) 
since J(g 1 0_g 2) (q) = p ( g J g 2 ) ( V ( P 2 ( g i a g 2 ) - 1 ( q ) ) H> (q ) - 1 , or* 
J(g 1.g 2)(q). = P ( g 1 ) ( p ( g 2 ) ( ^ ( P ( g 2 ) _ 1 ( p ^ ) " 3 ^ ) ) ) . ^ ( g ^ q ) " 1 
pCgi)" 1 W f & ^ X q ) ) V ( q ) " 1 . Or J ( g l j g 2 ) ( q ) = P 3 ( g 1 ) ( J ( g 2 ) ) (q)) 
J ( g x ) ( q ) s which i s :- Jfa^qg) = p^Cg-^{Ji^+Jigj}. Choose a new 
monomorphismty': Q < E 3- <4> o vf' = -fl • we must then have ^'(q) = 
2Kq) (q)V q £ Q;'ffi ^  Zp(Q,K), as we saw before. I n terms of 
the deyivation of *V 1 from being an operator monomorphism define:-
J'(g)(q) = P ( g ) ( ^ , ( p 2 ( g ) " 1 ^ ) ) ^ ' ( q ) " 1 . Then J'(g)(q) = p(g) 
CSC (cj ) ( g ) " 1 ( q ) ) . P(g) V (pgCg^Cq)) VKq)" 1!! ( q ) " l , = 
P 1 ( g ) ( 3 l ( p 2 ) ( g ) _ 1 ( q ) ) J ( g ) ( q ) T H ( q ) - 1 = P 3 ( g ) ( ) ( q ) ) 31 ( q ) " 1 
J ( g ) ( £) ) J since J(g)(q) £1 K and i: K <JE i s an operator mono-
morphism. Thus:-J(g)'=J(g) + «f (31 ), i f ( S t ) € ^ (G, zJ(Q,K)), 
I € C " (G, Zp(Q, K)) = Z^  (Q, K). The G enlargements corresponding 
t o M-'and are equivalent, implying that the appropriate cocycles 
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are cohomologous. The elements of Bp(Q, K) corresponding to the 
k - l 
conjugate images of Q i n E",(e, q) > V (k, e) (e, q)(k, e) = 
( k - 1 q-k,q) = (<T(k)(q),q). Thus we must have Enl (G, (Q,K))/(:2: 
(G, Hp(Q3 K)), as sets. The isomorphism also extending t o a 
group isomorphism i n a way which does not concern us. 
The above discussion of G enlargements w i l l be quite frequently 
referred t o i n the next chapter, and i t ends our summary of the 
cohomology theory of groups. 
CHAPTER (4) 
C O H O M O L O G Y T H E O R Y OP 
HE K I N E M A T I C A L G R O U P S 
4.1 
I n t h i s chapter we w i l l discuss the algebraic structures o f 
r e l a t i v i t y groups using the tools developed i n Chapter ( 3 ) . The 
study was i n i t i a t e d i n Chapter (2) where we were able t o derive the 
structure of the Poincare group of world automorphisms of Minkowski-
space, the Eins1$e)iian world. The structure of the G a l i l e i group of 
i n e r t i a l automorphisms of Newtonian r e l a t i v i t y was only r e a l l y 
hinted at. We s h a l l see that the structure of the G a l i l e i group i s 
considerably more complex than that of the Poincare group. Moreover 
we s h a l l see that i t has several isomorphic algebraic structures as. 
a group extension, corresponding to permutations of i t s underlying 
set, a f o u r - f o l d Cartesian product. 
The l a s t part of Chapter (2) saw the introduction of the Ca r r o l l 
and Static groups and t h e i r interpretations as kinematical groups. 
Although the C a r r o l l group has no connection w i t h physical r e a l i t y 
at a l l , the Static group i s somewaht more plausible,^ i t i s of 
int e r e s t to discuss i t s algebraic structure along with the s t a t i c 
group, as generalisations of the G a l i i e i group. After t h i s discussion 
we attempt to solve th$.problem of l i s t i n g a l l possible classical 
kinematical groups where either space, time or both are 'absolute* i n 
a mathematical sense t o be elaborated i n that calculation. This 
excereise, apart from being of mathematical i n t e r e s t , lends a rather 
deep insight i n t o the various algebraic structures of the G a l i l e i , 
C a r r o l l and Static groups, enabling one to r e l a t e them as members 
b 
of more exotic families of groups. No physical interpretations of 
H.2 
the groups, apart from the obvious three, w i l l be attempted. 
The chapter i s divided i n t o three parts, ^the f i r s t section 
we w i l l discuss the structure of the G a l i l e i group i n some d e t a i l . 
I n the second, much shorter, section we w i l l discuss the structures 
of the Carroll and Static groups and i n the t h i r d , the generalised 
r e l a t i v i t y groups w i l l be calculated ( i n p r i n c i p l e only, since these 
t u r n out to be ^Cj !) 
Part ( 1 ) . The G a l i l e i Group 
Recall that the G a l i l e i group could be expressed as 
a 
G L ( W ) 0 I ( W ), where W = ^ (N) anfiffW) was the group of 
world automorphisms o f ^ ( N ) i . e . : - f€OU\# X B ( \ j ( / ) i f f ( i ) 
T o ( f x f ) = t o r • c ( f ( x 1 ) , f ( x 2 ) ) = x ( x 1 , x 2 ) V x x , x 2 G W and 
( i i ) ^ ( x ) ( x 1 , x 2 ) = a ( f ( x ) ) ( f ( X l ) , f ( x 2 ) ) V x 1 , x 2 G S(x), x<E\X/. 
I ( W ) was the subgroup of i n e r t i a l functions of B(\)(/ ) or I(\)(/ ) = 
f f e B(y>C) i x"= 0 «^ f (x)'* = O f . Given an^ea(\)C') f) ICW) ,l e t us 
wr i t e «=<:(x, t)^> ^(©Ofe) +p2(t* ) ( t ) ^ 3 ( < x ) ( x ) +p 4(<x)(t)), 
w h e r e Q . C1(<X(\K/)n 10X0, Sym(n^));^ 2G A o J W ^ l W / l . C 1 ^ 
j£ C ^ O M O n K W ) , C 1 ( f R 5 , T ^ ) ) and^? C 1 ( c \ ^ ( / ) n i ( W ) , 
SyrnCl^1")). Let us now consider the r e s t r i c t i o n s placed on c< by 
<x £ <X(W)OI(N# ). F i r s t l y we must have ;;.'X(CK(X ±),C*(X 2)) = 
U ( x 1 , x 2 ) V x x,x 2G VJ • Write ( x 1 , x 2 ) = ( ( x 1 3 t 1 ) , ( x 2 , t 2 ) ) . 
Then the condition i s that f^i^)^) +/&ii(o<,)(t1) - ^ ( * ) ( x 2 ) + 
< * ) ( t 2 ) = \ ~ t 2 " ^ H = t 2 5 fchen w e m u s t h a v e : " ^ 4 ( ^ ) ^ 1 ) = 
( ) ( t 2 ) since <x i s i n j e c t i v e , which means that ^ ( c x X x l ) -
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/ ^ ^ ( c < ) ( x 2 ) = 0. V x ^ x 2 G ^  o r /S-JPO i s a constant function 
from IR 5 i n t o TT^ 1 , an element of C°( F T ^ , ^ 1 ) . We w r i t e ^ ( o O C x ) = 
T ' ( ^ ), T'G ^ (aWJOlW/), I ^ 1 ) . Thus we must h a v e ^ G x ) ( t ^ ) -
^ ( c < ) ( t 2 ) = t 1 - t 2 when ^  * t 2 , o r ^ ^CoOO^) = ^ 4 ( ^ ) ( t 2 ) -
t 2 = "C («') i . e . -.-/^(oOa) = t + (<*.), where ^1 £ C 1 ^ ^ )D 
I C ^ ) , ^ 1 ) . We w r i t e : - T (*<) = T ( < * ) + X " (©0 or T = T' + x • 
o 
Thus we have to h a v e ^ JJCPO = H modul^an element of and 
/ ^ ( i x ) ( x ) = T(t x ) V <XG <X(W). The second condition on/x;is that 
< ^ ( C K ( X ) ) ( < X . ( X 1 ) , O < X 2 ) ) = ^ s ( x ) ( x 1 , x 2 ) V x p x 2 Q S(x), xG\H/ , 
or d ( t + T o < ( x 1 ) , o . ( x 2 ) ) = d ( t ) ( x 1 , x 2 ) . Let us take x1 
p 
and x 2 as fi x e d events, 'x^ ^ x^C t ) 1 , then we must have | i Xj - XgM 
= M/S^Kx^) +/5>2(«)(t) - / ^ 1 ( ^ x ) ( x 2 ) - ^ f c * ) ( t ) l | 2 or 
I I ^ O x K x ^ - / 4 1 ( ^ ) ( x 2 ) l l 2 = j| x x " x 2 | l 2- T h u s ^ f e O i s a linear 
e, 
isometry of three dimensional Euclid/an space i . e . :-y^(o< ) € E(3,|R ) 
the three dimensional Euclidean group, whose structure i s 
tfc? ta n 0 ( 3 , f l ^ ). Here fR^ i s the group of translations i n the 
vector space n^J" rR and 0(3 S fFO i s the three-dimensional ortho-
gonal group or r o t a t i o n group/5 and n G Hom(0(3, )> Aut ( n ^ ) ) i s 
the natural action of M(3jiR) on i t s module restricted t o 
0 ( 3 , t R ) e M(3,7R )• We thus have ^  C (^ (cUW) O I (NX/ ), E(3, R ) ) , 
we s h a l l w r i t e /SAc<) = X(pO o R(os) where V e (^(aOXOft K W ) , 
3 W 1 
R J ) and R€ C i a O ^ J O K W ) , 0(3, R ) ) . No r e s t r i c t i o n s have yet 
appeared o n / 3 2 £ C1(<3s.(^)A I ( \ ^ / ) , ( ^ ( K 1 , I K 5 ) ) , since we have 
not yet imposed the condition that < x £ i W ) . Before doing so, l e t 
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us examine the structure of O L ( W ) , the not-necessarily i n e r t i a l 
world automorphisms. We write(X. = ((x(<x ), R C ^ ) ) , ^ ^ ! * ) , T(c<)) 
where ( ( x ( o O , R(©<)),/?2(cx),T (ex.)) : (x, t ) ^ (R(«)(x) + 
x(c<) + / ^ 2 ( < K ) ( t ) , t + T ( * < - ) ) . Thus we must have 0< 1 oc< 2: 
(x, t ) I * (R(o< 1)(R ( c< 2)(x) +x(«X 2) +/^L(«x2)(t))+x(o<1) + 
/ ^ 2 ( i K 1 ) ( t + T ( t x 2 ) ) , t + T ^ ) + T ( a ^ ) ) = 
( ( x ( % 0 ^ ) , R( oCyO c * J ) , 0 D < J , t + T C & ^ o ^ J X * , t ) 
We thus surmise that x C 0 ^ o cx>2) = xC&^J + R C c ^ K x C ^ ) ) , 
RC-X^ ofX 2) = R ( ^ ) o R ( ^ 2 ) , T ^ o c x ^ ) = TCCA-J^ *T ( c > < 2 ) and 
^ ( ^ o ^ 2 ) = R C c ^ K ^ C c K g K t ) ) + / ^ 2 ( p < , 1 ) ( t + - T ( c x 2 ) ) . We 
thus see that ( i ) x G z i o R ^ ( N ) < / ) j n^ ? ) i" R e Hom(C\(N)<0,0(3,nO) 
which means that ^ € Hom(C\('W), E ( 3 , IE? ) ) , since x C ^ o R O ^ ) o 
- ^ a ? 0 R ^ c < 2 ^ = *(°**]) ° R C ^ H x (CK^)) o R(GNJ><X2) = x ( c \ o«* 2) 
o RCcx^ O P ^ ) . Also T G Hom(c\(\X/) i K ^ ) the additive group of 
the r e a l l i n e . The most i n t e r e s t i n g feature of the Galilei-group 
has been l e f t t i l l the end. This i s ^ , , . F i r s t l y , i f we neglect 
the T( ), we have /&J,o\ o ^ 2 ) ( t ) = R(«^ a)(^^(o^)(t)) + 
^ ( o ^ ) . S o t h a t ^ 2 € z J 0 R ( O ^ ( W ) » C 1 ^ ^ 1 ^ ) ) where (NoR)(IX) 
( f ) = R ( ^ ) o f V f e c 1 ^ 1 , ^ 3 ) . 
Also, i f we neglect the R, we have:-
/S 2(«K 1 o ^ ) ( t ) =l#2(<*2)(t) +/&2(<*1)('ncK2) + t ) or ) = 
^ 2 ( c ^ 2 ) + p C ^ K ^ C ^ ) ) ^ e r e P ^ 2 ) ( / ^ ) s / * ° T ( ° < 2 ) V ^ ^ 
C^ClR1, [R5; so that i f ^ & K . ) = Y (^PC 1) V £xecX(vC), we must have 
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Y ( o ^ o ^ ) = Y ( o^) + P ' C ^ K V O ^ ) ) . Where P»(oO = PC^" 1) 
= - P(<x). So that we see "X € Z^ , (a(\tf/),C( R 1 , R 3 ) ) . We cannot 
e l i c i t much information yet about^,, apart from i t s cocycle proper-
t i e s , so l e t us impose the property that <x )• Consider a 
traj e c t o r y x: IR 1 [ R 3 such that x" ( t ) = 0, thenix£ K W ) 
i f f x"<x ( t ) = 0, t h i s i s j u s t ( x ( t ) +^ 2(»0(t))" = 0 or 
(/£(©0(t))"'= 0. We must then have^C&O ( t ) = U ( ^ ) t + C(cx ) 
where U(c*0 = (/£>2(r<)(t))' and C ( ^ ) = ^ 2 ^ = °> s o t h a t 
^ 2 ( * < ) ( t ) = U ( p ^ ) t , where U e C 1 ( 0 . ( ^ ) 0 1 ^ ) ^ ^ ) , ^ 
being the Abelian group of tangent vectors i n ^ . We derived 
^ ( e X j O p ^ ) ( t ) = R ^ X ^ t a ^ K t ) ) + /^(« < l)(t + T < * 0 ) 
The above shows that <42 <S C1(C\(v>y)n IOOO), Z^(n?1,jre?)) where 
of course = = Horn, thus we have:- / ^ 5 2 ( ^ o c < 2 ) ( t ) = 
R C o ^ X / ^ C ^ X t ) ) +/&2(c*1)(t) + / ^ 2 U 1 ) ( T ( ^ 2 ) ) , or th a t : -
U C ^ oo< 2) t = R ( c ^ ) ( U ( ^ ) ) t + U ( c ^ 1 ) ( t ) + U ^ K T ^ ) ) 
Recall that we wrote o«s*2:(x, t ) < — ^ (Rfcx^) o R(o^)(x) + 
R U ) ( x ( c * J ) + R G ^ K ^ ^ C t ) ) + ^ ( ^ ( T ( * g + t ) , t + T(oq) + 
T ( cK.2.)). I f we group U ( c ^ ) ( T ( ' K j ) with the IK translations i . e . : -
XCtx^oo^) = R( o^)X0?^)) + X ( ^ ) + U(^ 1)T(°< 2) we can w r i t e 
- € ZnoR ^ ^ D l W>> ^  i' e- :" ^ ( c * l = - ( C K 1 ) + 
R(* )(U(K2))» Thus, we can take the underlying set of ) 
Pi K\>0 ) as IR? x l r ^ xlP? T x 0 ( 3 , ^ ) where the group law i s 
( x r T 1 > U 1, T 2, U 2, R^ = (Rj. ^ + Xfi+ ^  ^ ^ + T 2, 
- 1 + - 2 s R l R 2 ^ J 3 1 1 ( 1 W h e r e T» -' R^ : ^ » ^ ' (R x + 
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+ x + U t , t + T ) . 
Having established t h i s group law, we w i l l return to i t l a t e r 
a f t e r discussing some cohomological complications. I f we neglect 
rotations, we showed above that we must have x{cx^ oc*^) = X ^ ) + 
+ UCex^T (£><2), which we wr i t e as XCe*^ ocx^) = X(CK X) + 
X C ^ ) + (eK-^c*^) where (fx pcKg) = UOx^) T (c< 2) with UGHorn 
(CUW),«^) and TeHbm(dX(W),R 1). Then we have^GC-(C\.(*/) 9 
R 3 ) and moreover that ^ (cXpcx.^) - ^{o<^ o c x ^ ^ ^) + ^ . ( o ^ j f x ^ ° 
u( xx. 2)) T(^c 3) + y ( C< l)(T(B<) 1+T(O< 2)) - y ( ! 5 ^ 1 ) T ( f x 2 ) = 0. Thus r e 
Choosing a cohomologous cocycle^' ( o^.sa^^) = 
^ ( ^ , o < 2 ) ^ (^sX^.eKg) = U(a< 1) T ( o ^ ) + 4>(<x^) + <$(&< ?) -
(o<^ O«K 5). Corresponds to choosing an X' = X + £. Z' /^ WIW/N 
- n o R ^ ^ ' 
fR^), so up to an a r b i t r a r y t r a n s l a t i o n : -
U, R):(x, t ) i — > • (Rx + X + $ 4- U t , fc + T ) 
the problem.- i s unchanged, and hence depends only on the cohomology 
class of Z 2 ( C ^ ( \ ^ ) , I ^ 3 ) 
Also, i n the case where rotations are not neglected we have 
X ( o ^ 00^) = XCo^) + R ( c K i ) ( X ( ^ ) ) +^"{(x1p<2) 
Where = U ( c ^ ) T ( o ^ ) and | " G C 2 q R (CU\,\J),1R 3). I t i s 
2 3 
f a i r l y easy to show that we must have 1 1 G. z n 0R^ ) 
since we now have:-
U ( o ^ 00^) = UC^) + RCex^) e U(cx 2 ) i . e . : - U £ Z n o R t ; L ( W ) 
fR 5 ). Whence:-o°(l" 5 ( ^ 1 c ^ , ^ ) = exy^'O^,^) - ^ ' ' ( ^ O ^ , 
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U(c^ o o ^ ) T(oCj) + U ( j X j M o ^ oc^ 3) - Ufo^TOXg). Which i s 
T(<x 3) + U(o<. 1)(T(^ 2) + T ( o ^ ) ) - U( O ^ J T C ^ ) = 0. So t h a t , 
e x p l i c i t l y ^ " G Z^(ajpN/)", IR 5). The cocycle Z*(a.(W)', 
) determines a central extension TR Qt) ^ jl(\)C/)' where (X('<W)' <T 
<X (W) omits the r o t a t i o n a l subgroup of E(3,rR), w h i l s t the cocycle 
JZ." defined a non-central n o n - t r i v i a l Abelian extension R ^B." 
O d W whencX'(W) = CL( W )/ (R3. More w i l l be said about these and 
t h e i r related cochains when we discuss the use of Eilenberg 
Maclane's 'cup products' of cocycles. Thus, bearing i n mind that 
a n o n - t r i v i a l factor systemwill be involved, we s h a l l analyse the 
structure of (X (W )0I(W ) J which we w i l l w r i t e as G(3,J^), using 
the simple method of knowing the group law. The method w i l l 
closely follow that used by the author i n a preprint (Ref.),the 
f i r s t to analyse f u l l y v t h e global structure o f the G a l i l e i group. 
We s h a l l see that due t o the peculiar nature of the 2 cocycles % , 
permutations of the underlying sets of G(3,rR) enable one t o see a 
semi-direct product group as w e l l as non-trivial-non-central Abelian 
extensions. The author feels that the analysis of the structure 
of the G a l i l e i group repays the small e f f o r t due to the number of 
examples of d i f f e r e n t kinds of group extensions one f i n d s , apart 
from the physical i n t e r e s t ! Precisely why one can 'swap' semi-direct 
product f o r n o n - t r i v i a l extensions w i l l emergy i n the t h i r d section 
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of t h i s paper when we w i l l use some powerful cohomological theorems 
due to Eilenberg-Maclane and one generalised from a theorem due 
to Mackey by the author. 
Now given the group law on G(3,fR):- (x-^t^v^ R^), ( x 2 , t 2 , 
v 2 , R 2)'^i^ (R^ 2 ^ + 2 2 + - 1 V R l - 2 + - 1 ^ 1 + V R l R 2 ) j i f c i s 
easy to see that the i n j e c t i o n s ^ : x l (x, 0, 0, e ) ; - ^ 
: t I »- (0, fc, 0, e ) ; 
o< 3: vi—=&• (o, 0, v, e); o< 4 : Rt >> (0, 0 , 0, R) of I ^ 5 , nsj, 
n^ , and 0(3,TK.) i n t o G(3jflO a r e } i n fact-jmonomorphisms. To express 
G(3,l^) as an extension must involve a pai r of groups and moreover 
the set theoretic images of these groups must s a t i s f y G(3,fT^)/K-^ Q 
and K<JG(3,R) f o r a pa i r (K, Q) which extend t o G(3,TFO. Given 
the four injections Srx0\ i ^ 4 we can, of course ydefine combinations 
e.g.:- c*^ x ^ K2: tR? x rfct: G(3, ) ; » ^ X{x? 2: (XJ t ) t 
(x, t , 0, e), c*^ Xo<2 xc<y 17^ xfW1 xfT«?T — > G(3,T^); ^  x ^ xpy. 
(x, t , v) I ^ (x, t , v, e) etc. Consider those combinations where 
Im(c><^)':Qn((X2) ^  G(3,^Khas sets) and ImCcx1^) O Im(p<'2) = e. We 
can form **C2 = 6 injections of the required form:- c*^  xc<. ^C^ = 
4 injections of the formo^. x p < xc^ . That i s ,we can attempt t o 
extend IrrKc*^ xe*j X c * k " ) * '^aa^ i - s w e c a n attempt to extent ImH. ^  xe< 2) 
by I m ( ^ xo^),' Im(o< 1 xc*^) by I m ( ^ X I X ^ J I m C ^ xcx^) by 
Im(o^ 2 x o^) or vice versa; and i n a simi l a r manner attempt to extend 
Imfcx^) by ImCcx^ x<?^ xo^), InKoc^) by I m C o ^ J ^ x<=^ ),* Im(o<^) 
by Im( Xo<2 xc^) and Im(«>^ ) by I m ( o ^ xex^ xcx^) or vice-versa. 
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There are seven p o s s i b i l i t i e s , where we take the injections and 
isomorphisms of the sets onto t h e i r images equipped with the 
composition on G(3;IR) which the o r i g i n a l sets i n h e r i t , (e.g. :-o<^ 
are monomorphisms). Let us c a l l the pairs which we defined above 
<Pi>l--£i^7 i n t h e i r order of d e f i n i t i o n . We discuss the p a i r s , 
t e s t i n g elements f o r normality or as subgroups of G(3, ff\ ) 
and whether or not G(3, ) can be w r i t t e n as an extension o f elements 
of the pair. 
Pi This i s the pa i r (Im(o<^ xo^,), Imitx^ x ^ ) ) ^ ( 
(3,1*0). Now consider the group law on ImOx-L x^)1 
(Xp t p o, eHxg, o, e) = (x-^ + x^s + o, e). Thus we 
have FR.30 r^" <:G(3 3R). Similarly (0, 0, R^KO, 0, v 2 Rg) = 
(0, 0, R 1 v ^ ^ , ^ ) . So that r s ? T KI n0(3,lfe) = E(3 4 fR)<Q(3,IR). 
Also TK3 ® tt^O G(3,(R) and G(3 3R) / A*? © rR* ^  E(3,1^) since 
( O , 0, v, R)(x, t l s 0, e)(0,0,v, R)" 1 = ln(0,0,v, R) (x, t , 0,0)) 
(( v , R) : (x, t),0,0) = ( R K > ; v, t , 0, 0 ) . Thus ff? <X>I^ . <JG(3,1?0 
and E(3,TR) T<G(3,rR), G(3, (R )/1«? ® n i ^ E(3,1R) T which means 
that G(3,1^) can be w r i t t e n as a semi-direct product:-
G(3,IR) ^ ( ^ « R 1 ) B g 1 E(3,fR) T, where g €Hom(E(3,IR), Aut 
(TR?®!*?1)) i s defined v i a g: (v, R): (x, t ) 1 — > - (R x + v t , t ) . 
This structure i s the one w i t h the structure which bears the easiest 
physical interpreations. E(3,1E*)T plays the r o l e o f the Lorentz 
group i n the Poincare group as an operator group on ® n^ ", whose 
t r i v i a l homogeneous space <$> fl5^"/ 1.(0,0) § i s isomorphic toW~on 
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which I R 3 ® re1 acts v i a the regular representation. 
(P2). We next consider the pai r (Im( &^ xcx^), Im(o^ x s ^ ) ) or 
(( [d x n^T), ( x 0(3, fPO). Now ( x l s v-^ 0, E) (X 2, v2> 0, e) 
G(£,IR). Similarly (0, t±> 0, R^tO, t 2 , 0, Rg) = (0, ^  + t 2 , 0, 
Rjo R 2) so that also (A®0(3 sn^) <.G(3,H^). A l s o T F ? ^ ^ <| 
G(3,fR), tfc1 os 0(3,fR) <G(3,IR) and G(3,fR)/ rR* ® ^ T $ - © 0(3,Tf^), 
where l n ( 0 , 0, t , R)((x, v, 0, e)) = ( g 2 ( t , R ) ( x 1, v, v ) , 0, e) = 
(R(x - v t ) , Rv, 0, e ) , o^eHomCipJ ©0(3,IRr), Aut(IR? © rF? T). 
So again G(3,IR) may be regarded as a semi-direct product :-
(n^<»jR?T) ® g 2 (TR1 ® 0(3,IR)) 
(P3) This i s the p a i r (InKix^ x ^ ) , Imi**^ x s * ^ ) ) . Now (X]_» °s °> 
R 1 ) ( x 2 , 0, 0, R 2) = (x± + R-^  x 2 , 0, 0, R 2) so that E(3,(R)<: 
G(3,1*0. Also (0, t v v, e) (0, t g , v 2 , e) = (v,, t 2 , t 1 + t 2 , 
- 1 + -2* E^ S 0 T H A T ^ ® ^ T " * - 0 ^ 5 , moreover E(3,IF?) G(3, IfO 
since 111(0, t , v, e):(x,0,0,R) I > (x + R v t- v t , 0, v - R v) R) 
so that G(3S R) cannot be expressed as an extension involving P . 
(P4) P4 i s the pai r ( n ^ , n i x fl^T x 0(3, IS?)). We have n^<G(3,l*0 
andtF?<G(3>fi=0 since Ln(0, t± v, R): (x-,, 0, 0, e) I V (Rx, 0, 0, 
e). Now (0, t±3 v x RJiO, t 2 , v 2 , R 2) = ( v 2 , t 2 , t - j + t ^ v± + Rx 
-2' ^ l *V so that G ( 3 , f c ) / I R ? ^ E(3,IR ) (SIR 1, associated w i t h 
the i n j e c t i o n i s a cochain '^.(^^> !±> Ri)»(t 2,v 2, R 2)) = t 2 
where^€C^(E(3,(R) T<SlT? 1,iR 3) where N€Hom(E(3,fl^)T® T*1-» Aut('T^)) 
i s defined by N( (v* R),t) : x\ > R x V ( ( v , R),t)£E(3, ) 
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x e 0??. Moreover ^ Z 2 N ( E ( 3 , r f O T ® n ^ 1 , lEr 5) since we have:-
N ( ( v 1 , R L ) , t 1 ) ) ( | . ( ( ( v 2 , k 2 ) J t 2 ) > ( ( v 3 J R 5 ) , t 3 ) ) -
^ ( ( ( V - L , 1 ^ ) , ^ ) , ( ( v 2 + R 2 Vy R x R 3 ) , t 2 + t 3 ) ) -
^ ( ( ( v l s R 1 ) , t 1 ) , ( ( v 2 i R 2 ) s t 2 ) ) = 
R l - 2 fe3 " - 1 + R l - 2 ^ fc3 + ^ l ^ 2 + t 3 ^ " - 1 t 2 = °" 
Thus we can w r i t e G(3, I R ) ^ tP? B ^ ( E ( 3 , r R ) T © f t r 1 ) , ^ ^ 
For the same reason tha t G(3,1^) can have several isomorphic 
algebraic structures so can E(3,|^ l^fl&lfc*. I n f a c t , there are 
isomorphisms ( f i s f i )£Hom(E{ 3» rfc) GPtR1! 
Cni" X / R ^ E L q x 0 ( 3 , r R ) ) x H o m C E ^ , ^ © ^ , n ^ T s q2(0(3,TS?) ©W")) 
where p'^ : ( ( v , R ) , t ) I =?> ( ( t , y ) , R ) and / ^ ( ( v , R ) , t ) » s 
(v , (k , t ) ) V ( t , v-,, R )€Tn^ x t l ^ T x 0 ( 3 , 0?). The homomorphisms: 
q 1 GHom(0(3,n^), Aut( | - R J <& ( P 5 ? T ) ) ; q 1 ( R ) : ( t , x ) | — ^ and 
q 2 ( R , t ) : ( v ) l 1~ Rv , q 2 e Hom( ® 0 ( 3 , TR ) , Aut (TR^, ) ) . 
Recall the existence o f the-f iinctor 'Horn' from 9 x 9» w n e r e 9 ^ s 
the category o f groups, i n to the category Ar(9) i . e . : - v* (A,B) 
€ 9 x 5 3 Hom(A, B ) € Ar(£) and when(g, f ) € Hom(A 2,A 1) x Hom(B 1 ,3 2 ), 
Hom(g, f ) : HomtA-^ B . ^ , Hom(g, f ) :<* l > f ocx.0 g, i . e . : -
5 •5-
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Given N Hom(E(3, fR )_<& 1 R 1 , Aut( I R 3 ) ) then one can define = 
H o m C y d ^ i X N ^ 5 H a n ^ ~ ' , l f t O i n Hom^lT^ <& IF?)an q1 0(3 , I R ) , Aut 
( t p 3 ) ) and Hom( caq^ip!: ® 0(3)), Aut( tRp)) , respect ively . S imi l a r ly 
gLven'^€C 2 ^(E(3, tR)r | i® n^ s f R ? ) then there are cochains^ ^ a n d ^ 2 i * 1 
the group C 2 N ( ( f R c s f R ^ ) D0q-|0(3 ,fR), r R 3 ) and Cjj 2 (n?? T K» Q 2 
flios 0 (3 ,nO,IR?) respect ively w h e r e ^ = ^ X < ^ I ) J ^ 2 ~ 
2 1 
? 0 ( ^ 2 ^ 2 ^ J s i n 0 6 / ^ j a n d ^ 2 are i somorph i sms ,^ZZ^iEpf f t 
ffc 3) implies tha t ((TP?" fln^Rl 0 ^ ( 3 , 1 * 0 , IF?) and ^ 2 £ 
Z N 2 ^ \ 1 X 1 q 2 ^ ^ ® fc^> n^)- So tha t given the extension 
( E ( 3 , l f c ) T <&tt^~) i s isomorphic t o G(3 , fR) , the E O . I F J ^ x 
f^ 1 - r $ equivalent extensions fis? ca ^ ( ( ( ( R 1 <a nJp) EQ q 1 0 (3 , f l ? ) ) 
Z ^ ( ( f R 1 ® 1 5 ? T ) T s q 1 0 ( 3 , l ^ ) , K* 3 ) and rP3 2 ( Da q 2 
( f l i c S 0 ( 3 , 1 * ) ) , € Z ^ ( f ^ T t a q 1 ( 1 1 ^ ^ 0 ( 3 , ^ ) ) , ^ ) are also 
isomorphic t o G(3,TK.). Thus G(3,n^) ca l also be expressed i n three 
equivalent ways as an extension by 
K 3 ( E ( 3 , I R ) T ® f R 1 ) , \ e Z 2 ( E ( 3 , r ^ ) ®VT^,TR 3) 
f R 3 ( S | 1 ( ( ( R 1 ^ ^ ) E i q 1 0(3,1*) ^ ( ( 1 1 ^ 1 ^ ) ^ 0 ( 3 ) , IS?) 
R 3 c a ^ 2 ( n ^ T ® q 2 ( T K 1 <® 0 ( 3 , r ^ ) ) ^ 2 € Z ^ ( ( ^ K , q 2 ( f f ^ > 0 ( 3 ) , T ^ 3 ) 
(P5) . We now consider the p a i r ( I R 1 , TF 3 xTF^p x 0 ( 3 , 1 R ) ) . Now t h a t : -
( t x , 0, 0, e ) ( t 2 , 0, 0, e) = ( ^ + t 2 , 0 ,0 , e ) 1*k< G(3,1fcO. 
However f K 1 ^ ! G(3,T?50 si j ice I n ( x , 0, v , R) : ( t , 0, 0, e) 
(v t , t , 0, e) ^ R ? 1 . Also, we have:-
x p 0, v 1 , R ! ) ( x 2 , 0, v 2 , R 2 ) = ( x x + R x J^, 0, V j + R 2 R 2 ) so 
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( I P 3 <S B ^ T ) m k 0 ( 3 , l k ) ; (where k-jGHom(0(3,IR) a A u t ( t T ^ ® and 
fcj_(R): . (v , x ) i > (R x x Rv ) )J<G (3 s H^) . Moreover ((15? « I R ? T ) 
H k j O O j I R X G ( 3 , R ) , since l n ( 0 , t , 0 , e ) : ( x y & 0 , R) I — ^ (x + v t , 
0 , v , R). With f R d ^ : Q ( 3 > R ) / ( n ^ ©rF? T ) H k 0 ( 3 , I R ) , and PGHomdR-1, 
Aut((fP?<& TR 3 T ) E I ^ 0 (3 , 1 ^ ) ) defined by p ( t ) : ( ( x 3 v ) ,R) 
((x + v t , v ) , k ) ; we can obviously w r i t e : -
G(3,tfe) ^ ( ( T R 3 ® ^ ) :EI k j O ( 3 , ! ^ ) ) BJpIR 1 
Now the group ( R 3 <s>IR?T) ta k 0(3,IR ) has the isomorphic structures 
fR 3 a k E ( 3 , | R ) T and f^pELk-^ E(3,T1^). Here, k 2 and k-^  respectively 
elements o f Hom(E(3,ffO T, Au t (u^ 3 ) ) and Hom(E(3,1R), Au tCiR 3 T ) ) 
are defined by k 2 (v , R): xl—*>~ R x and k^ (x , R): v i ^ Rv, 
V (Xj v , R ) £ fle? x t t ^ T x 0(3,11$ ) . LatY and } f 2 be the isomorphisms 
Y - L : . ( ( x a v ) , R) l ^ (x, (v , R)) and * 2 : ( ( x , v ) , R ) i — > ~ (v , 
(x , RO) o f ( R 3 © ( ^ T ) B l ^ O (3 s fR ) onto la k 2 E ( 3 , T R ) T and 
l^3,p E ik^ E (3 , ( l^ ) , respect ively . Then, given the homomorphism. 
p£Hom( Aut((H5-3<®TF?T) m k-^ 0 (3 , n ^ ) ) there ex i s t hononorphisms-
(P-L» P 2 ) t n e s e t s 1 1 0 1 7 1 ( 
Aut( E k 2 E ( 3 j i p ) T ) ) and Hom(n? , 
Aut ( f^ T (a k2E(3,!?s ) ) respect ively , where P 1 ( t ) = HomCY^ ^ Y - ^ ) 
(p. ( t ) ) and p 2 ( t ) = H o m ( ^ 2 - 1 , ^ 2 ) ( p ( t ) ) V t e i l ^ . The isomorphisms 
K 1 x H and IT 2 x^j set up equivalences between the extensions defined 
by p.,. and p 2 o f n^" by T1^ EL k ^E (3 ,n^.) T and (K^, is k3 E(3,Tfe ) and 
whence we can assign to G(3,TV^) the s t ructure o f the three equivalent 
extensions 
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( ( I R ? ® R 3 T ) a k x 0 (3 , H ? ) ) K) p IK 
( I R 3 H k 2 E(3 ,lfc ) T ) la p - ^ 1 
( T R ? t ta k 3 E (3 , l f c ) ) a p 2 1 R 1 
(P6) . Here we consider the pa i r ( I F ? \ > I E 3 xTR?" x 0(3,1F?)). Now, 
V p e ) (0 ,0 , v 2 e) = ( 0 ,0 , v-^ + v 2 , e) means that tR r^p-sC G(3,R?). 
However FR3T-sfcl G(3,IR) since I n ( x , t , 0 , R ) : ( 0 , 0 , v , e) i *~ 
( - R v t , 0 , R v , e)<£ n ? 5 T . Also ( x ^ t - ^ 0 , R ) ( x 2 , t 2 , 0 , -
(*! + \ 2% °> R 2 ) « = ^ > , f ^ 1 ® E ( 3 , T i ? ) < : G ( 3 , f R ) . Now l n ( 0 , 0 , v , e ) 
(x, t , 0 , R ) • *>• (x + v t , t , v - R v , R)$ f R 1 <g> E ( 3 , I R ) so tha t 
IF?" ® E(3,tR)<fcl G (3 , f l?) . Thus G (3 , l^) cannot be expressed as an 
extension i nvo lv ing t h i s p a i r . Since IP^ " C& E ( 3 , I R ) - < G (3 3 f l ^ ) , the 
groups (TR? ©11^") c a ^ c ^ ( 3 ^ ) and fF^ la (fl^L © 0 ( 3 , n O ) , where 
o « 1 ( R ) : (x , t ) i — > ( R x , t ) and<> 2 ( t , R ) : x \ — > Rx, are isomorphic 
to tR ® E (3 , n ^ ) and are also subgroups. 
(P7)• The f i n a l pa i r which we have t o consider i s the p a i r 
( T F * 5 - x i r i x r R 3 T , O ( 3 , T R - ) ) . NOW ( O , O , O , R 1 ) ( O , O , O , R 2 ) = ( 0 , 0 , 0 , 
R.^  R 2 ) means tha t 0 ( 3 , I R ) - < G ( 3 a I R ) . Let K be the subgroup o f 
elements i n x l l ^ x IR 3 ^- K-<G (3 , ) since (x-^, t.^, v^ , e) 
K < G ( 3 , f l ? ) since I n ( 0 ,0 ,0 , R ) : (x , t , v , e) i ^ (R xs -fcjRv, e ) . 
L e t ^ 6 Hom(0i3,n?*), Aut(K)) be defined by/?(R): (x , t , v ) f 
(R x , t , R v ) . With G ( 3 , l W K # 0 ( 3 , ^ ) , G(3, n O i s then an 
extension o f 0 ( 3 , I R ) by K. 
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Let us consider, i n some d e t a i l a the s t ructure o f the kernel 
K which i s ra ther i n t e r e s t i ng . F i r s t l y , we note tha t IP^ <3K w i t h 
l n ( 0 , v , t ) : ( x , 0, 0) I V (x, 0, 0) also K / f R 3 - T R 3 T © I R 1 
w i t h sect ion j : rR^QSTR 1 —=>• K defined by j _ . ( v , t ) i * - ( 0 , ( v , t ) ) . 
With (0, ( v p t 1 ) ) ( 0 , ( v 2 , t 2 ) ) V ( v 1 9 t g . C ^ + V ^ , ^ + t 2 ) ) 
we can define a two cocycle ^ € Z ^ C f R ^ , ®n^", I R 3 ) ; ^ ((v-^, t j ) , 
( v 2 , t 2 ) ) = v 2 t-^. Thus K can be w r i t t e n as a centra l extension:-
fR 3 ® ^ ( f H 3 T © fR* ) . Next, we see that /P? <S> IF :^ < K since 
l n ( 0 , 0, v ) : (x , t , 0) t—> (x + v t ) , also K/ IP 3 ® ^ T1^T and 
since (0, 0, V ^ O J O J v 2 ) = ( 0 ,0 , + v 2 ) , ( R 3 T - < K. Thus K can 
be expressed as a semi-direct product K ^  ( TP?<3> is' -) ta ^ ^ 3 T , 
where ^ <£Hom( f F ? T , Mit ( f R 5 x I R } ) i s defined by ( v ) : (x , t ) I 
(x + v t ) V (v, x , t ) 0 ^ T x TR 3 x 1R-1. Las t ly , we have IR?<alR? T< 
K since (Xp v^s 0 ) ( x 2 , v 2 , 0) = (x-^x^t 1± + l2> ° ) 3 1 1 ( 1 l n ( 0 , 0 , t ) : 
( x s 1) 0 ) i — ( x + v t , v , 0 ) . Also K/ 1R3 q & i i e 3 ^ I R 1 and 
(0, 0, t x ) (0, 0, t 2 ) = (0, 0, t ± + t 2 ) implies I P ; 1 ^ K. So K i s 
once again a semi-direct product:- ( <X> f K 3 T ) ta ^ I R 1 w i t h V 2 6 H o m 
(JR*, Aut( IR3 ( S ^ ) ) defined by ^ 2 ( t ) : (x, v ) I 5- (x + v t „ v) 
^ ( t , v , x ) & 0^ x t R 3 T x n ^ . Let °~±»a~2 b e t n e i s o m o r P n i s m s 
c r ^ n ^ ® ^ ( n ^ , ® n ^ ) — ^ ( f R 3 < s l ^ ) ta y x r R 3 ^ ^ : 
( x , ( v , t ) ) t — ( ( x , t ) , v ) andO^:(x , (v , t ) ) i ^ ( ( x , v ) , t ) . 
Then w i t h p € Hom(0, (3,A? )> Aut( IR 3<3 ( H ^ T ® R j ) ) defined by 
p(R): (x, (v , t ) ) » 5- (R x , (R v , t ) ) , we can define the homomorphisms 
f=», € Hom(0 (3,1R.) , Aut ( I R 3 ® I R 1 ) la Y ) )4« p 1 (R) = H o m ^ " 1 ) 
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(p(R)) V R € 0 ( 3 , r * ) ; p 2 € Hom(0(3,IR), Aut( »R? <StR?T) w V 2 R 1 ) ) • 
P 2 ( R ) = Hom(cr 2 " 1 ,<3r 2 )(p(R)) V R G 0 ( 3 , 1 R ) ; we can express G(3,1R) as the 
three equivalent extensions:-
( I P ? ® ^ ( n ^ T E P 0 ( 3 , R ) 
( ( I f e 3 ® ^ ) m ^ l R ^ ) B I P ! 0(3, tR) 
This completes our analysis o f the algebraic s t ructure o f the G a i l i e i 
group f o r the present. We l i s t the structures we have obtained:-
( 1 ) (/R^ <2> IRp") IS P i E ( 3 , I R ) T . Semi-direct product w i t h p-^v , R): 
(x , t ) 1 >- (R x + v t , t ) 
( 2 ) ( I R 3 ® fR?T) E» p2((f^~ ® 0 ( 3 , IR")) • Semi-direct product w i t h 
p 2 ( t , R ) : ( x , v ) 1—> (R(x - v t ) , R v ) 
( 3 ) Threeequivalent extensions o f a n o n - t r i v i a l type w i t h Abelian 
ke rne l . Representative i s 
rR? © ^ ( n ? 1 C D E ( 3 , I R ) T ) w h e r e ? i s a 2 cocycle o f Z 2 N ( 1 ^ ® E ( 
( 3 , f F O , IR 3) where the automorphism N i s defined by N(?- t ) , (v ,R)) : x ' 
R x and where j ^ ( ( t 1 3 (v-^ R-^ ) , ( t 2 , ( v 2 , R 2 ) ) ) = t g . 
( 4 ) A semi-direct product s t ruc ture , w i t h three equivalent extensions. 
The representative o f the equivalence class i s : -
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( /R t S ] < E ( 3 , f R ) T ) E p 3 no-
where k ( v , R): x I—> R x , p ^ ( t ) : (x , (v , R) ) t M x + v t , ( v , R)) 
(5) A semi-direct product s t ructure again. The kernel can be 
expressed as a cen t ra l extension or a semi-direct product :-
( IP? <a-^ ( f R ^ © f i ^ ) ) B p 4 0(3,11? ) 
(( IR? ©IR 1 ) onfljlR?T ) lap/, 0 ( 3 , I R ) . 
where ^ € Z 2 ( | R 3 T ® I R 1 , I R 5 ) ; ^ ( ( v , t 1 ) , ( v 2 , t 2 ) ) = v 2 t 
P 4 (R) : (x, (v , t ) ) i ^ ( R x , ( R v , t ) ) ; ^ ( v ) : (x , t ) I ^ (x+v t , t ) ; 
p { ( R ) ( ( x , t ) , v ) t — > ~ ( ( k x , t ) , R v ) . 
The s t ructure (1) was introduced i n chapter (Q.). The group-theoretic 
in te res t l i e s i n the two representations o f the equivalence class i n 
( 5 ) . Here a general isat ion i s suggested, emphasised even more i n the 
next section where we discuss the Ca r ro l l group. The i n t e r e s t i ng 
point i s how a premutation the cocycle 1 i n t o an auto-
morphism. 
Part ( i i ) The C a r r o l l and Sta t ic Groups. 
The underlying sets o f the C a r r o l l and Sta t ic group, which we 
denote by C(3,IK ) and S(3,1R ) respect ively , are the same as that o f 
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the Ga^Lli^\ group, v i z : - 1R x l R x R r T x 0 ( 3 , R ) . The composition 
on C (3 , f e ) i s : -
t l » 1^ \)(&2> t 2 s - 2 s R 2^ = - 1 + *1 ^ 2 j t l + f c 2 + - l ' R l -2> - 1 + 
R-, v „ , R, R p ) w h i l s t the composition on S ( 3 , R ) i s : -
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t l s v ± i Rj)(x2, t 2 , v 2 , R 2 ) = (x-j^  + R 1 x 2 , t x + t 2 , + R, v 2 , 
Rj_ ^2 )• 
The structure of the l a t t e r i s somewhat more simple than tha t 
o f the former. I n f a c t , we may w r i t e down the s t ructure o f the group 
S(3, (R) immediately, f o l l o w i n g the system o f the f i r s t sect ion. We 
w r i t e the isomorphic structures as extensions as:-
(1) ( R 3 O fR 1 ) ah-L E ( 3 , I £ ) T 
(2) ( I R 5 © n ^ j ) a h 2 ( I R 1 8> 0 (3 , 1* ) ) 
(3) ( f R 3 ® h 3 ( i R L « E ( 3 , n ? ) ) 
(4) ( ( | ^ 3 © I R ^ ) en h 4 0(3 JR)) OH?1 
(5) ( ( f R 3 ® ^ 1 ) ® ^ ) a h 5 0 ( 3 , ( R ) . 
The decoupling o f the Gali lean boosts R 3,p from space-time considerably 
s i m p l i f i e s the algebraic s t ruc ture . The homomorphisms h-^  - h^ are 
defined by 
^ ( v , R ) : ( x , t ) l >• (Rx, t ) 
h 2 ( t , R ) : (x , v ) i => (Rx, Rv) 
h 5 ( t , ( v , R ) ) : j f i •> Rx 
h^(R): (x, v ) i > (Rx, Rv) 
h 5 ( R ) : ( ( x , v ) , t ) (h 4 (R) (x , v ) , t ) 
V (x, t , v , RfefR? x I R 1 x l ^ T x o ( 3 , n ? ) . 
Let us now turn to an analysis o f the s t ructure o f the Gar ro l l group, 
using the techniques o f s e c t i o n ( l ) , i . e . : - cons ide r ing the pai rs < P i ^ 
1^ L^7 and attempting to express C (3 , R ) as an extension invo lv ing 
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these p a i r s . 
( P I ) . The pa i r ? 1 i s ( f fc 3 x I R 1 , IF? T x 0(3,11?)). Now ( x ^ 0, e) 
( x 2 , t 2 , 0, e) = (X-L + x 2 , t 1 + t 2 , 0, e) implies tha t fl£®l^-<C(3,l£). 
Moreover l n ( 0 , 0, v , R): (x , t , 0, e) (R x , t+v* Rx, 0, e) G 
H*? ®fF^ i np l i e s IR? ® I P ^ < C(3, I R ) . That C ( 3 , ^ ) / ^ ® ^ # E ( f , r R ) T 
means tha t C(3 , R ) i s an extension o f E ( 3 , f l ? ) T by (ffc? ® I K 1 ) and tha t 
(0, 0, v i s R 1 ) ( 0 , 0 3 v 2 , R 2 ) = (0, 0, v + R^^ v 2 , R± Rg) implies tha t 
C(3 , f f?) i s a semi-direct product of E(3 , fR ) T by f^ ?<3> Ii^ , w i t h 
a p^GHom(E(3 ,IFO T , A u t ( l ^ 5 cs> ) ) defined by p | ( v , R ) : ( x , t ) i ?~ 
(R x , t + v"Rx). Thus we have C ( 3 , R ) ^ ( r i ® n i ) ta E ( 3 , n e ) . 
(P2) . This i s the pa i r ( I R 5 x T R ^ , x 0 ( 3 , . R ) ) . Now ( x p O ^ v ^ e ) 
(^2» ° s - 2 s e ^ = ^-1 + - 2 * - l " —2* - 1 + - 2 3 t h u s *1 X ° ^ i s 
an i n j e c t i o n o f i n t o C(3, IK) which involves a f a c t o r system 
| e c 2 ( l r f < X ) t ^ T J n ^ ® 0 (3 , (R) ) defined b y ^ ( ( x i s ( a ^ , v 2 ) ) = 
( | ' ( ( X p v x ) , ( x 2 , v 2 ) ) , e ) ) where | ' 6 C 2 ( IS? © 1R?T, t ^ ) . ff^ < 
^S( ( ^ 0 ( 3 , 1 ^ ) ) . The three cocycle associated w i t h ^ i s a r u l e . 
which implies tha t o r >( ^ ' ) = 0 or ^ ' € Z 2 ( R 5 OJ r R ^ , I K 1 ) . We can 
thus see the existence o f the cen t ra l extension 1 ^ ® ^ ( I 7 ^ ® B ^ T ) o f 
[ R ? ® t E ? T b y the centre of IT^ ® 0 (3 ,1^) . However, although 
ll^" 0 0 ( 3 , 1 * ) < C (3 ,JR) , 1p4<S> 0 ( 3 , I R ) C(3,(l^) since I n ( x , 0, v , e ) : 
(0, t , 0, R) f — V - (x - R x , t + x ' v - v • R x , v - R v , R) ^ 
ff^ © 0 ( 3 ) . Thus C(3,n^) cannot be expressed as an extension 
invo lv ing the p a i r P 2 
IV 
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(P3_). We now come to the pa i r ( f R 3 x 0 (3 , l£ ) , IR 1 x n ? 3 ^ . The f a c t 
t h a t : - ( x i s 0, 0, R ^ C x ^ 0, 0, Rg) = ( x x + ^ x 2 , 0, 0, R± Rg) 
implies tha t E ( 3 , I R ) < C (3 , rR) . Also (0, t p v± e) (0, t 2 , v 2 , e) = 
(0, t x + t 2 , y_i + v 2 , e) means tha t eg rfc 3 T < ; C(3,n?0. Now 
I n ( x , 0, 0, R ) : ( 0 , t , v , e) « >• (0, t - R v ' x , R v , e) implies 
tha t f p j ^ m 3 ^ C ( 3 , R ) . Write g(x, R ) : ( t , v ) f-^s- ( t - Rv*x, R v ) , 
then g € H o m ( E ( 3 , f R ) , Aut( rfc1 c S f p 3 ^ ) . Since C(3, f R ) / I R ! : SHR 5 
E (3 , rR>^c : C ( 3 , f £ ) , tee-latter-hafi-the-etraetHre & B * — ) — ) , 
the l a t t e r has the s t ructure o f a semi^direct product, ( R 1 © I R ^ i ) B) 
g E ( 3 , n ? ) . 
(P4) . P 4 i s the pa i r o f sets:- ( F 3 , s i x x 0 ( 3 , r R ) ) . Here 
rR 3 , rR1 < x j E (3 , f R ) T <C C(3 ,r^) since we have 
U p 0, 0 , e) ( x 2 , 0, 0, e) = ( ^ + x 2 , °> °> e ) ^ (°» V V p R x ) 
( o,-i t 2 , v 2 , R 2 ) = (0, t x + t 2 , v x + R-L v 2 , R X R 2 ) . 
Moreover, f R - 1 ® E ( 3 , f^) T -<t iC(3,n?) since I(rt(x, 0, 0, e ) : (0 , t , x , 
R)l V (x - R x , t - v • R x , v , R ) ^ 1 ^ - 0 2 J E ( 3 , I K ) t . Also I R 3 <fc 
C (3 , l£) since l h ( 0 , t , v , R ) : ( x , 0, 0, e) * ?» ( k x , v ' R x , 0 ,e) 
f R 3 . Whence C (3 , IR) cannot be expressed as an extension invo lv ing 
the p a i r P^. 
(P5) . Next, we deal w i t h the pa i r ( I R 1 , n5 x l P ? T x 0 ( 3 , f R ) ) . Now 
f R 1 < T G ( 3 , f R ) , but c*^ xcx-j xo<i| i s an i n j e c t i o n only of ( fR 3 ( X J C T ^ J m 
q 0 ( 3 , R ) i n t o C (3 , fR) where:- ( X p 0, V p R-L)(x 2> °» Z 2 , R 2 ) = 
(x-^ + - l " ^ l —2s —1 + ^1 —2s ^1 R 2 a s s o c i a t e c ^ w i t h the i n j e c t i o n 
i s the f a c t o r system G C 2 ( ( f ^ c a f l ^ p ) d q 0 ( 3 , f R ) , where 
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" ^ ( ( ( x p x±)s R - ^ U x ^ v 2 ) , R 2 ) ) = " R-^  x 2 - N o w • * 1 -< lC(3 , tR) 
since I n ( x , 0, ^ R) : (0 , t , 0, e) F — ( 0 , t , 0, e ) , se tha t 
We see tha t C(3,IK) i s accentral extension o f 
( n^<2JiF^T) E q 0(3,115) b y f l ^ and tha t we must have ^ G Z 2 Q ((If^ 5 © 
f R ? T ) t a q 0(3 , re) , t ]J") where q € Hom((OC3,tK)), Aut( rF^<3 r K 3 T ) ) i s 
defined by q(R): (x , v ) I *~ (R x , R v ) V ( \ v , x)Qr 0 ( 3 / R ) x 
H ^ T x ( l ^ . That < P ( g ) = 0, we show e x p l i c i t l y . ^ ( ^ ( ( ( x ^ v - ^ , 
R l ) » ( ( x 2 ' I 2 ) J ( R 2 ) ) J ( ( x 3 , v 3 ) , R 3 ) ) = ^ ( ( ( x 2 , v 2 ) , R 2 ) , ( ( x 3 J V 3 ) , 
R
3 ) ) ~ ^ ^ x x + \ x 2 , v x + v ^ R j R ^ , ( ( x 3 - s . v 3 ) , R 3 ) ) + < ^ ( ( ( x 1 , V - ^ , 
R 1 ) , ( ( x 2 + R 2 x 3 , v 2 + R 2 v 3 , R 2 R 3 ) ) ) - g ^ C x ^ v - L ) 3 R 1 ) , ( ( x 2 , v 2 ) , 
R 2 ) ) = v 2 • R 2 x 3 - ( v x + R 1 v 2 ) * R x R 2 x 3 + ^ • R-j^  ( x 2 + R 2 x-j) 
- v-j^  • R x x 2 = - 2 ' ^ - 3 ~ v l " R l R 2 -3 ~ - 2 R 2 -3 + - l " R l - 2 + - 1 " 
^ ^2 —3 ~ - 1 " R l —2 = °" 2 0 w e n a v e e x p l i c i t l y , Z 2 0 ( ( j ^ Q g n ^ p ) 
I S o 0 ( 3 , f e ) , f R 1 ) . The s t ructure o f C(3, can thus be expressed as 
a cen t ra l extension tl^" ® | r ( ( t f ^ o (R^i) (3 q0(3 ,1^) ) . 
I n the same way as i n sect ion ( 1 ) , the s t ructure o f ( ^ © n ^ T ) 
B> 0(3,1!? ) can be expressed i n the isomorphic ways.fl^ 0 q i E(3,(R*),p 
and ft^ T ca q 2 E ^ R ) , which are isomorphic to the group (tt^? © S ^ ) BJ 
q 0(3,n^) u n d e r ^ , ^ 2 onto the former. The cochaincs - ^ 0 
t ^ " 1 x / ^ 2 - 1 ) and ^ 0 ( / 5 2 ~ 1 x / ^ > 2 _ 1 ) ^ 2 c o c v c l e s o f ^ o ^ * 01 E 
( 3 , l f c ) T , m 1 ) and of Z 2 ( H = ? T H q 2 E (3 , t fO , ff^) : r e spec t ive ly . Thus 
the isomorphisms I x ^ ^ and I x^5»2 set up equivalences between 
the extensions:- vik<& ^ ( v£ E (3 , rR- ) T ) , TK 1 ® ^ 2 ( T ^ ? T ^ q 2 
E(3 s n^)) and the extension Vfk ® j ^ - ( ( f ? ? ® n ^ ) IS q 0(3,JT^)) o f 
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( ( R 3 « f f ^ T ) a Q 0(3,?R) by ( R 1 t o C(3,K? ) . 
(F6). The penultimate pa i r i s ( IR? T , IR 5 x ffj x 0(3 , IPO). C(3,1£ ) 
cannot be expressed as an extension i nvo lv ing t h i s p a i r since nei ther 
3 1 
flop or Ifc ® E ( 3 , / R ) which are subgroups, i s i nva r i an t . We have:-
I n ( x , t , 0, R ) : ( v , 0, v , e) t — ( 0 , R v x» R X , e ^ l R ^ and 
l n ( 0 , 0, v , e) : (x, t , 0, R) i — ( x , t + v ' *4 v - R v , R) 
tF^O e<3 , tR) . A l l we can say i s thatRs? T , fl^ <SjE(3 , f l^)< C(3 ,n?) . 
(P7). The f i n a l pa i r i s ( < p ( 3 , l R ) , IF? x [R 1 x l f e ^ ) . Now 0 ( 3 , f R ) < 
C(3,IR) since (0,0,0,1^)(O.O.O.Rg) = (0 ,0 ,0 , R^), also 0 ( 3 , ^ ) ^ 3 
C(3, IR). Let K be the group whose underlying set i s x f l ^ xIR?^ and 
where the composition i s (x^, t ^ , v^ , e ) ( x 2 , t 2 , v 2 , e) = (x^ + x 2 , 
t x + t 2 + v*x 2 » ^ l + ^ * Clearly K-3 C ( 3 s f ^ ) : - Ih (0 ,0 ,0 ,R) : (x , t , v , e ) 
i (R x , t , R v , e) i s an automorphism o f K and defines q£Hom(0( 
( 3 , n O , Au t (K) ) jq (R) : (x , t , v , ) i > (R x , t , R v , )V R G 0(3,Tpr), 
(x , t , v ) e IR? xJR 1 x r p ^ T . Let us note t h a t : - C(3,R*.)/K ^ 0(3,TR;) 
and 0 ( 3 , f l ^ ) < C(3, 11 -^} implies C(3,lfe) i s a semi-direct product o f 
0(3, t l^) by K, and study the algebraic s t ructure o f K. F i r s t we note that 
K and moreover rpsi being Abel ian , i s also i n t he centre of K : -
In (x , 0, v ) : ( 0 , t , v ) H - ^ (0, t , v ) . Now (x, v) I — ( x , 0 ,v) i s 
a sect ion from f R 3 ca(P^T i n t o K w i t h a f a c t o r set £ ca l ^ T , 
Tl^) defined by ^ ( ( x ^ v ^ , ^ , v 2 ) ) ^ \ x 2 . Moreover^eZ^ 
( fi^® IR? T,IRi"). So tha t K can be w r i t t e n as a cen t ra l extension o f 
(1^ <s ire? by rtd:, K # n^" ca -z (TP? <s V ? T ) . Again, fR? © r^-<i K w i t h 
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K/ (R 3 ® / R , 3 T « < K , i . e . : - K i s a semi-direct product of by 
lf^ 3<3> f^: defined by G Hom( fc?T, Aut(K)) where w i t h lrt(0, 0 , v ) : 
(x, t , 0) i-^- (x, t + jr ' x 0 ) ; q 1 ( v ) : ( x , t ) « *~ (x , t +. v -x ) 
V v S l f ? 3 ^ (x, t ) € n ^ ® t ) ^ . Thus we w r i t e ( f R 3 (® 1?^ ) ( 5 ^ 1 * ^ . 
F i n a l l y ip£ ® R 3 T < I K and K/TR^q&nA?^IF 3 < K, that In(x» 0 , 0 ) : 
(0, t , v ) f—>• (0', t - v -x , v ) means that 3 q 2 € Homd^ 3 , Aut(TF^"(3 
fR?T) where q 2 ( x ) : ( t , v) ) ^ ( t - v ' x , v ) V x C t f e 3 , ( t , v )<£ l^ <Xjtf^T-
So we have found tha t K^iJ^<g) ( f l * 3 © ip 3 T ) ^ ( rF^ ® 1^ ") a 
q-L 1R?T', fpJ <2>^ ( f R 3 «IR?T) ^ ( > 2 ^ ( ^ T ® w h e r e ^1 : ( t > 
(x, v ) ) ( ( x , t ) , v ) ; ^ 2 : ( t , (x , v ) ) i ( ( t , v ) , x ) V 
( t , x» v ) € I R 1 x t P 3 x T F ^ . Given g e Hom(0(3, f R ) , Aut(K ) )3Cg 1 , g ^ G 
Hom(0(3,1R), A u t ( ( ^ < 2 i l l ^ ) Ciqj^n^rp)) , Hom(0(3 ,F0, Au t ( ( I f c 1 © Tfe?T) B 
q 2 H ^ ) ) ) where V R£ 0(3,1*? ) , q 1 ( K ) = H o m C V ^ ^ H q O O ^ t e ) = 
Hom(]J 2 ^ ^ J l q f k ) . So we have the three equivalent extensions o f 
0(3 , ) by K to C (3, IR) v i z : 
( f K 1 ^ (!P?(SIR? T)) Oaq 0(3,IR" ) 
(((R3<X)1R^) n q - L ^ ) CQ ^ 0 (3 , fR ) 
( ( I R 1 ® f R 3 T ) ta. q R 3 ) CO q 2 0 ( 3 , f R ) . 
Let us l i s t the various structures tha t we've obtained f o r the Car ro l l 
group. These are:-
(1) A semi-direct product ( t ^ 3 ©re?") E I g* E(3 , rreO T where g 1 (v , R): 
(x, t ) | — ( R x , t + v * R x ) 
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(2) A semi-direct product ( fR c&rR-^) E g " E ( 3 , I R ) where g"(x, R): 
(V, t ) i—2> ( R v , t -R v " x ) . 
(3) An Abelian cent ra l extension f R 1 <Z> ^ ( ( f R ? CS ( F ^ ) H g 0 ( 3 , f R ) ) 
w h e r e ^ G Z 2 ( ( f K 3 ® n ^ ) T E i g 0 ( 3 , f R ) , f R 1 ) and ^ ( ( ( x ^ £ 1 _ ) , R 1 ) , 
( ( x 2 , v 2 ) , R g ) ) = v± ' R 1 x 2 , and V RGO ( 3 , f R ) , g (R) : (x , v) < — 
(Rx, Rv) 
(4) A semi-direct product o f 0 ( 3 , R ) by a kernel which can be expressed 
e i the r as a cent ra l extension by an Abelian kernel or as a semi-direct 
product : - C(3,ffc ) ^ ( I fc 1 ® ^ ( f R 3 <3 I R ? T ) ) El g 0(3,1*?) where ^ <S 
Z 2 Q ( ( f R 3 0 3 f R 5 T ) , IRS?") andV R G 0 ( 3 , t R ) , ( t , ( x , v ) £ l R © ^ ( I R 3 ® ^ ) , 
g ( R ) : ( t , ( x , v ) ) l ^ » - ( t , ( R x , R v ) ) . 
We have now completed t h i s sect ion. I n the f i n a l section o f t h i s 
chapter, we w i l l discuss, i n general terms extension o f the type we 
have found f o r G (3 , f R ) , C (3 , fR) and S ( 3 , T R ) . 
PART ( i i i ) . Algebrg&e Theory of 'Kinematical Groups'. 
Consider the f i r s t members o f each l i s t o f structures we obtain 
f o r the groups G(3, fR ) , S (3 , (t^ O and C(3 ,1?). These were o f 
the form ( rf^caTR 1 ) a g E(3 ,TR ) T , where f o r the group G(3,T^) the form 
of the homomorphism g£Hom (E, ( 3 / R )T_^ Aut(Tfc?<XjfR})) was 
g-^v, R ) : ( x , t ) l — ( R x + v t , t ^ f o r S ( 3 , f R ) , ^ ( v , R ) : ( x , t ) I 
( R x , t ) and f o r C ( 3 , K ) ; g 3 (v . . , R ) : (x , t ) I—>- ( R x , t + v ' R x ) . 
The three groups d i f f e r i n which the group E ( 3 , f R ) T , sometimes ca l led 
the 'homogeneous' G a l i l e i Group', acts on the group f R 3 CD ff^ o f spa t io-
temporal t r ans la t ions . The underlying set f R 3 ® f R 1 o f the spat io-
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- temporal t r ans l a t ion group, i s j u s t tha t of the event-world W . 
The group E (3 ,<R) T can be looked upon as an operator group on the set 
^ o f W j which also acts, i n the case o f the Ga i l io l - groups, as 
a group o f i n e r t i a l world automorphisms, the s t a t i c group also f i l l i n g 
t h i s ro l e i n a t r i v i a l sense. I n other way we can regard ^ / as the 
t r i v i a l homogeneous space (R 3 ® t F ^ 7 S 0,0 £ o f the spatio-temporal 
group on which the l a t t e r acts v i a the regular representation. There 
i s again the clear analogy between the Poincare group P(lR) and these 
groups G ( 3 , l ^ ) , S(3 }rR") and C(3 ,r^) Twhere the ro l e o f the homogeneous 
GaiLl^ei group i s taken by the Lorentz group or vice-versa. I f we 
consider the causal i ty group:- C f~ ( lR) = P 'HfR.) E j q I R + m , or 
E q-^  L ' K fR) ) JZJ q l t^ + m ^ IR1 H q 2 (L'h ( IR) eg) IT^m) where 
( A ,c< ) G T / M IR) ® f ^ m ^ q^(Ayo<)' x , - A > A < * x ^then the subgroup 
09 q 1 r^ +m)^q' (ex.) = q(e,oc ) V<^€fR^m states e x p l i c i t l y tha t i s 
a vector space over which i s a h igh ly n o n - t r i v i a l statement, endowing 
the spatio-temporal t r ans l a t i on group as a vector space, isomorphic 
to Minkowski space. Pt- ( f fcO /L 'KlR. ) can be looked at as a vector , i n 
t h i s case. I t seems tha t 04(1^) bui lds i n a l o t more physics than does 
P ( IR ) ! 
I n the cases o f G(3 , ' i e ) ,S (3 3 , R) and C(3,lR") the r o t a t i o n sub-
group 0 ( 3 , f l O - < E(3, n ? ) T acts i n the na tura l way as a group o f auto-
morphisms o f the spatio-temporal group, we f a c t o r out t h i s ac t ion , and 
by studying the kernels o f the extensions i n the sevets^i cases we considered, 
discovered exactly how the kinematical boosts to a moving frame act on 
the spatio-temporal group and hence on a space-time. For the 
G a l i l e i group, the kernel K could be expressed i n three ways:-
( I R 3 ® mhu P - ^ 3 T , n ^ ® ^ ( i£ 3 T<3> n ^ - ) | e z ^ c ^ ® ^ , J R 3 ) , 
or ( I R ^ O P ^ r p ) la p 2 l ^ 1 , where we showed tha t p£^ Hom( l £ ? T , A u t C u ^ c a ^ 
was j u s t p-j^CvJrCx, t ) t — ? - (x + v t> t ) v eiR^S ( x 3 t ) G R ^ ® f T ^ . 
Here p^ speci f ies R T as a group of automorphisms o f the spat io-
temporal group and hence as an operator group on the wor ld-se tW . 
For the s t a t i c group, S(3,N^), the corresponding kernels were:-
( lF^®tF^) t a l ^ T , ff^<2> ( f i ^ r j , ^ ^ ) and (IF? 5 ® fi^T) ®IK*1. Thus we see 
3 
e x p l i c i t l y tha t fR T acts t r i v i a l l y i n t h i s case, grea t ly s i m p l i f i n g 
the algebra, but not a l lowing i n e r t i a l motion t o occur. I n the case 
o f the C a r r o l l group, we wrote 
n^)5(lR?®tR 1 _) 0 q ± ^ T and ( r R 3 T c s E 3 q2^? where we defined 
Q ^ S C x ^ t ) « — > - (x , t + v • x)v" v € i l ^ T and (x , t J G l R 3 ® ^ . 
I n the C a r r o l l , S ta t ic and G a l i l e i groups then, the essential d i f f e r -
ences ar ise i n the way i n which the group o f pure boosts operates on 
the spatio-temporal group and hence on space-time. The actions o f 
the former group allows us to form a semi-direct product group i n a 
na tura l way, and then we f i n d tha t the semi-direct product group i s 
expressible as a cent ra l extension o f a permutation o f the three 
underlying sets, or again as a semi-direct product. 
Recall how i n Newtonian r e l a t i v i t y one could p ic tu re time as 
an absolute independent parameter l a b e l l i n g ins tan t s . We note tha t 
i n the G a l i l e i group, the pure boosts act 'as i f 1 the subgroup o f 
spa t i a l t ransla t ions o f the spatio-temporal group was cha rac te r i s t i c : -
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IK -<U fR© IR , the ro ta t ions na tu ra l ly preserving t h i s charac ter i s t ic 
nature:-
) = [ R 5 y cx e Aut(rR? ®TT^). I n the C a r r o l l 
group, the roles o f space and time are swapped, each automorphism of 
rR 5 ® fl^- induced byTR 3 T leaving i n t a c t i . e . : - I T ^ ^ i r ? ® R "^, 
the rota t ions also preserve t h i s intactness as they act t r i v i a l l y on 
R 1 . I n the s t a t i c group where l t ^ T acts t r i v i a l l y we have 
l t ^ " < ] l l ^ 03 H ^ . I n a l l cases, the pure boosts operate t r i v i a l l y on 
the separate subgroups. I n t h i s section we attempt to explain and 
generalise the resu l t s o f the f i r s t two sections using the not ion 
•7. 
o f rj, ' cha rac t e r i s t i c ' subgroups. A f t e r discussing the algebra 
i n a simple-minded way, we w i l l corroborate our resu l t s using the 
notions o f G enlargement theory. 
Pure G a l i l e i boosts as an operator group on Space-Time 
I n t h i s par t o f sect ion (3) we w i l l compute a l l 'phys ica l ly 
accept ible ' automorphisms of the spatio-temporal group induced by 
the Abelian group o f pure G a l i l e i boosts. We w i l l c a l l such an auto-
morphism 'accept ible 1 i f f the automorphisms of 'space'and the auto-
morphisms o f ' t ime ' i t induces are t r i v i a l . That i s we w i l l require 
the G a l i l i a n group to operate simply on space axes and time axes. 
One can formal ly p ic ture three-types o f c lass ica l space-time; 
a world w i t h absolute t ime, a world w i t h absolute space cp. a world where 
both are absolute. We s h a l l take the meaning o f 'absoluteness' as 
f o l l o w s . That time i s absolute we take to mean that 1 ^ < l i r ^ ©IT^, 
space i s absolute IR^-ed ® R 1 and tha t 'both are absolute' that 
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TR1 <1 f i ^ ® (1^ and H ^ < 1 1 ^ <Z> ^ . The symbol- '<H 1 can be ca l led 
' absoluteness'. Assume then, that1fe. 3 T i s a group of automorphisms 
o f fF^QJIp?", and. tha t space, t ime, or both, are absolute, 
(a) 'Absolute T ime ' : - T ^ 3 ^ n R 3 ( S ' ^ 1 
Select an F € Hom(fR?T, Aut(fla? OTP" 1 ) ) . We want to 
compute the F ( v ) ( x , t )V v e n ^ i p j (x» t ) ^ n ^ < $ ff^ when I f I < 1 IF3; ©ti^". 
That fR3<d(P.3 <g>fl^ " implies V 3 1 € Aut ( ^ © f l ^ H <S> € Aut(TF^) 
where, i f i : TR? — 1 1 ^ ® T ^ " .J i : x i - * - (x , 0)\t x £ fl^3* n o i = 
i o 1 Whence, given P€Hom(n^ T , A u t ( R 3 ( & f R 1 ) ) 3 fG Hom( ff^ T , 
A u t ( l F ? ) ) 3 - F ( v ) o i = i o f ( v ) n € I p 3 T J i . e . : - F (v ) (x , 0) = 
( f ( v ) ( x ) , 0 ) y x e f l ? 3 . Define F (v ) (0 , t ) = ( ( D ( v ) ( t ) , a i ( v ) ( t ) ) 
where C ^ f i ^ , C^OiS 1 , IFC^)) and 33 e ( ^ ( I K ^ , S y m ( ^ ) ) , 
SymC^~) being the set of permutations o f IP?". Since F(v) i s an auto-
morphism, we must have F ( v ) ( x , t ) = P(v) (x , 0 )F(v) (0 , t ) , whence 
F (v ) (x , t ) = ( f ( v ) ( x ) , 0) ((J)(v)(t), 3T(v)( t ) ) = ( f ( v ) ( x ) + <|)(v)(t) , 
B ( v ) ( t ) ) . Also F ( v ) ( 0 , t x ) F ( v ) ( 0 , t 2 ) = F ( v ) ( 0 , t + t 2 ) means tha t 
( ^ ( v ) ^ ^ ) , ^ ) ^ ^ ) ) = ( ^ ( v J C t ^ ^ v ) ^ ) ) ^ ^ ) ^ ) , 
TE(v ) ( t 2 ) ) = (MvXt-L) + (J) (v)( t 2 ) , M l ) ^ ) +3CXv)( t 2 ) ) . Thus we 
surmise tha t ( i ) ( | ) (v) ( t 1 + t 2 ) = ( ) ) ( v ) ( t - ^ + ^ v ) ( t 2 ) and ( i i ) 
JD ( v X t ^ + t g ) =M ( v ) ( t x ) + H ( v ) ( t 2 ) , so tha t <$ G C^ C I ^ Z 1 ^ , ! ^ ) ) = 
( ^ ( I R 3 , H o m C t l ^ R 3 ) ) a n d u e c 1 ( l P 3 T , EndClt^)) . Now we also have:-
FCv-j^  + v 2 ) = P ^ ) 0 P ( v 2 ) . Thus F ( v x + v 2 ) ( 0 , t ) = (y^ + v 2 ) ( t ) , 
UtCv-L + v 2 ) ( t ) ) = P ( v 1 ) ( $ ( v 2 ) ( t ) , H T ( v 2 ) ( t ) ) = ( ( f ( v x ) 0 ( ( ) (v 2 ) ) 
( t ) + ( v 1 ) ( 3 S Z ( v 2 ) ( t ) ) , 3 n : ( v x ) o l E v 2 ) ( t ) ) . So we have:- (f ( v ^ y ^ C t ) 
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f (v x ) ( ( ( ) ( v 2 ) ( t ) ) + ( t ) ^ ) ( £ E £ v 2 ) ( t ) ) and mC^ + v 2 ) ( t ) = CusCv^ 0 
B ( v 2 ) J ( t ) . The l a t t e r shows tha t H € Z 1 (H5? T, End ( 1 ^ ) ) = 
Hom( r ^ T , End( n^")) and since HE ( v ) - 1 =.JE1 ( -v) exis ts and i s i n j e c t i v e , 
3JT £ Hom( IF? T , Aut(lP?")). We now i n j e c t the f i r s t o f our physics 
by r equ i r ing t h a t H = 0, which implies f o r <}) that <{) (v^ + v 2 ) ( t ) = 
( V j H t ) + f C v j K f C ^ X t ) ) or d ) ^ + v 2 ) = (KV-l) + f ( v x ) 0 (|)(v 2) 
Def in ing the act ion o f T R 5 T on HomCR1, by f ' ( v ) ( ^ ) ( t ) = ( f ( v ) 0 
^ ) ( t ) V v e n ^ 3 T , we must have Z ^ , (1F^ T , Hbm(1F^, F ^ ) ) . 
Whence i f we make the physical assumption tha t f = 0, we have 
(|)GHom('n^T, Horn 01=^,11^)). Thus, w i t h operating simply on 
IR? and on1F^ w i t h 1^<a n4®1i^- we must have F ( v ) ( x , t ) <—r** 
(x + (J)(v)( t ) , t ) where (flGZ 1 ( IR? T , Hom( It?:1,1T5-5)). This correspondance 
sets up a map from the set T o f a l l such acceptible homomorphisms o f 
Hbm( n ^ T , Aut(Tf^ ® H^-))onto Horn ( f R 3 T , Horn ( ( R 1 , Ca l l t h i s 
(J) : HomCrr^,, AutCff^cgilR 1-)) — ^ Hom( lp? T , HomClR1, IR 5 ) ) then (J): 
F* d)(P) where V" v 6 H ^ T F ( v ) : ( x , t ) t ^ (x + <^(F)(v) ( t ) , 
t ) V P G T . 
(b) 'Absolute Space' f f e "Wl p l E r 1 . 
Again choose an F € Hom( U ^ T , Aut (d? 3 ® 1^-)) and require 
n ^ t l f l ^ ® f R 1 . We see that 3 f e Hom( lfc? T , A u t ( l ^ ) ) Z h F(v) o j = 
j o f ( v ) V v e ( R ? T , where j : — ^ n ^ ® ! ^ 1 , j : t t - V - (0 , t ) V 
t G R 1 . Whence we w r i t e F ( v ) ( 0 , t ) = (0, f ( v ) ( t ) K The argument now 
preceeds i n an exactly s i m i l a r way t o before . I f F ( v ) : ( x , 0) I—>~ 
( A ( v ) ( x ) , o < ( v ) ( x ) ) , then we must have AeHom(TP? Aut(TJ^)) and 
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tX G Z 1 f , ( r R 3 r Hom( IF?, IR 1 ) ) . Thus each acceptible F GHom( n ^ T , 
Aut( fR 3 <8 t l ^ ) ) which leaves space absolute>gives r i s e to a 1 cocycle 
c<(P) G Hom(tP?T J Hom(n5?, p ^ ) ) i . e . : - ex. i s a map from Hom( fRr^i, 
Aut(fR. 3 onto HomCfla^p, HbrnCfl^, t ^ " ) ) which i s a set isomorphism 
o f the subset S C Hbm( fP^ T 3 Aut( IR^ ® t r i ) ) o f acceptible homomorphisms 
wiiich leave s>pace absolute. 
F ( v ) : ( x , t ) l (x , t + [e* (F)(v5](x) ) . 
(c) Absolute space and Absolute t ime. 
Evidently SOT = £ 0 ? , whence the G a i l i e i group only acts simply 
on the spatio-temporal group i f i t i s required to leave both absolute. 
I . e . : - F € S D T c=> F ( v ) : ( x , t ) i >• (x, t ) V vQ T^T-
Now V FG-Hom(Tp?T, Aut( 11^ © r t ^ ) ) we can define the t r i v i a l group 
extensions ( I R 3 ® ^ ) B F l T ^ p . That i s there i s a map o f Hom('IK3,pj 
Aut( H?3 cs n^:)) onto the set o f a l l semi-direct products o f R ^ , by 
I R 3 ® ! ^ ; F» TSJ F n^ T . The set <S*(T) o f 
semi-direct products are groups i n which TR>3,p acts on fl^ © f f i ^ 
preserving the 'absoluteness' o f t i ine. Also the set <£(S) o f semi-
d i r ec t products i s the set where the absoluteness o f space i s preserved. 
Clearly <5(SDT) = <E(S) n<£T(T) =£( FF^ 3 c&TK1") ® T R . 3 T £ . I n sect ion 
(C) we s h a l l r e la te the groups i n <5*(T) to a p a r t i c u l a r f ami ly o f 
cent ra l extensions IF^QD ^ (TP^T ® I p i ) , the groups i n S-(S) t o a 
fami ly o f cen t ra l extensions o f the form 
I . e . : - e s t a l i sh maps "€and t . v from T and S i n t o H ^ d l c r ^ O f f c . 1 , f ^ 3 
and i n t o H^ C IR^c^tP^, TR 1 ) respect ively. 
) 
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(c) To establ ish the in j ec t ions note t h a t , V F G T 3 a one 
cochain Y (F) e ( £ ( 1 F ? T ® n ^ 1 , n ^ ) where 3 (F ) (v , t ) = C(J) (F)(v)3 
( t ) . V (v , t ) e r R 5 T O D n ^ - . Thus there i s a map V : T — > - c£ 
( fR? T ® f ^ , 1^) • S imi la r ly note that 3 V ' : S — ^ C^( |R^T ® Re5, iW") 
where ^ (F) (v , x) =[^(F) (v) 3 ( x ) V P 6 S , ( V , x)eTT§r ©IR3. 
Let us s tate Eilenberg and Maclane's '1st Reduction Theorem'. 
Eileriberg-Maclane's Theorem 
"Given Abelian groups TT and G, TT ac t ing simply on G, the 
correspondence:-
^ n : t£(TT, c£(TT, G)) ^- H £ + 1 (TT-jG) 
( f ) (in, , ,TT n + 1 ) = f ( T T 2 , . . . , 7 r n + 1 ) ( 7 T 1 ) V f € H ^ C n , c j 
(TT,G)); i s a group isomorphismV n £ Z + . " 
Recall how we obtained 1 cochains ( Y ( F ) , V (F 1 ) ) G, ^(n^p ©1^, 
f ^ ) x ( n^ T (S tK? , n^") where (F, P ' ) € T x S. Define a 1 cochain 
o f C ^ f f ^ . ® 1 , d f f l ^ . ® U ? L , TR3) by the ru l e EMFXv-^ t^)! ( v 2 , t 2 ) = 
7 ( F ) ( v i s t 2 ) V P € T and ( v ^ t 1 ) , ( v 2 J t 2 ) £ © i f ? 1 - Then we must 
have *X (F) £ z j ( 1 £ 3 T ® IF^, c j ( IF^ ® TP1, IFs5) )> since we see that 
C ^ C F K v ^ t ^ i v ^ ) ) ! ( v y t 3 ) - C A C F K v p t ^ l ( v 3 , t 3 ) 
- C A ( F ) ( v 2 , t 2 ) n ( v 3 , t 3 ) = 0 V ( v 1 , t 1 ) J ( v 2 3 t 2 ) , ( v 3 , t 3 ) G [ R 3 T @ ^ J 
i . e . : -
M^^+v^ t . ^ ) = ACFJCXp^) + 7 1 ( F ) ( v 2 , t 2 ) . This fo l lows 
from y ( F ) ( ( v x + v 2 ) , t 3 ) - ^ ( P ) ^ , t j ) - ^ ( F H v ^ ) = ( f ^ + v 2 ) 
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( t j ) - ^ C ^ K t ^ ) - "v ' ) - ( j ) (v 2 ) ( t ^ ) = 0 . I n a s i m i l a r manner, we 
define a 1 cocycle <XCF)ie z j ( IPS^®!*?, c J ( l R 3 T ® IR?, M F € S, 
v i a ( ( F ) ( V j , x x ) ) ( v 2 , x 2 ) . = "2$' (F) (v^, x 2 ) = ( ^ ( F ) ^ ) ^ ^ ) . Using 
the theorem, we see that the 2 cochains ^ ( F )and^ . ' (F) defined by 
^ ( F ) ( ( v 1 , t 1 ) , ( v 2 , t 2 ) ) = ( c | s ( F ) ( v 1 ) ) ( t 2 ) V F € T and ^ ' ( ^ ( ( x ^ ) , 
( x 2 , v 2 ) ) = ( * « ( F ) ( x p v 1 ) ) ( x 2 , v 2 ) = y ^ K x ^ ) = ( ^ ( F K v ^ ) 
( x 2 ) V F £ s are also two cocycles o f Zg ( ( (R 3 T ®IR1"),TT5?) and Z 2 Q 
respect ively . Thus we have established an i n j e c t i v e 
rogpp. T ^ Z Q ( ^ 3 t ® n f , f l ^ ) and a s imi l a r one S .1 =>* 
Z Q ( 1 R 3 T © A ? 5 , f R 1 ) . So, i n e f f e c t a p a i r of maps f rom T and S i n t o 
the sets o f centra l extensions o f P? T <3 rfc1 by P 3 and fcj? 1F?T ca fl£ fc>y fR 1 
Let ^ and € t be these maps. Then ^ ( F ) = IF 3 ® ^ (F ) (TR? T ® n ^ ) 
and e ^ P ' ) = R 1 ® | ' (F») (n? 3 T ® rl^) V (P,F ! ) e T x S. Clearly 
F " G TO S means that^(F") = 0 whence £^(0) = 6^(0) = f R ^ r K . ^ © 1 ^ ) ) = 
( r ^ T ® f ^ ) . 
We s h a l l discuss the centra l extensions o f t h i s p a r t i c u l a r type 
i n a l i t t l e more d e t a i l i n section (d ) . To do so, we develops a 
theorem which i s a general isa t ion, by the author, o f one due to 
Mackey. Thus we postpone our discussion t o the end o f sect ion (d) 
We proove our theorem i n f u l l genera l i ty , as i t w i l l be used exten-
s i v l y i n l a t e r chapters. 
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( d ) . Generalised Mackey^ 1 ' ^ theorem. 
"Given the t r i v i a l group extension K ja p Q o f Q by a group K, 
spec i f i ed by p € Hom(Q, Aut (K) ) , eachi?€H^(K <a p Q , A) , (A being an 
Abelian group), can be w r i t t e n down as:-
q i ) , ( k 2 , q 2 ) ) = ^ . ( k ^ • kg) + ^ ( q ^ ^ * ( k 2 , q ^ 
where:-
q 1 • k a p (q ) (k) V (q, k ) G Q x K and ( ^ " p j p 2 ) G ( H o ( K j A) 
H^(Q, A)) and where also the p a i r ( ^ . X ) w i th Y € C J ( K H p Q, A) 
s a t i s f y 1 -
(1) 7 ( k , e) = 0 V k € K 
(2) ^ ( k l f l k 2 , q) - Y O ^ , q) - Y ( k 2 , q) = ^ ( q ' k ^ q * ^ ) - ^ ( k - ^ ) 
(3) Y ( k , q x q 2 ) = Y ( q 2 - k , q.±) + ^ ( k , q 2 ) ». 
Proof Let £ Z Q(K x p Q, A ) . Then there exis ts a group extension 
A ® ^ ( K s i p Q), where A - < (A ® )$l(K ta p Q)) and K ta p Q i s embedded 
i n the extension v i a the section j : ( k , q) i—V (0, (k , q)) and 
(0, (kp q-^KO, (kg, q 2 ) ) = ( ^ ( ( k ^ q - ^ . G ^ . q ^ ) , ( k ^ ) ( k 2 , q 2 ) ) = 
OKk-^, q-j^ ), ( k 2 , q 2 ) ) , (k^ q-j^ 'kgjq-j^  q 2 ) ) . We must then have k<— 
(0, (k, e ) ) i s a section wi th associated 2 cocycle ^ = K x K, and 
q I — ( 0 , (e, q)) a f a c t o r system w i t h 2 cocycle p 2 = ^ 1 Q x Q. 
Also, we must have the r e su l t tha t (0 , (k , e ) ) ( 0 , (e, q)) = (M (k , e ) , 
(e, q ) ) ( k , q)) = ((|>(k, q ) , ( k , q ) ) where ( f e c J i K E J p Q, A ) . Whence, up 
to a two coboundary <P ($)€: B^(K s p Q, A ) , we must have (0, (k-^e) 
) (0 , ( 3 8 ^ ) ) ( 0 , ( k 2 , e ) ) ( 0 , (e, q 2 ) ) = ( V X ^ ^ ) , ( k 2 , q 2 ) ) , ( k ^ q ^ 
k ^ q-^  q 2 ) ) - T h e l a s t 1 ^ n e c a n b e W 1 ^ t t e n 3 1 3 : ~ 
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( l ? ( ( k i s q±), ( k 2 , q 2 ) ) , ( e s e ) ) ( 0 , (k^ q - j / ^ , \ 3 1 1 ( 1 t h e n a s : ~ 
( # 0 ^ q 1 ) , ( k 2 , q 2 ) ) - ^ ( k ^ ' l ^ ) - ^ 2 ( q l S q 2 ) , ( e , e ) ) • (O.O^.e) 
) (0 , ( q 1 ' k 2 J e ) ) ( 0 , (e, q 1 ) ) (0, (e, q 2 ) ) . 
This i s j u s t the i d e n t i t y : -
(0, ( k 2 J e ) ) ( 0 , ( e , q i ) ) C C o ^ C ^ . e ) ) 1 - 1 t ( 0 , ( e ^ U ' 1 = 
(•^((k^ q 1 ) , ( k 2 , q 2 ) ) - ^ 1 ( k 1 3 q 1 - k 2 ) - p 2 ( q i s q 2 ) , ( e , e ) ) . Now the 
f i r s t expression depends only on k 2 and q 1 and def ined a one cocycle 
c J ( K i a p Q,Q), v i a T ( k 2 J q ) ^ ( k ^ ) , ( k ^ ) ) - ^ ( k ^ q ^ ) -
f z ^ l * q 2^" 
We must have:-
(0, (e, q)) (0, (k, e)) (0, ( e , q ) ) - 1 = ( V (k, q),(q*k, e ) ) . 
V (k s q )G K x Q. Which leads t o ( i ) ^T(k, e) = OV k € K ( i i ) 
t d ^ kg, q) - "tfCkpq) - YCkg, q) = ^ ( ( q - ^ . q ' k g ) - ^ ( k ^ ) 
and ( i i i ) Y ( k , q - , q 2 ) = "#(q2* k, cj 1 ) + "tf ( je 9 (J 2 ) . Condition ( i i i ) 
can be r e - w r i t t e n as f o l l o w s . Define a cochain c f )£ Cp",(Q, C^(K, A)) 
(where V f € cJ(K, A) , we define p ' ( q " 1 ( f ) = f o p ( q ) V q E Q) , 
by <t>(q)(k) = ^(k, q) . Condition ( i i i ) i s tha t ^(q-j^ q 2 ) = q ^ ' 
^(q-^) + <Mq2)- Define £D (q) s4 J (q ^ t h e n we must have:-
CD ( q 1 # q 2 ) = q 1 -Ol (q 2 ) + 33 (q]_) i . e . : - 3 B e zJ.CQ, (£(K, a ) ) . 
I n terms o f QQ. condi t ion ( i ) i s that 5H (e) = 0 i . e . : i s a norm-
a l i sed cocycle and ( i i ) reads:-
^ ^ q " 1 - k x , q" 1- k 2 ) - ^ ( k p k 2 )=i la i (q)Xk 1 k 2 ) . So conversely, 
2 
we consider the two cochain / ^ C Q ( K ia p Q, A) defined by : -
/*(( \ > q 1 ) , ( l c 2 , q 2 ) ) = ^ / W ^ + ^ 2 ( q l ' q 2 ) + ( k 2 ) 
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Where f ^ Z*(K, A ) , ^ 2 € Z^(Q, A ) andSD€ z j , (Q, cJ(K, A)) w i t h 
two coboundary <TftniGp) defined,V q € Q b y ^ H K q ) ) ^ , ^ ) = 
- l - i 
T l ^ q * k l J q * k 2 ^ c l ^ k l , k 2 ' T o P r o v e o u r theorem we have to show 
that ^ € Z^(Kca p Q, A) or <T(f^) = 0, which i s : -
^ ( / ^ ) ( ( k 1 , q 1 ) , ( k 2 , q 2 ) , ( k 3 , q 3 ) ) = / * « k 2 , q 2 ) , ( k ^ ) ) 
- / ^ ( ( ^ q-L'kg, q x Q 2 ) s ( k 3 , q 3 ) ) + / £ ( ( k . ^ ) , (kg q 2 ' k 3 , q 2 q^)) 
- A ' V ^ V ^ O . Wemusthave:-
« r ' ( ( A . ) ( ( k 1 , q 1 ) , k k 2 , q 2 ) , ( k 3 , q 3 ) ) = ^ ( k ^ q ^ k ^ + ^ 2 ( q 2 , q 3 ) + 
m ( q 2 _ 1 ) ( k 3 ) - ^ 1 ( l t L q x * kg, q x q ^ ) - q 2 , q 3 ) - S K q g ' ^ " 1 ) 
( k 3 ) Q - L ' C ^ q 2 * k 3 ) ) + ^ 2 ( q 1 , q 2 , q 3 ) + ^iCq-^ 1) ( k 2 q ^ k ^ -
^ l ^ k l , q l * k 2 ^ ~ ^ q l j q 2 ^ - ^ . i ^ 1 ) ^ 
Gathering terms i n ^ , ^ - 2 and SB >we ob ta in : -
^ ( / O U ^ , q 1 ) , ( k 2 J q 2 ) , ( k 3 , q 3 ) ) = D ^ ( k 2 , q 2 - k 3 ) 
- ^ q ^ ^ ^ Q 2 ' k 3 ) + ^ ( k p <li'*2 q l q 2 * V " ? l ( k l ' q l * 
k 2 ) +C ^ 2 ( q 2 , q 3 ) - ^ 2 ( q l + ? 2 ^ q l , q 2 q 3^ " ? 2 ^ q l , q 2 ^ 
+ I n S ( q 2 - 1 ) ( k 3 ) - m ( q 2 " 1 q 1 " 1 ) ( k 3 ) - a X ^ " 1 ) ( k 2 ) + E D C q ^ 1 ! ^ q ^ ) 
The square bracketed term i n ^ i s < ^ ( ^ - 2 ^ q l , q 2 s q 3 ^ = 0 s ^ n c e 
2 - 1 i ^ 2 £ Z Q ( Q , A ) . Consider the term CEKq-^  Jk 2 q 2 • k 3 ) i n the t h i r d 
square bracket. We have 1-
l E - C q ^ 1 ) ^ q 2 ' k 3 ) = ^ 1 ( q 1 - k 2 , q 1 q ^ ) " ^ V V V + n L ^ " 1 ) 
( k 2 ) + 3 Z ( q 1 ~ 1 ) ( q 2 * k 3 ) . Inse r t ing t h i s i n our three aoboundary we 
have <f ( A ) ( ( k l J q 1 ) » ( k 2 J q 2 ) , ( k 3 , q 3 ) ) = 
^ l * k 2 s q l q 2 * V " ? l ( k l q l ' k 2 , q l q 2 * k 3 ) + ^ l ( k l s q l ' k l q l W 
) . 
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~ ? i ( k i > + t s c - ( q 2 " 1 ) ( k 3 ) + ^(q 1" 1)(q 2"k 3)- aL^'1^'1) 
(k 2 ) 3 . = 
^ ( ? l ) ( k l s q i " k 2 » q l W + ^ C * ) ^ " 1 , q l ~ 1 ) : i ( V ? 0 
Since ^ 6 Z*(K, A) andCD€zJ f (Q, cJ(K, A ) ) . Thus A / O U k . ^ ) , 
( k 2 , q 2 ) , ( k ^ , q ^ ) ) = OV 1 ^ , k 2 > k ^ € K; q 2 q^€Q. Thus our theorem 
can be r e - w r i t t e n as.:-. — — 
Each V € HQ(K ca p Q, A) where A i s Abelian, has the form 
V C C k p q 1 ) , ( k 2 , q 2 ) ) ^ ( k ^ q ^ ) + ^ 2 ( q l > q 2 ) + < k 2 } 
where ^ ^ ^ ( K , A ) , ^ 2 £ H ^ ( Q , A) and 01 G Z P F ( Q , cJ(K, A)) w i t h 
associated 2 coboundary o f B^(K, A) given by < P ( n i ( q ) ) ( k 1 , k 2 ) = 
^ ( q ' X ^ " 1 ^ ) , - ^ ( k p , ^ ) . V q e Q or cP(S2(q)) =^0 p ( q _ 1 ) x 
p(q _ 1) - f i v q € Q' • 
Let us consider then, the case of a d i r ec t product K ® Q. We 
must then have<P(2D.(q)) = OVq e Q whence Bl(q) 6 zJ(K, A ) . Thus 
2 
each 2 cocycles o f ZQ(K<2> Q, A ) , when A i s Abelian, may be expressed 
as : -
^((k-L, q 1 ) , ( k 2 , q 2 ) ) = ^ ( k - ^ ) + ^ 2 ( q 1 , q 2 ) + a i ( q 1 ~ 1 ) ( k 2 ) where 
Z^(K, A ) , ^ 2 G Z 2 (Q, A) andff l€zJ(Q, zJ(K, A)) = Hom(Q, Horn 
(K, A ) ) ; up to a 2 coboundary o f B Q ( K ® Q , A ) . Let "Z^CK ® Q, A) 
be the image o f the map V-:Hom(Q, Hom(K, A)) — V Z Q ( K ® Q , A ) ; 
I ^ K C ^ q i ) , ( k 2 , q 2 ) ) .= a2(q 1 " 1 )(k 2 ) V S £ € H o m t C ) , HomC K i A")) 
Returning to our discussion we see tha t each element F £ T gives 
r i s e t o an element "^.(F) e f T ^ T ® n ^ , ff^) and each F ' E S t o an 
element J! ( F 1 ) G r f ^ T ® IP 3 , f l ^ ) where i * ' (F») =.l^(<X(F f )) , ^ ( F ) = 
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\?(c*(F)) . V FGT, F ' e S. Thus there i s seen to be a one t o . one 
correspondence 
The two coboundaries are i n t e r e s t i ng i n that they i n f a c t describe 
the a r b i t r a r i e s o f the o r ig ins o f time and v e l o c i t y . To pursue t h i s 
extremely i n t e r e s t i ng poin t we reserve the f i n a l comments o f t M s 
chapter. Next however, we go oifco discuss on the correspondence between 
and S; i n terms o f G enlargements i n section ( e ) . I n t h i s sect ion, 
we s h a l l also discuss the 0(3,1^) enlargements o f the f ami l i e s o f 
discuss the inessent ia l enlargements i n t h i s case. 
(e) Connection o f G enlargements w i t h (a) and ( b ) . 
I n sections (a) and ( b ) , we computed the acceptible .actions o f 
R^ip on the spatio-temporal group, assuming that e i the r space or time 
or both were absolute i n the sense tha t the ad jo in t pai rs were 
charac te r i s t i c . Let us couch the problem i n the language o f G enlarg-
3 
ment theory. We want to compute the R T enlargements o f the spat io-
temporal group. The l a t t e r i s a group e xtension o f 3 bkf fi^ or 
o f f R . 1 by f ^ , since i t i s a d i r e c t product. I f we regard i t as an 
extension o f ffs? by R 1 , then the set E n l ( ( K 3 T , ( T ? , )). = 
^ f f r ® ^ ) Ba F [R^r> F € T - * - * 4 ^ < 2 ) £ ( n ^ „ o i ) i ^ L ) > 
W ( I F T m © ^ , IP?) and 
< ( IP. 3 ® IF^) fa p , I R 3 t > F ' e S<-S-
W Q ( fR T<X>fl<, I p b , wherehi 2 ^ 
o 
the groups Hom( fR? T, HomCIF^1, n^ ) ) , and T and Hom( I R ^ , HomCtR 5 , ^ 1 ) ) 
d i r e c t products: _ < ( f l ^ ® , R b 13 p F r T ^ F € S U T. We w i l l only semi 
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H J ( I B ? T , ( H J ( | R ^ F f ) ) = Hom(1R 3 T , HomCnsf1, TF^)) as we deduced 
e a r l i e r . This corresponds to choosing automorphisms F € T . I f we 
regard the spatio-temporal group as an extension o f by (1^ 
and compute i t s I R 3 T enlargements when R^ , acts t r i v i a l l y on I R ^ ' 
IR 3 <£> and on Ifc? # 1 ^ © H^/IT^ 1", then En lClR^ , (IPs3, j £ ) = 
Hom(fR 3 T , ( n^ s - i p i ) ) as we also deduced e a r l i e r . Onr e a r l i e r resul t s 
f a l l immediately out o f G enlargement theory, 
( f ) 0 (3,IR ) enlargements o f I R ^ b y l P ^ Q j I R 1 . 
We have constructed the f ami ly o f groups <i IR 3 (SIR^) ta p f R ^ r ^ 
F g SUT, corresponding to a l l possible / R 3 T enlargements o f the 
spatio-temporal group. An isomorphism between the above fami ly o f 
group extensions and the f a m i l y : -
< I K 3 ® ^ ( ( 1 ^ 3 T ® t K L ) > i? G - Z 2 0 ( i P ? T « > t R j , I P 3 ) U < f l i © ^ « 
( t R 3 T <3> ^ 3 ) > ^ € " E Q ( T K 3 t ® n ^ , ri-), was also shown t o e x i s t . The 
subgroup 2 2 ( ^ ? T ® * ? " , R V ^ Z Q ( ^ t r f - , IP 3) consists o f a l l 
cocycles whose r e s t r i c t i o n t o the invar ian t subgroups vanish. 
The calculat ions o f the 0(3 , IR ) enlargements o f the semi-
d i rec t products ( ff^can^") CS p ! R \ w i l l enable us t o define semi-
d i r ec t products (( IF£ ( S I R 1 ) S i F t l ^ , ) B0.N 0 ( 3 , I R ) f o r those F 6 S U T 
which allow inessent ia l 0 ( 3 , I R ) enlargements. We assume the existence 
o f homomorphisms and N 2 : - Hom(0(3 , fR) , A u t ( 1 R ? < 8 IP^)), 
N 2 € H o m ( 0 ( 3 , I R ) , A u t ( n ^ T ) ) ) given by N - ^ R ) : ^ , t ) I — ^ (R x , t ) 
N 2 (R) : V t—>• Rv. The inessent ia l enlargements then must have 
N(R) = N-^R) x N 2 ( R ) V R C 0 ( 3 , 1 ^ ) where N^R) x N 2(R) : 
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( ( x , t ) , v ) . - ^ - (N^(R) (x , t ) , N 2 (R) (v ) ) V ( ( x , t ) , v ) e (\& <S^) DO 3 
F € S U T . Let us d ivide our discussion i n t o two stages case ( i ) w i t h 
F € T and case ( i i ) w i t h F £ S . 
Case ( i ) Here, since N(R) i s to be an automorphism of(U^ ®T|^) BJ „ 
r 
„ we must have:-
(( R x p t - ^ , R v x ) ( ( R x 2 , t 2 ) , R v 2 ) = ( R ^ + y 2 + cj>(F)( v ^ t t ^ ) 
t 1 + t 2 ) , R ( v 1 + v 2 ) ) . Or 4 ) ( F ) ( R v 1 ) ( t 2 ) = R ^ C P j ^ X t g J . V J - R e o O j R ) , 
( v i s t 2 ) £ n?p xffc^which i s j u s t c|)(F)(R v ) = R o cj) ( F ) ( v ) , F € T 
Case ( i i ) I n a s i m i l a r way t o the above, we must have*x(F)(Rv^) 
(Rx 2 ) = c ^ ( F ) ( v 1 ) ( x 2 ) or £x(F)(Rv)(Rx) = <=<F)(v)(x) , P € S. 
Evident ly , conditions o f a very r e s t r i c t i v e nature are placed on the 
type o f automorphism F £ S U T al lowing o f an inessent ia l 0(3jt l5) 
enlargement. Before we exp lo i t these r e s t r i c t i o n s , we s h a l l consider 
these automrophisms i n SU T which have a physical i n t e rp re t a t i on 
i n tha t they can be regarded as pecul iar 1 i n e r t i a l world automorphisms1. 
We s h a l l i n f a c t , only consider those automorphs on T. That F £ T 
gives r i s e to i n e r t i a l automorphisms means that x ( t ) = 0 zz>- ( ' ^ ( t ) ) = 
0. We have x F ( t ) = x ( t ) + <J> ( F ) ( v ) ( t ) V T. Thus ( x P ( t ) ) " = 0 
means tha t ( ( f c ( F ) ( v ) ( t ) ) " . = 0. Or c j ) (F ) (v ) ( t ) = TT(F)(v) t , 
TT (E) e End(tfe?),since 1T(F)(v-^ + v 2 ) = T T t P ) ^ ) + TT(F)(v 2 ) (s ince 
<p (F) GHom( ( ^ 3 T S Hom(n5=L, n ^ ) ) ) ; TT(F) must be a matr ix o f GL(3,Tfc.) i f 
we require i t to be f R l i n e a r which a reasonable requirement o f continuity 
would show. For such elements F which give r i s e t o i n e r t i a l world auto-
morphisms, we must then require that TT(F) o R = R oTT(F) i f an 0(3,fT^) 
enlargement i s t o e x i s t . That means that 'TT(F)e <2.(GL(3,TR))(0(3,fl<)) 
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the cen t ra l i se r i n GL(3,115.) o f 0(3,1R). Now 0(3 , fR) i s i r r educ ib le 
so tha t €(GL(3,(Fx ) ) ( 0 ( 3 , l p i ) ) ^ I R m . Whence, the only automorphisms 
of T which are i n e r t i a l and allow inessent ia l 0 (3 , fR) enlargements 
are those where <J> ( F ) ( v ) ( t ) = / £ (F) v t , fS(F)£ K. Also, i f we require 
r f c l i nea r i t y t h e n V F € S, o< (F)G B ^ I R 3 , ! ^ ) , the space o f b i l i n e a r 
funct ionals on the vector space JR 3 . The vector space IF3. O S } ^ 3 ^ 
where ^ ® l ~ 1 ^ 3 denotes the tensor product o f ( f i e l d ) modules, i s .the 
IT* 
dual o f B ( I R 3 , R ) . Whence, v i a the conjugate isomorphism Y f e B ( p 3 , 1 £ ) , 
3 A, B e R? 3 such tha t (x®^)(f) = (A<3 B ) ( x « 3 y ) = (A ' x ) ( B ' ^ ) . 
This i s the most general element, which i s 1Rl inear , o f the 
group Hom(TR3T, Hom(TFt3, 2 Hom(Tfc3T, (1R5 * ) . For an 0(3,H^) 
enlargement to ex i s t CK. (F) € B(TR^ ,^ ) must s a t i s f y <?s.(F) o(Fl x R)= 
1 R 
<X(F) V R £ 0 (3 , f l £ ) . Thus one must have ex^FKv^ x) = ^ ( F ) ( v - x ) 
V (v , x) V € ^ x A where{Q ( F H f f c . 
We have seen then, that the only accept ible , i n e r t i a l auto-
morphisms o f induced by i ^ ? T which admit 0(3,ff<) enlargement 
are o f the fo rm: -
F ( v ) : (x, t ) I ^ (x +^3(F)v t , t ) V (v, x , t f e f / ^ T x fl^ x 
f f i . Def in ing the corresponding semi-direct product (1J53 ®1^") 12 
where the composition i s : -
( ( x x , t 1 ) , v 1 ) ( ( x 2 , t 2 ) , v 2 ) = ( ( ^ + / ^ ( F ) v 1 t 2 , t 1 + t 2 ) , V 1 + v 2 ) we found 
that there ex i s t 0(3,1^) enlargements w i t h a na tura l d e f i n i t i o n o f a 
semi-direct product using the inessent ia l enlargements:- ( ( T ^ 3 ® ^ ) ) 13. 
p l j ^ p ) 12J N]xN2 ° ( 3 , f R ) , whose group law i s : -
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(((*> t ^ ) , v 1 ) J R 1 ) ( ( ( x 2 3 t 2 ) , v 2 ) J R 2 ) = ( ( ( x x + R 1 x 2 + (F)v-^ t 2 ) 
- 1 + R l -2*3 R l R 2 ^ " s i m i l a r l y there are f f c 3 T enlargements o f IE: 1 
by ff^ de f in ing semi-direct products ( t R 3 ® If3-) a p (R?T when S, 
which admit inessent ia l 0(3,/f* ) enlargements. On the group ( n ^ ® f l ^ ) 
Q p fp?,p the composition i s : -
( ( x p t ^ , v x ) ( ( x 2 , t 2 ) , Y 2 ) = ( ( x x + X 2 » f c i + l 1 ' x 2 ) , v x + v 2 ) 
The group law on the semi-direct product ( ( ( R 3 ® ELpl^^-i) ta ] y ]2 x N 2 
0(3 , IK) be ing: - ( ( ( x ^ t - ^ , x ^ , R 1 ) ( ( ( x 2 , t 2 ) , v 2 ) , R 2 ) = Ux± + R± x 2 , 
t x + t 2 + ^ ( F ) v x ' R x ^ J ^ + R - L v 2 ) , R3^  R 2 
We establ ish a lemma i n order t o proceed w i t h our discussion. 
This i s the so ca l led 'freshman theorem'. Let K, H<3 G w i t h K < H and 
. The theorem states tha t G/H —^ 
(G/H)/(H/K). Evidently G i s an extension o f G/H by H which i s an 
extension o f K by H/K. The theorem thus i n s i s t s tha t G i s an extension 
o f K by G/K which i s an extension o f G/H by H/K. 
Let us l abe l our 0(3, enlargements defined above by °i S IR . 
Clear ly , i n the l i g h t o f the freshman theorem, we must see tha t G(<?0 = 
1 3 F(CX )ffc3rp)E! N- jx^ ° ( 3 , R ) can be w r i t t e n as the extension 
( ( f R ^ f p l ) B 3 ^ F W i j j j . ^ E ( 3 , K ? ) T where (F («*) , I ^ K v . R ) = F («x ) (v ) o 
N^(R) i . e . f o r the class ' T ' automorphism ( F ( * 0 ( v ) o N - ^ R ) ) : ^ ^ ) f 
(Rx +cxv t , t ) a n d f o r the class S automorphisms, 
F (oO(v ) o N X ( R ) : (x, t ) » > ( R x , t M ' R x ) 
(g) Let us now discuss the same problem as i n section f , using 
however, an Abelian-non-central extension point o f view. We saw t h a t , 
how given an acceptible F T we could w r i t e , 
.( R> ca p IR \ ^± ^ ^ ( F ) ( " ^ T ^ T i ) where ^ ( P ) € 
2?0(n3p <S ffi, n?3) < Z ^ d l ^ p ® fli, tt^). Also wi th F € S, then 
( ( F ^ O ^ J t a p f R ^ ^ : n i ® ^ » ( P ) ( r ^ 3 T ® | ^ ) w h e r e ^ ' ( F ) € ^ : 2 0 ( r 3 T 0 
f R ? , ^ ) . So we can t r ans fe r t o an Abelian extension problem. 
Now there exis ts a na tura l map N 1 ^ Hon> ( 0 ( 3 , l f c ) , A u t d R 3 ® ^ ( p ) 
( t R ^ © ^ ) ) i . e . : - N(R): (x, (y, t ) ) « ( R x , ( R y , t ) ) . We can 
regard an extension o f 0(3 ,1R) by an extension of !f$ by fR -^i ® fl^ as 
an extension by JR3 o f an extension o f C ( 3 S R ) by fl^T ®fl^"' Also 
V R € 0 ( 3 , I P ) . - ^ ' ( I ? ) r e s t r i c t e d to n ^ 3 T <©H^ i . e . : - N 2(R) i s an auto-
morphism o f ® IF^  which shows that the l a t t e r extension i s a semi-
d i r ec t product isomorphic to l ^ 1 ® E ( 3 , | R ) T . Associated w i t h the 
i n j ec t ion ® E(3,IK ) T i s a f a c t o r system - ^ G C j j d j i ^ £(3 ,11?), 
Ba3) where:- ^ ( ( t 1 ( v 1 , R 1 ) , ( t 2 , ( y 2 , R 2 ) ) = ( ^ ^ ( V p t ^ : , ; , ( v 2 , t 2 ) ) 
Where the ac t ion o f fl< ® E(3 ,n^)on i s the same as j t h e kernel 
of our o r i g i n a l semi-direct product being a cent ra l extension. Since 
there i s an a s soc ia t iv i ty requirement on the o r i g i n a l group extension, 
the three cocycle o f Z 5 N ( I K 1 ® E (3 ,P?) , P?3 X , '^\-.<PC^ •'[ 
associated w i t h the two cochain ^ must vanish i . e . : - cTC^) = 0 . 
We must then have:- N ( t p ( y p k p ^ ) ( ) 
1 ((t 2, ( v 2 , R 2 ) , ( t 3 , ( v 3 , R 3 ) ) ) - J ( ( t 1 + t 2 , ( y ^ v 2 , R x R 2 ) ) , 
( t 3 , ( v 3 , R 3 ) ) + f ( ( t p ( V p R ^ ) , ( t 2 + t 3 ( y 2 t R 2 v 3 , R 2 R 3 ) ) ) - ^ ( ( t p 
( V p R 1 ) ) , ( ( t 2 , ( v 2 , R 2 ) ) ) = 0 . Which i s : -
R 1 - ^ ( P ) ( v 2 ) ( t 3 ) - c t f F ) ^ + R ! V 2 ) ( t 3 ) +$(F){v1){t3) t 2 ) - < # F ) ( y ^ 
( t 2 ) = 0 R 1 ( c ^ ( F ) ( y 2 ) ( t 3 ) ) - ^ C ^ v 2 ) ( t ? ) = 0 or R ^ F ) 
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= cjs (p) 0 R. Which i s the satne requirement as before. The same 
construction applied to the existence of a semi-direct product of 
0(3, (R) by li£ C D ^ F M d e ^ ® ! ^ ) , F'G S. As before, the condition 
that the canonical cochain ^  be a cocycle i s that cxi (F) (Ry_X Rx) = 
<*(F)(v£x) y R C 0(3,te),(v, x ) e f R ^ ® ^ . Thus, given the 
groups (R?®^ ( r R 3 T < 3 ^ ) and ^ © R ^ ) , we can try to 
form the semi-direct products by 0(3, fl^"). These would be non-central 
extensions of fR^ , ft*1 by IR^ © E(3,rR ) T , (H^p ®n^) E) p 0(3 , lK.) respec-
tively and exist only i f the above conditions were true. The latter 
extension would be central. So we can form the groups 1R? ® ^ ^ 1 ^ < ® 
E(3,ns:)T) and (T^ © ^ ( ( W ^ ® ^ ) mO(3,H&)) when the implied 0(3,*?) 
enlargements of are inessential. They exist only for 
these F where (F)(Rv) = R o <$)(F)(v) or <x(F)(Rv)(Rx) = 
o^(F)(vlx) V (R> I , x, t ) G 0 ( 3 , ^ ) x l ^ T x l l ^ xIR^. 
2 1 
Using our Mackey theorem, we see that t h e ^ ( F ) € Z0([T^ OSE(3, 
I^) T ,1R^) axe: : those whose restriction 0(3,tR) vanishes, and whose 
restriction to 1F?T olR^ i s S (F) and whose associated TSG: Z 1 (0(3JR ) 
1 P ,C0(K, A)) i s a two coboundary. 
This almost concludes the discussion of chapter (4) from the 
algebraic point of view. However, a few physical remarks would be 
pertinent. We see from our discussion that the Gali l e i igroup i s a 
member of the family <C t^csff^1") nr p K \) m 0(3,fl? ))> P £ T ' 
where T 1 i s the set of i n e r t i a l actions of which are physically 
acceptible and allow inessential 0(3, (R) enlargements of ff5?T by 
( f l ^ ®IT^), parameterizing this .family in terms of the real line:-
F ' — F ( * * . ) ; F ( * )(v):(x, t ) i — * ~ (x + <x V t, t ) , we see that the 
Gali l e i group corresponds tope = 1. Again T parameterizing the family 
of groups < ( R 3 (SlR^) BJ F f l ^ T ) a N 0(3,lfe)>F€3 by IR'via F t—VF 
(c*0; F(c*) (v)(x, t ) T — ^ (xj t+ ox v'x) ycK^PZ. I t seems that the 
physical interpretation of these groups involves only a re-scaling of 
the velocity parameter. I.e. i f G(o<1) and G(cx 2) are world groups 
of Newtonian relativities,where to transform from one system to 
another involves vf T»- C<^I CK^ V V V ^ ^ - This only involves a 
re-definition of in e r t i a l veclocity, for i n a world where Q{°^ ) i s 
the world group F(v): (o , t ) (—>- (c*v t, t ) i s a boost to a frame 
where x = ex v. Note however that we were able to define i n e r t i a l 
boosts parameterized byfl^p where F(v) : ( x , t ) \—V (x +TT(F)(v)"t, t ) 
Here such a boost transforms (0 3 t ) into the in e r t i a l frame where 
x = TT (u) where n~£ GL(3,1K). One can conserve then^(algebraically at 
least) of worlds where isotropy (0(3,(12) invariance^is violated enabling 
us to discharge the requirements of incorporating 0(3,11^) as a subgroup 
of world automorphismsj where boosts like i.e.:- v \ — ^ v + u A A, 
(A a constant vector) am feasible ,for example^ u : v i i—>*-
v i 
Let us give two more 'phenomenological' plausible interpretations 
of our algebra. F i r s t l y r e c a l l that Hom(Bj1A ) can be regarded as 
l i s t i n g the no. of ways a group B can be i njected into A © B . Replace 
A by and B by and re c a l l that FGHom( n^T s Aut (TF^® V^)) i s 
uniquely specified by a <j? (F)£ Hom( ll^m Homdfc?", fi^))^each v€JF? T 
then corresponds to choosing a new injection <$>(F)(v) of [R^ into 
f ^ O I ^ " that i s : - v: t i (<f>(F)(v)(t),t) = (7T (v)t, t ) . Or on 
the world set of a new section of the time axis into W of the 
family <j5"(t)> t S r l ^ of instants intoW . Compare this with the 
notion of path x: IB. 1 ->«TR% x ( t ) e ^ ( t ) \ f t^ttk; x ^ C ^ f f ? 1 , ! ^ ) ^ 
called the path of x in W. x€Hom( fP?", n^) when x ^ * t 2 ) = x(t^) + 
x(t^) i.e. when x(t) = 0 x(t) = u t u = N velocity'. Let us now 
attempt to glean some information from the fact that (n^?®f^") Bpfl^p 
^^<Z>^m5T®&))^ere^&Z2o(llZ?T<a^>lZ?). Let m e 
( n^pQptli, fl^then the two groups:- Tfc 3®^ ( f ^ Q l ^ ) a n d l ^ © 
•^ + cT(£fe)(^@ f^") are equivalent extensions and hence isomorphic. 
Thus the sections (v, t ) • — ^ (0, (v, t ) ) and (v, t ) i — G 3 L ( v , t ) , 
(v, t ) ) inducei.. the same physics! 
The fi n a l section of this chapter i s concerned with a discussion 
of the notion of cup-product for cocycles, and their relevence to the 
work of this and ensueing chapters. Let us f i r s t formulate the notion 
of cup product, which like almost a l l the other algebraic techniques 
of cohomology theory in groups, due to Eilenberg and Maclane. 
(h) . 'Cup Products' of Cochains. 
LetTT l3TT"2 and' JJr be three additive Abelian groups each 
with a group G as a group of l e f t operators, defined as such via 
P» Pi» ?2 ^  H a m ^ G * AutCTT^)) i = o, 1, 2.T11 and TT 2 and said to be 
'paired tofT i f V (it, ^ 17, x H 2 , 3 an element tT, UTTjC FT 
such that:-
( i ) tT, U CTTx + TK' ) = TT| U TTv + TT, UTTv 
( i i ) CtTV^TTi^UTU =- TT, UTT V + rr/UTTi 
( i i i ) pCgXirjUTTg)? P x(g) ( ¥ X ) U P2(g)(TT 2)V-g€ G. 
Let us now consider two cochains f ^ C ^ G / T ^ ) f^&cQ (GW 2 ) . Define 
a pairing via:-
f ^ U f 2 m ( » L - " - " W - = - f i n ( s p . - . . g n ) U P 2 ( g 1 3 . . g n ) f 2 m ( g 1 , . . g m ) 
which i s a map ( f j , f™ ) I ^ f^{J f™ from c£ (G,TT ±) x 
X C^ 2( G»TT 2) into C^ + m (G,TT). Moreover, one can show that (cocycle) 
\J (cocycle) = cocycle^with other permutations yielding co-boundaries 
Thus we can define a map:-
(G,TTi) x rfj (G,TT 2) >• H^+m (G,TT ). Vfe are interested 
in the map «-
(G,TT-,) X (G,TTp) ^ H 2 (G,TT). 
PJ i>2 " 
Consider the case where p = p^ = p 2 = 0. We then have a map:-
Hom(G, % ) x Hom(G,TTi) V Hjj(G,TT ). Let G = lFi? T ®H^, then 3 
epimorphisms (p-^ p 2) € :Hom(G 1,T^ T) x Hbm(G,flc^) given by:- p 1:(v,t) 
i v and p 2: (v, t) r t V (y, t ^ l T ^ x f t ^ 1 . So takeT^ = 1R?T, 
TT 2 = f ^ . Now1T T^ andfl^ can be paired t o f l " ^ via the cup product:-
v U t = v t V ( v , t f e l l ^ x TR^. Thus there exists a two-cycle of 
ZQ( H^3t c&r^ f-, TP?) defined by P 1 U p 2 ( ( v 1 > t - ^ , ^ , tg)) = 
p 2 ( v 2 , t 2 ) , v i z P 1 U P 2((v 1, t - ^ , ^ , t 2 ) ) = v± t 2 . 
Thus i n our theorems concerning G enlargements the cocycles 
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which vanish off Tp.^ and on TPs. are the cup -pjjoducts of cocycles. 
Similarly, l e t us consider the case ^when G = Tft^, <sTP?. There exists 
a pairing FP? T(& TT^. >* f R ^ v i a (v, x) f V v ' x. Via the pro-
jections pi : (v, x) \ T*- v; p 2: (v, x) I *"* x> we have a two 
cocycle p 2 € ^ ( f R ^ <S1^, l ^ ) defined by:-
P i U P 2 : CCZp J ^ ) , ^ ^ ) ) « — ^ Pi^Yi. x x) U P 2( v. 2> -2> • 5 ^1 ' ^ 2" 
Let us now take G = rR1® E(3 J T R) T,n i = andT^ = H*1, paired 
to!T= as before. However, the group G operates onTT-^ and TT 
in this case via p-^Ct, v, R):v' f - ^ - Rv' s and p(t, v, R):xi 
Rx V xeiT^. Choose the following 1 cocycles of 
Zp(ff4<» E ( 3 ^ ) T , I R 3 T ) and zj( fF?<& E(3,115. ),TR^) :- ^  and f 2 
respectively, where f^: ( t , v, R)) ( > v and f 2 : (t,(v, )) f.—>- t 
V (t, (v, R))e- ©E(3,T^) T. In the case of f p the one cocycle 
property follows immediately:-
f l ( ( t l ( ^ l j R l ) ) ( t 2 s ( - 2 s R 2 } ) * P 1 ( t 1 , ( v 1 , R 1 ) ) . f 1 ( t 2 , ( v 2 J R 2 ) ) -
f i ^ i * R i ) ) . ~ - l + R i -2 ~ R l -2 ~ -1 = °" T h e P r o d u c t o f 
cocycles i n this case becomes:- f^\J f 2 (( t-^,(v^, R^KtgjVgjRg)). = 
f l ^ p C S p R i ) ) U f 2 ^ 2 * ^ 2 * R 2 ^ = -1^*2 = -1 V l h e n w e h a v e : " 
cPC^U^JCC^, (v x, R 1 ) ) , ( t 2 , ( v 2 , ( v 2 , R 2 ) ) J ( t 3 , ( v 3 a R 3 ) ) = 
pUtpCv, R L ) l ^ U ! \ ( t 2 , ( v 2 , R 2 ) ) , ( t 3 , ( v 3 , R 3)) - ^ U f g C C ^ + t g , ^ +1^2, 
R x R 2 ) ) , ( t 3 , ( v 3 , R 3 ) ) + f 1 U f 2 ( ( t 1 , ( v 1 R 1 ) ) , ( t 2 + t 3 , (v 2+R 2 v 3, R 2 Rj)) -
f x U f 2 C ( t l s (v, R 1)),(t 2,(v2,R 2)); which i s just R ^ O ^U^) -
(V-L + R x v 2 ) U t 3 + v x U ( t 2 + t 3 ) - v.,y t 2 = R 1-V 2U t 3 - VjU t 3 
H
1 " v 2 U t 3 + v^Jt2 + v x t 3 - v 1 ( J t 2 = 0. 
Again,take G = (tfz? ® RS?T) EJ p 0(3,1^) and 17^ = !B?,T1 2 =IT^ T and 
with the inner product as the cup product which pairsTH-jand 
rf 2 t 0 n • In this case G operates onF^ andT^ and t r i v i a l l y onTT :-
viz:- 3 p±S Hom(G, AutCr^)) i = 1> 2> where p ^ v , x),R)) : 
x' \ ^ Rx\ p 2 ( ( v, x),R):v' t >Rv' 3 V ((v, x),R)€-(1fe?<S«£p) 
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KfpO(3,fFO and (v\ x' ^  fR? T ®1f^- w i t n xUv = x • v, we then have 
R'xUR'v = x'v = R-(xU v). Define one cocycles f. G-Z1 (G, H i ) 
Pi 
via f 2:(.(x s v), R) I x and f 1 ( ( x , v) R) ) **v. Whence 
via the definition :- f-jU fgCCxp ¥]_)* ( ( x 2 , v 2 ) , R 2 ) ) = f i 
( t e p V ;L)> r))U \'^2^2'-2^3 V*- = - 1 * R 1 ' n m i s w e s e e t n a t 
( P ^ U * ^ ) = °» f r c m f 2 ) ( ( ( ^ ' Z 1 ) J R 1 ) J ( ( x 2 ^ 2 ) , R 2 ) J ( ( x 3 J v 3 ) J 
R 3)). = v2'R2 - (v^ + R x v 2 ) ' R 1 R 2 x 3 + v ' R^x^ + R 2 x^-v^ ' Rj, 
x
2 = ^ 2* R2 x 3 ~ ^ i + R i ^2} " R l X 3 + -1 " R l ^ - 2 + R 2 X 3 ^ ~ - l ' R l X 2 
= v 2 • R 2 x-j - v 1*R 1 Rg - v 2'R 2 x^ + v 1-R 1 x ?+ v^'Rj. R 2 x^-v^ 
R-^  x 2 = 0. 
This concludes thie discussion for the moment^  Cup products 
of cochains w i l l be discussed again i n chapter (6) i n our discussion 
of non-inertia! motions. 
CHAPTER (5) 
C O H O M O L O G Y T H E O R Y I N 
C L A S S I C A L M E C H A N I C S . 
COHOMQLQGY THEORY AND CLASSICAL MECHANICS 
5-1 
The work presented in this chapter i s an extension by the 
author of recent work of J.M. Levy-Leblond1^ on a group theoretical 
approach to the Lagrangian theory of cl a s s i c a l mechanics. I t attempts 
to relate the free motion of a clas s i c a l particle in space-time to 
the structure of the relativity modelW» through the use of Hamilton's 
principle, the principle of relat i v i t y and the group CXoyj) of 
in e r t i a l automorphisms of 
The chapter i s divided into three parts. In the f i r s t and 
shortest part, we discuss the use ($9 Hamilton's principle i n cl a s s i c a l 
mechanics at an elementary level, exposing the almost ad-hoc usage 
of the method. In the second part,we attempt a more rigorous approach 
leading to the introduction of the notions of homological algebra 
into Lagrangian mechanics. Having set up the formalism, i n the 
latter part of the chapter, we discuss the intersection between 
Hamilton's principle and the principle of relat i v i t y and how one can 
almost completely define the free motions of a particle v i a the 
relat i v i t y group of a world model. We also see how, in this approach, 
the concept of i n e r t i a l mass arises in a group-theoretical way, as 
does the kinetic energy functional and momentum. 
Part (1) Intuitive Classical Mechanics 
We shall f i r s t discuss c l a s s i c a l mechanics i n the frame work of 
Newtonian rela t i v i t y . The underlying principle of clas s i c a l Mechanics 
i s Hamilton's principle. 
5.2 
Recall how i n the Newtonian world model, we were able to paction 
the world into instants O c K t ) ^ t€fT^, where each instant /9(t) 
was a Euclid/an three dimensional vector space. We called a 'world-
line' a map x: fp.1 ^ W 3 x(t) € .>0(t) V t G l T ^ which lead to 
the definition of a trajectory as a map x: fR 1 ^ r R ^ j x(t) = 
( x ( t ) , t ) , x specifying the location, within an instant of an event. 
Consider two events (x^,x 2)€ /Xt-^) x / ) ( t 2 ) . Let P(x^,x 2) be the 
set of a l l world lines from x-^ to x 2. Let x € P(x^,x 2) then x(0) = 
x-^  and x ( l ) = x 2, we can write x(s) = (x(s) , st-^ + ( l - s ) t 2 ) where x 
i s a path from x-^ to x 2 in ft? . Roughly stated, Hamilton's principle 
asserts that there exists a function 'S' on P(x^,x 2) called the "Action 
function' such that the actual trajectory x followed by a particle 
from x 1 to x 2 i s the solution of cP(S(x)) = 0. The operation £ 
corresponding to the variation of S(x) as 'adjacent' paths in 
P(x l s x 2) are substituted, i.e.:- o°(S(x)) = 0 means that S(x) i s 
an extrainal value of S(x), either or maximum or a ininimum. We 
discuss this variation i n more detail in part (2). One usually 
writes:-
S(x) = J ds L(x(s), x(s)) = 
[0, 1] 
•7. 
The functional L on i s called a Lagrangian function. That the 
variation of S(x) i s zero i s the same as:-
(S(x)) = f ds <£x + cP*-£ ) L( x ( s ) , * ( s ) ) = 0 
[0, 1] 
where cTx i s the variation i n path andcPx = (<P x)°. We must have 
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0 i = 0 at the end points, whence, using an integration by • 
parts:-
cP(S(x)) = f d s [fx • (V - d oV ) L(x(s),x(s)) = 0 
J ds 
Co, l I 
the vector operator ^  i s defined via Vj^ = ^ /<^ x i . We must then 
have:-
cPx- (V- d oV ) L(x(s),x(s)) = 0 
ds 
Choosing the variations cT x to be linearly independent we must have 
l ^ i ^ 3 :-
d _ j e 1 L(x(s), x(s)) = 0 
This i s a second order differential equation whose solution i s x, 
the system being called Lagrange's equations. They are equivalent 
to Newton's equation of motion i n the case under discussion. In most 
books on classical mechanics, one usually writes the 'identity' 
L Q ( x ( s ) , i ( s ) ) = i m i ( s ) for a free particle, L D being called a 
free-Lagrangian with L Q ( x ( s ) , X(s)) = T(X), T being called the 'kinetic 
energy* functional and m the 'inertial mass' of the body. 
The historic (and very inadequate) approach to interactions 
between particles and the external world i s as follows. One assumes 
that a particle interacts with the external world via the coupling 
of the particle to a f i e l d 3I(x). A Lagrangian function of the form:-
L(x(s), x(s)) = L Q ( x ( s ) , x ( s ) ) - k CD(x) = T ( i ) - m(x) i s postulated 
to hold. The parameter 'k' i s called the coupling constant of the 
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particle with the f i e l d or i t s 'charge1, k 32 (x) = \J(x) is called 
the 'potential energy' of the particle i n the fieldTD (x). For such 
a function L, Lagrange's equations imply equations of motion of the 
form mx = _ kVQL(x). The term -kVQI(x) i s called the force 
exerted by the -f ^<*i2d on the particle, which i s coupled to i t with 
strength k . Clearly, when k = 0, L = Lo and the particle i s free, 
following the trajectory x(t) = v t + x(o) where v = X(t). 
Let us attempt to apply similar ideas to the theory of special 
relativity. Given two events x ^ x 2 £ W , we consider a l l world-lines 
connecting x-j^  and x 2 such that i f x 2 £ V + ( x ^ ) then x(s) €:V+(x-^) 
V s € C O , 11]. (Note the interesting lack of a topology onW !) 
Here we have no Newton's laws of motion to f a l l back upon, only 
Einst^gn's principle of relativity a l l i e d with Hamilton's principle 
guides the mechanics, Einst^n's principle guiding us i n our selection 
of a Lagrangian for free motion. Without going into details yet, the 
choice of Lagrangian implied by Einst^gri's principle i s L Q(x, x) = - , 
when the proper time or 'arc-length* i s chosen as the evolution para-
meter. Making a transformation to a variable 's* G CO, 13 , a free 
Lagrangian L 0(x, x) ="<=x (^c/<^s) = -o7N|(x(s))2, i s obtained. Inserting 
this formula into Lagrange's equation, we obtain the free motions 
x = 0, similar to Newton's equations. The r e l a t i v i s t i c description 
of particle interactions allows notions from Newtonian dynamics. A 
particle interacts with the world via a vector f i e l d 51(x), the free 
Lagrangian being modified by an amnrount -k m(x) ' x with the f i e l d . 
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Lagrange's equations imply equations of motion of the form 
x ^  = - k f^v» 
where the tensor C f i s just (_ D ® 3 L - CD®^]"), • being 
DfAleMpbert's operator. Due to the similarity of thi/^ equation of 
motion with Newton's second law, the Poincare invariant i s called 
i n e r t i a l mass. The use of cla s s i c a l time instead of proper time enables 
one to specify that the corresponding Newtonian mass i s m = <x. (©Ctr/cLt) 
which i s not Poincare invariant. 
Let us next discuss the use of the principle of relativity in 
classical mechanics. Einstflgn's statement of the principle includes 
Galileo's postulating that the laws of physics must be of the same 
form i n a l l i n e r t i a l frames. In Newtonian re l a t i v i t y , i n e r t i a ! frames 
are connected by the inert i a l world automorphisms comprising the 
Gal i l e i group, whilst i n Einst^eji's r e l a t i v i t y , they are connected by 
the Poincare group. Incorporating this principle into Hamilton's 
Action principle, the implication i s that i f <5*(S(x)) = 0 for some 
path (either in Euclidean or Minkowski space, then cT(S(x<3 )) = 0 V g€ 
OLCW) 0 I ( W). Which roughly means that i f x GP(x p x 2 ) i s the 
path of 'least action 1 i n an i n e r t i a l frame F, x^ s X j G F then x*3 = 
g o x i s the path of le s t action in the i n e r t i a l frame, P S , gx^, 
g x 2 e P . 
In the case of special relativity, we were able to choose a 
Poincare invariant free Lagrangian i.e. :- L 0(x s,(xS)-) = L Q(x, x) 
V gG P(7R ). Consider however the case of the Newtonian free 
Lagrangian Lo(x, x) = T ( i ) . T(x) i s obviously invariant under 
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<2> <1 G(3,n?-) and, since T(x) = \ m x 2, i t i s invariant under 
0(3 SIR.) < G ( 3 , I R ) . However, under a pure Galil e i boost, we find 
that T((x v) ') = T(x + ±) = T(*) + £ m (v 2+2v'x)). So that L Q(x,*) 
i s not Galil e i invariant , i t is: called 'variant'! I t w i l l be useful 
to note here that we have T (x^) = T(x) + d (gm v t+ 2v"x)T(x^) = 
dt e T(x) +$(v)(x). Since the group of Ga l i l e i boosts operates transitively 
on the tangent space ( i t s t r i v i a l homogeneous space), i t can 
be seen that a l l free Lagrangians can be generated by pure G a l i l e i 
boosts via i t s canonical action on T. The point of this chapter, i s 
in fact to investigate the group theoretical properties of functions 
where i f g i s an in e r t i a l transformation 
L(x g, x g) = L(x, x) + 3>(g)(x) 
Such functions 1 <j>' are called guage functions for the group of 
ine r t i a l world automorphisms in question. We are lead to discuss more 
fully the solution to the question. 'Given two Lagrangian L^ and L 2 
what i s the condition that they determine the same laws of motion?* 
or 'what are the conditions that two action functionals S^ and S 2 
have co-incident minima'? Let us write S n = A L x ) and S 2 =/£>(L2), 
where >0(L)(x, #) = f ^  L ( X ( S ) , X ( S ) ) . Here i s a linear 
map from the set of Lagrange functions into the set of action functions. 
Clearly, two action functionals have coincident minima i f f ^SXS^ ) = 0<£=> 
o^ CS^ ). =0 . So ^  and L 2 determine the same equation of motion i f 
cfOdCL].)) = cPCP(L 2)) = 0. Obviously tPiJdil^)} = cT(/£>(L2)) = 0 
means that ^ - <f(/XL 1)) = 0 . Since <T and /) are both 
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linear functions, we must then haveP(/^(L-^ - L 2 ) ) = 0. When , (L)) = 
0 thep^in our problem, i f i s the Lagrange operator (<Q(/£> L) = 0. 
So that .OCAQ^)) = 0 <£*=S> /£>( ^ ( L g ) ) = 0 =W9 ( A ^ - L ^ ) =0 
Write L-^ x t e ) , * ^ ) ) - L 2 ( x ( s ) , x ( s ) ) = ( L ^ K x C s ^ x C s ) ) = F ( x ( s ) , 
x ( s ) ) . We must then have A(F(x(s),x(s)) = 0. Thus we are lead to 
seek the set of functionals F whichidentically satisfy the Euler-
Lagrange equations. One can show that the necessary and sufficient 
condition that a function F(x, ±) satisfies the Euler-Lagrange equa-
tions i s that F(x, x) = 5D (x(s ) ) , CD being an arbitrary differen-
tiable functional, F(x, x ) = ± ' ygx(x(s)). Thus two Lagrange functions 
specify the same equations of motion i f f 3 CD such that L-^xCs), 
x(s)) = L 2 ( x ( s ) , i ( s ) ) +SB(x(s)). The set of such Lagrangians i s 
obviously an equivalence class. Using this notion of equivalence, we 
see that the two Newtonian Lagrangians L^ and L Q are equivalent:-
L^(x, x) = L fx - , x-) = L(x, x) + m(v 2t+v-x) e 
o u 2 
I t seemed n a t u r a l to the author that homological algebra could 
be applied to some purely algebraic aspects of Lagrangian theory. 
Levy-Leblond had, of course introduced (in a simple fashion) the 
cohomology theory of groups into the Lagrangian theory of free cl a s s i c a l 
mechanics, via the group theory of the gti^e variance functionals for 
a rela t i v i t y group. The author has included the homological algebra 
expounded i n section (2) into a expanded re-treatment.of Levy-Leblond's 
work ..(in section (3)) to product a more mathematically coherent approach 
to the applications of the principle of. re l a t i v i t y to Lagrangian theory 
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for free particles. The homological algebra enters Lagrangian theory 
through the observation that there are many almost blatant prods from 
at least the notion of equivalence. F i r s t we note that the set of 
real valued functions on a linear space x i t s tangent space fasm a 
vector space i n a natural way. Also, regarding Sp and Spp as distinct 
then so ..is (^(S x x S^p, f^: ) . Given an f £ C^iS x Sji,tK) and 
applying the Lagrange operator,we find that A (f(x, x)) depends on 
x viz:- A (f(x, * ) ) = ( V ~ d / d s ) f (x, x), or, with d/ds = 
x V + 2 ' V > A ( f ( x l S * ) ) = V(f(x, * ) ) - (* V ) V 
f(x, x)) + x 'VV (f(x» x). So that since A i s linear, we can define 
3 1 1 a group homomorphism c P : C (S x S^s I B ) — C ( S x S^x S ^ I R ) 
cr 3(f)(x, x, x) £ A(f(x» x ) ) . The vanishing of <T 3(f) provides a 
second order differential equation for x- The kernel of eP 3 i s the 
set of Lagrangians. The map cT2: C1(S,TR) ^C 1(SxS T,TR >),defined 
t»y ^ ( ' f )(X J * ) . = x " y J ! (x) s i f (20y>-s 3 1 8 0 a homomorphism of 
C (S, fR.) into C (S x S^j - |R ). The fact we saw above that Im(cP ) < : 
KerCeT^) leads us to see that the sequence 
0 —>-&(S, 0?) -^X- C 1(S x S^lfO * V ( ^ ( S x Srj, x Salter) 
issemi-exact. The group Ker(<r^)/Im( c f 2 ) i s the set o f njnequivalent 
Lagrange functions, i t i s isomorphic to the set of a l l inequivalent 
dynamical situations. We shall discuss the above notions in much 
greater generality i n the next section^extending i t considerably. 
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Part (2). Homological Algebra and Hamilton's Principle. 
We shall f i r s t discuss the variation process used in part (1) 
in greater detail than i s to be found there, emphasizing the algebra 
rather than analysis. Let S be a topological space. The paths between 
the points x 1 and x 2 i n S are the continuous maps x^-C^CCO, i ] , S) 
such that x(0) = arid x(D. = x 2' Given two paths x-^  and x 2 in 
PCx-j^ , x 2) the set of a l l such paths, then x-^  i s said to be homotopic 
to x 2 i f f 3 a continuous H: to, l l x t O , H >- S , H(0, s 2 ) = 
x-^(s 2) and H(l, s 2 ) = x 2 ( s 2 ) V s 2 - We shall sometimes write 
H(s 1,s 2) = O K s ^ ) ) ^ ) where "X i s a continuous map from CO, 11 into 
P(Xp x 2 ) i n t he derived topology on P(x-^, x 2 ) . Let f 6 C"^(S,|^), then 
we can regard the pair (f, x) where x 6 P(x l s x 2) as an element of 
A CO, 11 via the definition of the map <|»1:- <pL:Cl(S,1t?) x 
P(x ,x) ^ C1(T.O, 11 ,TPT )J ^ 1 ( f , x):s( * - f ( x ( s ) ) . 
In a similar manner i f cfCS,!^) ? C^X-j^S,^ ) = C1^,^ ); and 
X^^CPCXj ^ ; X 2 ) ) i s regarded as a set of maps from CO, l l to S n 
via (x-j^,... x n ) : s i (x-^Cs), , x 2 ( s ) ) V ( x ^ ^ S i ^ ^ i ^ 
x^, x 2 ) ) ; we can define a sequence <4»n> n g z+ o f mappings 
r <*>n: cP(S, fR) x X^CPC^.xV) >• ^ (CO,]! , IKT ) 
<$>n: (f, (x 1,...,x n)):s I f ( x 1 ( s ) , x n ( s ) ) . Recall that 
(^(S, IR) i s a real linear sp(%e under the definition w^f^x.^,.. .x^ + 
cx' if 2(x 1,...,x n) = ( c * ^ +o<2f 2)(x-^ x n) V c x - p t x ^ l ^ , f l s f 2 G 
C^CSjR), (x 1,...x n)G S11. Thus (^(S,!!^) i s a-priori an Abelian group 
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V n € Z . Using these properties we can then endow the sets (P(SJR ) x 
{(y^t , x n ^ - C^CSjR) x X ^ p ^ x j ) with the properties of real 
linear spaces via:-
o < 1 ( f 1 , ( x ^ . . . ^ ) ) + o t 2 ( f 2 ( x 1 , , J x n ) ) _ = 
Let us assume that some notion of differentiation is defined on S. Then, 
given an x£P(x 1 9 x 2 ) x € P ( x l S x 2 ) C\ C ^ C C O , IT] , S),..., we can 
define paths J n ( x ) i n S where d n(x):s i >• d/ds(x(s)) so that 
the n-tuple (x, d(x),...,d n(x)) can be regarded as a map from CO, 11 
into S via:-
(x, d(x), d n(x)):s. ** ( x ( s )> • • • d n ( x ) ( s ) ) - V** t h e f a m i l y 
of sets< A n(x)> n € Z+ where A n + 1 ( x ) = ^ ( S . I R ) x £(x,.,dn(x))} 
is as above a r eal linear space. Consider the linear functional 
I e(C 1(C0, 11 (the vector dual of C1( 110,11 ,TR));where:-
I : f» ^ f ds f ( s ) ds Y f € C1 ( [ 0 , 1 ] , 1 ^ ) 
To, i l 
Using i t , we can define a sequence of linear functionals 
< 3 n > n € Z+, <Sn€ A n(x)* V n € z + via:- 5>n = l o t " 
or:-
3 n ( ( f , ( x , d ^ C x ) ) ) = [ d s f ( x ( s ) , . . . , d n _ 1 ( x ) ( s ) ) 
[0, 1] 
Let us now turn to the variational problem. Consider tw© paths 
Xp x 2 £ P(x 1, x 2) which are homotopic with respect to £ x.^ , x^J 
with homotopy H( or"X). We assume x 2 €' Ptx^ x 2) H C cv© (CO, 1] ,B? 
and that<^ H/<^  s n exists. We shall consider the family of real 
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linear spaces < An CXCs-^^ s-^ t o , 1 Inhere of course "XCs-^ 
(s 2) = H(s 1,s 2). I f we define a functiongs£C1 (A n(S,IR), C1^ CO, 13 , 
tR)) by •i(f):s1« > ^ n ( f , CXCs-^,.. ^ XXs^)), we can consider the 
derivatives ( f ) / ^ s.^ . The vanishing of & 35_(f )/<^  s-^  occurs at 
the extrema of the function 95(f). Writing 
0 ) n ( f , C X C s ^ . . . , ^ _ 1 f X ) ( s ) ) ) = I E ( f ) ( S l ) . = 
^ ds 2 f C X j[s 1)(s 2) i... J (a n 2TC(s 1))(s 2)) = 
[0, 1] 
n-1 
J ds 2 f ( H ( s 1 , s 2 ) , , 2> 2 H(s l ss 2)) 
To, i l 
Where <5> = cS s w e have 2 i J 
^ 1 ( ^ ( f ) ) ( s 1 ) = f ds 2 ^ ( f ) ( H ( s l S s 2 ) 3 . . . , 6 ^ ( 5 ^ 8 2 ) ) 
Co, i l 
{ ds 2 ^ (^1 ^  2 H ( s 1 3 s 2 ) . v ? 1 ^ ) f ( H ( s 1 3 s 2 ) J . . . ^ ^ " 1 H ( s 1 J s 2 ) 
i=0 
[ 0 , 1] 
V 1 £ ^/ a ( a ^ x c s ^ ) . 
We have<^ ^ ^ ( s ^ s ^ = d 3 ^Hte-^Sg) = 0 at s 2=(0, 1) V 
s^ G I 0, l ] , corresponding to the fixed end points so that, using a 
par t i a l integration and integrating i t , we obtain:- ^ ( I E ( f ) ) ( s ^ ) = 
f ^ 2 ( - l ) ~ 1 1 H ( s 1 J s 2 ) - ^ 2 i o & i ( s 1 ) f (H(s 1,s 2),...^ 2" 1H(s 1,s 2)) 
Lo, 1 ] 
Let us f i x s 1 momentarilly, then we have a real valued function depending 
on f and an x GPCfcp x^ * = ~K(<:1). 
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c n _ 1 . . . 
j ^ 2 ^ = 0 *1 H ( s 1 J s 2 ) - ( - ) 1 ^ 2 1 o ^ L ( f ( x ( s 2 ) 3 . . . ^ 2 n ~ 1 ( x ) ( s 2 ) ) ) 
Co, 1: 
j ds 2 ^ ^ ( 3 ^ s 2 ) ' ^ ( - ) 1 ^ 2 1 o'Y 1(f(x(s 2) J... ^ 2 n - i ( x ) ( s 2 ) ) ) 
[0,1] 
Now the bracketed term i n the integrand is a function of ^ 2 n ( x ) as 
can be shown by expanding the derivative as ="Z. n~ 1<^^ + 1(x)(s 0)' 
d i=o d £ 
y 1. This fact i s important to our discussion. Let us define an 
endomorphism of C^C Co, 1] , ffc. ) by 
^ ( ^ ( f , (x,...,d n _ 1(x))):s. 2 h 
n - 1 ( - ) i ^ 2 i 0 \ 7 i ( f ( x ( s 2 ) , . . . , ^ 2 n " 1 ( x ) ( s 2 ) ) 
1=0 
A n _ 1 is then used to define a linear function £X.n-1: A n - 1 ( x ) 
A n(x) via:- ^ n - 1 o ^ n _ 1 = <Jjn o ©J1"1, whence we have 4 r i ( o < n " 1 ( f , 
(x,...., d n _ 1 ( x ) ) ) ( s ) = ^ ( - ) i ^ 2 i o V j ' ^ f s ( x 1 J . . d n " 1 ( x ) ) X O 
1=0 
In terms of the linear functionals n )> n G Z+, we have:-
^ ( t t t t ) ) ^ ) = $ n ( < x n - 1 ( f , (x, d n _ 1 ( x ) ) ) . Let us define a 
map 2 ^ : An(x)* >• V l ( x ^ v i a ^ n - l ^ ^ = ^ 0 **n~1' 
we must have:-
^ ( ^ ( . f , (x, d n _ 1 ( x ) ) = S n ( c * n - 1 ( f , (x,.. d n _ 1 ( x ) ) ) 
Of course, cx ^ completely determines S ^ and hence the l a t t e r i s 
linear. I t is perhaps more transparent to write:-
/V 
c ^ C f , (x, ... d n _ 1 ( x ) ) = ( c T n _ 1 ( f ) , ( x s d n ( x ) ) ) where 
^ n - l C , n" 1 ( S j } ~ ~ ° n ( S » ) w i t h : " 
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£ ^ _ 1 ( f ) ( x ( s ) , . . . . J d n(x)(s)) = ^ (-)^H(s 1 3s ) - < ^ i 2 o V i f ( x ( s ) J . . . 
_ n i=0 
d n " 1 ( x ) ( s ) ) . 
The extrema of the functions JE(f) define the kernels of the homo-
mo rphisms i X n - 1 and^.^* Thus Ker(c><n_1) i s the set of ( f , (x, ... 
d n _ 1 ( x ) ) ) e A ^ x ^ ^ ^ f , ( x , . . . ^ " ' ^ ) ) ) = 0 or 
n-1 
^ ^HCS-L, S ) ' ( - ^ / o ^ f C x C s ) , . . . d^ C x C s ) ) ) = 0 
i=o 
The set of »n th* degree -Euler-Lagrange functions, which i n the 
familiar case n = 2 i s : -
C x ^ U x , x, x))(s)) = 0 =a iH ( s 1 , s ) - (V-S 2o"T7 ) f ( x , x ) 
For n = 1, Ker(cP 0) i s the s e t of ( f , x) sufeh~: that ©<Q(f ((x,x)) (s)) = 
0 ^ ^ H f s p S j ' V f t x ) = 0. The arbitariness of the 'variations of 
path':-
cf(x)(s) = ^ , (H(s-, ,s)) i n both cases means that ( y — d~oV ) ( f (x,x)) = 
0,ahd i n the second case "V f ( x ) = 0, the l a t t e r meaning that f( x ) 
is independent of x. Finally the t h i r d order case i s also f a i r l y 
familiar c x ^ f K C x , . . . , x}(s)) = ( V " < ^ ° V + ^ 2 o V ) f ( x ( B ) , .. x(s)) = 0 
Let us now consider the maps j&^y h^-i 
^ " ( ^ ^ ( f , (x, ... S _ ; L(x)))(s) = d / d s ( ^ _ 1 ( f , ( x , .. d n _ 1 ( x ) ) ( s ) 
= d i + l ( x ) ( s ) • f ( x ( s ) , . . d n _ 1 ( x ( s ) ) 
i=o 
Or, w r i t i n g ^ ^ C f , (x,.. , d n _ 1 ( x ) ) ) = C X ^ C f ) , (x,..., d n(x))) 
where ^ Cnrl(S,1fe) ^•C n(S , W J then:-
5.14. 
n-1 
tfn-l(f)(x(s)>"->dn(x)(s)) = ^ d i + 1 ( x ) ( s ) - ^(xCs),.. n _ 1 ( x ) ( s ) ) 
1=0 
= d/ds f ( x ( s ) , . . d n " 1 ( x ) ( s ) ) . 
Now the identity o^ n_ 1 = 0 i s always true .V n e z + i t ne necessary 
and sufficient condition for the identical vanishing of an element 
of A n - 1 ( x ) underc< n_ 1 ,is that i t is the t o t a l derivative of an elem-
ent of A n " 2 ( x ) : . RafcCS-.ZI 
That ^ 0 / 2 = 0 or I m ( ^ n _ 1 ) < . K e r K n ) also implies that 
<Tn ^ n - l = °* 1 3 1 a s : ™ - l a r w a v t o t n e definition- of the homo 
morphism- <£h define a oj^ via ^  by O" An (x)* >^-\(?£)* 
w i t h 9 n Q{Qn_-^ - n ) . Then by our definition we have P~n-± o 
& n)<9- n) = 3 n O n J o^ n_ (= ) o ^ . o r frn+o ( * n 
o /^ n_ 1) =0. So that <r n_,o^ n = 0 V n €" Z+. Thus our consider-
ations lead us to surmise the existence of the families A and A* of 
semi-exact sequences:-
&n-l ex-
0 5>- V l W W = o 
A^-l(x) A*(x)^T a " A* + 1(x) 0 (A*) 
^n-1 °^n = 0 
These two families of semi-exact sequences give rise via the cohomology 
and homology functors on the category of diagraons to. the two families 
of exact sequences:-
0 >- I m ( ^ n _ 1 ) ?» Ker(o<n) >H n(A) ^ 0 
and 
0 > I m ( ^ n + 1 ) ^ Ker(C3-n) V H n ( - * } VO 
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By definition K e r f o ^ / l m ^ ^ ) = i f 1 (A' ) and Ker(0~n)/Im(^ + 1) 
= Hn(/f). We w i l l thus be reasonably j u s t i f i e d to use the terms 
cochains, coboundaries,cocyclesfor elements a£ A n(x),Im^ i_ 1) and 
Ker( <x n) and chains, boundaries and cycles for elements of A n(x)* 
Im(<b n + 1) and Ker(Q"n) respectively. This i s of course a rather large 
abuse of language. The f a m i l y - O V n <= Z + o f l i n e a r ^ c t i o n a l s ° n 
An(X) which we have defined, is fixed once and for a l l , and there i s 
a canonical correspondence, which i s the functor from the category 
of vector spaces into i t s e l f AI—^A*; the functor^being contra-
variant xintroduces conceptual d i f f i c u l t i e s into the use of the 
'homology' groups, so we w i l l stick to the 'cohomology' groups, or 
discard the cumbersome action functionals for the Lagrange formalism! 
Let us note i n passing the rather 'nice' commutative diagrams i n the 
families A and A*:-
0 > A X(x) VA,(x) >- A?(x) 
0 ^ A 2(x) Af(x) >A^(x) 
0 A 3(x) ^A ( x ) — > A 5 ( x ) 
I i 
0 A (x)—5>A°(x) 
The diagram is not commutative except down the steps e.g.:- A"/>^ A2A2i!^  
A^A^c^A^ etc. the rows are exact whilst the columns, where defined 
are identity maps. Some f a i r l y abvious facts can be verified with the 
aid of this diagram. For instance, note that Tm^2°/^j) •<EitfQ-^)<3 
Ker(cx^) with Im^3^)-<L Ker(c<^). Using the freshman theorem we can 
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write 
H V ) = (Ker ( ^ n ) / ^ ( ^ _ 1 o ^ n _ 2 ) ) / l m ( ^ n _ 1 ) / I m ^ i _ 1 0 / ^ n _ 2 ) . This splits 
n n—3 SE(x, , d (x)) etc. 
The above constructions are rather t r i v i a l i n that nothing new 
is obtained except systematics, enabling us to relate the theory of 
homological algebra obtained i n section (3) to the Lagrangian form-
alism i n a more consistent way. Let us jus.t note that for the 
system A* a diagram l i k e : -
I m ( ^ n _ 1 ) into Impn.! °/6>n-2^ equivalence classes and K e r ^ n ) into 
1m{^?n_-^ o^ n_ 2) c o s e t s - I t i s obviously equivalent to dividing functions 
which are like <£(x, ... d n - 1 ( x ) ) into classes where<£>(x, ... d n - 1 ( x ) ) = 
L(x) L ( x ) * A„(x) 
A n (x) An (X) * A,(x 0 2(  ) 
0 
A Q(x)*-= L1(x)*~> A^x)*-* 0 
V 
The rows are semi-direct, commutativity holds on the steps. 
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Part (3). Incorporation of the Principel of Relativity into Hamilton's 
Principle. 
In view of the discussion of part (1) and of part (2), we can 
restate the principle of r e l a t i v i t y i n a world model^ as follows. 
Define G -<X (W)0 KW) then the statement i s : -
•Let the .cocycle (L, (x, x)) or the cycle ,(x,x)) describe 
a law of physics. Then the cocycles (L3 , (x, x')) or the cycles 
r a ? , (x,*)) are cohomologous/homologous to the cocycles/cycles 
(L, x, 4 ) ) , $ 2(L, (x, x ) ) V g € G'. 
The transformed cocycle (L , (x, x)) is defined by h3 o(x, X)): s i — 
>- L( g " 1 ( x ( s ) ) J ( g " 1 ( x , x ) ) - ) . 
9 9 
Note that (L, (x, x)) i ^ (L ,(x,x)) always maps a 2 
cochain into a two cochain i f f g £l(W )• Non-inertial transformations 
of OL(W ) nap a given order cochain into higher ones. Let us t r y 
to formulate the group theory of our problem, retaining 'n'th order 
cochains for generality. We identify S withWon which<X (\y/)fl I(W) = 
G has i t s natural action. Then is also a G space with action g: 
(x, ..., x n) t ^ (gx, ..., gxn) V g <E G. The definition of 
(^(SjlpO as a G space then follows:- g: f t *v f 6 , f 6 =f o g"1. 
Whence A n(x) for x £P(x 1 }x 2) i s a G space, g: ( f , (x, .. 
i - — ^ ( f , g-(x,...-,d?x)) = ( f 6 - 1 , ^ , ... d n(x)) where g*(x, .... 
d n ( x ) ) l V (gx,..., g d n ( x ) ) = (gx,.. d n(g-x))ig-x: SI y 
g(x(s)).\/ s € CO, l l . We now define the action g: ( f , (x, ... 
d n ( x ) ) ) i > ( f , g-(x,.. d nx)) = ( f 6 " 1 , ^ , . . d n ( x ) ) ) via 
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q GHom(G, Aut(A n(x))), and a space (/"(G, A n(x)) of functions from 
X^CG) into A n(x) where, V (n, m)GZ+ we define -F : ( g ^ ' - g ^ » >-
(^'(gp... g^Cx,..., d n" 1(x)),^'GC^ t(G, cP($,ffO), q'(g): f H-V 
f 2 = f o g - 1Vg GG, f C ^ J R ) . 
Define a homomorphism Hom( cJJCG, C ^ f R ) ) , C^ "1 (G, ( ^ ( S , ^ ) ) 
n, m S Z+ by c T m ( * ) . . . g m + 1 ) = q' ( j^) (<£(g2,... g m ) ) + ( - l ) m + 1 
^ (sl» • *' ^  + ^ i = ^ g l J • '&i&i+l>' -Sm+l5 ' ' I h e n w e s a w 
as i n chapter (2) the sequence 
<(G*j,(G, C n(S,iR)),^T m)> m GZ^ . is a complex. I f we define 
homomorphisms A m G Hom(Cm(G, A n(x)), da¥l(G3 A n(x)) via:-
^"(sn)(g i s.. g ^ ) = ( ^ ( 4 * ) ( g l , . . , g m ) 3 ( x , . . d n" 1(x)) A(q( g l)C^"(g 2,...-
g ^ ) , (x,... d n(x))) + ( - l ) m + 1 ( <(»,(g1,... g j , (x, ... d n (x))) + 
^ ^ ^ ( - D 1 ( ^ '(gp.. gj_ S i + 1 3 - - - ^H-I)>(x» •• d n - 1 ( x ) ) ) . Whenm 
. = (<*>', (x,..., d n _ 1 ( x ) ) with f e c J , ( G 5 (fCS,^)). 
Let us consider now the case when we have a 'cocycle'f € K e r ^ _ 1 ) 
such that the cochain q(g) ( f ) i s also a cocycle V-g £ G which i s 
cohomologous to f. We must then have:-
q(g)(f) = f + ^ n _ 2 (£(g)) 
Where <££ cJ(G, A n _ 2 ( x ) ) . Using q(g 1, g 2) = qCg-^ o q(g 2) we must 
have:-
q(g-L)(f) + q ^ C / S ^ C ^ (&2>1 ' f +^n-2^^ &l&2^' 0 0 6 C a n 
a 
readily show that qCg-^  o^£-_2 = /*n_2 0 Q(S]_)» s o that we must have:-
So that we must have cfc G Z;|- (G, A n - 2 ( x ) ) . Let us consider the one 
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coboundaries of Z ^ G , A n - 2 ) ( x ) ) where ( c ^ K v ) - ^ W c ^ y , V" is 
an element of G°(G, A n~ 2(x)) viz A n - 2 ( x ) . We must then have q(g)(f) 
f + ^ n - 2 ( q ( g l ) ( V L ) " V ) ) = f + ^ n - 2 ( g ( g l ) ( l S l ) ~ ^ n - 2 W * 3 0 
that i f f = f + ^ n _ 2 ( ^ ) then f i s invariant under G:- f'og"'= f 
V g £G and f i s cohomologous to f. Whence, given a 'cocycle' 
f € KerCeK^) which transforms under G l i k e :f >f'.1js^_2 
(<Kg)) where 4>€ Z Q ( G , A - ( x ) ) , f can be chosen invariant under G 
i f f <fc€ B^(G, A n - 2 ( x ) ) . The f i r s t cohomology group H^G, A n - 2 ( x ) ) q q 
is then the class of gauge functions modulus the t r i v i a l guage fun-
ctions for the group G for the 'n-l'th Euler-Lagrange problem. 
Let us return to the case n=3, then the group of non-trivial 
quage functions for the 2nd Euler Lagrange problem:- e < 2 ( f , (x, x)) 
O^is just H^CG, A 1(X)), or identifying with the group C^ , (G, 
CQ(S, B?))I we see that the group of non-trivial guage functions i s : -
HJ(G, cJ(s,no 
where Hom(S,lfe) i s the underlying Abelian group of the dual space S* 
of S. We have seen that the principle of r e l a t i v i t y requires that • 
i f a Lagrangian f €Ker( 2 ) specifies a Law of Physics, then V g € G 
we must have:-
f(£(*(s)),(g(x(s)))-). = f(x(s),x(s ) )Y*(c|>(g)(x(s))) 
Where <$>Q Z^q' (G,C^(s,!^)). Let us consider the guage invariance of 
f under subgroup T<JG of spatio-temporal translations. We can write: 
f(x+a,x) = f(x,x) (a)(x))V a £ T 
Choosing a = -x, we can write: -
f ( x , i ) = f( o , i ) - ^ ( 4>(-x)(x)) = *J(x) - ^ ( O K x ) ) where the 
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functional 0 i s f|S T and 32 i s define by#-x)(x). As ' cocycles' 
*D and f are thus cohomologous and i t w i l l be sufficient to consider 
the guage variance under G/T of the functional :-
0 ( ( g x ) ' ) \ ^ ( x ) +^1(<t»(g)(x)) 
with^Cz'q'CG/T), c£(T,IR)), the elements of B'q1 (G/T, cJ(T,nO) 
allowing 0 to be chosen invariant. Consider the case when G, which 
is a group extension of G/T by T, is a semi-direct product T ta G/T. 
Via the 'generalised Mackey theorem' introduced i n chapter (H) we 
1 1 
can see that the class of guage functions Z (G/T, C£(T,R)) i s 
p 
isomorphic to those cocycles of ZQ(G,I^) which vanish when restricted 
to T or to G/T:- 2 2 Q(G,n?). Having made this observation, we 
proceed to compute the groups ^ Q(G,JR) when G is the Poincare, 
Galilei, Carroll or Static groups. At the end of each calculation 
relate the cohomology groups to the choice of kinetic energy funct-
ional O and the notion of ' i n e r t i a l mass' appropriate to the r e l a t i v i t y 
modelW which is sepcified by(XCW )f) i W ) . Before performing these 
calculations, we shall pause to sharpen some group-theoretical tools. 
Recall the statement of the 'generalised Mackey theorem' presented 
i n chapter (**):-
2 
'Given a group K ta p Q and an Abelian group A, each VG Z Q 
(K ca p Q, A) is cohomologous to a cocycle 12-1 of the form:-
TPUkp q 1 ) J ( k 2 , q 2 ) ) = ^ O^^'^i+^^l'^ + B ^ i ' 1 ) ( k 2 > 
where ^  x € Z2(K, A), ^  € Z2(Q, A) and ^  ± = 1?-' | K x Ifj ^  = 
IP' | Q x Q and the pair (^ p^ ,!E ) are specified by 3C €r Z^ p' 
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(Q, cJ(K, A)) with <T( 3Sq))(k 1, k 2) = ^ ( q ' V ^ q - 1 . kg) -
^ y V q e Q ; SE2(q))e B 2 o(K, A)». 
We shall discuss here the special case when K is Abelian and A 
is the additive group of the reals. F i r s t l y , that K i s Abelian 
implies that we can write 
c f W q ) ) ^ , k 2) = cftn*q))(kg, k-L), since 
ID(q)(k 1 kg) - S X q ) ^ ) - irfqKkg) = <f ( H*q))(k^kg). Thus we 
must have:-
^ ( q ' k p q kg) - ^ ( ^ kg) ^ ( q - k g , q-kj) .,- 1 -^(kg.k^) 
or (g-^q'kp q'k 2) - j^Cq'kg, q 1^)) = ( ^ ( k ^ ^ J - ^ C k g , k.^). 
Or i f we define ($€ C2(K, A ) via $ ( k i s kg) = 
^ ( k p k 2) - ^ ( k g , k x) V k l s k 2 G K. We have cfc G Z2Q(K,A ) since:-
r 2 ( ^ ) ( k 1 , k 2, k 3) = ^ ( k g , k 3) - ^ ( k j , kg) - ^ ( k - ^ k ^ ) + 
^ 1 ( k 3 , i^.kg) + ^ ( k 1 J k 2 , k 3 ) - ^ ( k ^ k ^ k - ^ - ^ ( k p k g ) + 
^(kgjk-j^). Which i s : -
^_(kg,k 3) - j^Ckj.kg.kj) + ^ ( k ^ k g . k j ) - ^ ( k - ^ k g ) -
^ ( k j , kg) + ^ 1 ( k 3 9 k 1 ^ g ) - ^ ( k g . k j . l ^ ) + ^ ( k g . k ^ ) . 
The f i r s t line i s just: - <P ( ^ K k p k ^ k - j ) , the second:-
B^Ckgjk^) - / ^ ( k ^ k ^ ^ ) + ^ L(k- 3,k 2,k 1) - ^ ^ . k g ) since K i s 
Abelian and thus Kg k 3 = k 3 kg and kg = k 2 k x; thus the second line 
i s < r 2 ( ^ 1 ) ( k 3 J k g S k 1 ) . So we have c F ^ ^ - K k - ^ k ^ ) = ^ C ^ ) 
(k^.kg.kj) + ^ ( ^ L ) ( k 3 , k 2 , k 1 ) = 0, and^> ez 2 Q(K,A ) with 
(J>(q- k^.q-kg) =4)(k 1,kg)V q GQ and ^(k-^kg) = - ^(kg.k^). 
A result of Bargmann sates that for an 'n parameter' Abelian Lie 
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group, each cocycle of Z (A(n), (R ) can be expressed as the assymetic 
bilinear form^(a 1, a 2) = - ^ ( y M ^ ) = C i, i)/3^v*> . For a l l our 
cases K w i l l be a Abelian 4 parameter Lie group--;: - I f c ? ® If?1. The 
only bilinear assymmetric functional oru: which satisfy 
^Kq"^, q-k2) = 4*0^,k 2) V q £ Q ^ G / I R 3 8 ^ ) must vanish 
identically i n the cases we w i l l consider 
So we must have cj> = 0 or:-
( k 1 ? k,>) = ^ 1 ( k 2 * kl^» which f ^ 0 1 1 1 o u r l a t t e r assymmetry 
requirement implies that = 0. We have thus. proved the 
theorem that 
'When K i s Abelian and A ^ PR , a l l cocycles of Z 2 Q(K ca p Q, A ) 
of the form:-
•^ ( ( k p q-^,^, q 2)) = snCq-L 1 ( k 2 ) + q2^ w h e r e ^ 2 = 
V ' f Q x Q j V | K x K = 0 and33€ Z1 p' (Q, Hom(K, A )) since 
<r(nr(q)) = oV q e Q'. 
In the sequel we w i l l use this corollary with some results of 
Bargmann which w i l l not be proved here. We shall consider f i r s t the 
two r e l a t i v i t y groups of special relativity,the Poincare and Causality 
groups. 
Case (1) The Poincare Group, 
ii 
Here G ^ lift, is nL(IR). Applying the corollary to Mackey's 
theorem which we discussed above, i£ -|_ = 0. Since A c y ^ Nj£ ^ f ^ v 1 ^ f t * 
implies f is diagonal where ^ ( x - ^ , x 2) = f & xy\ x^y and hence 
must vanish since i t i s also assymetric, according to Bargmann. 
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Then, u t i l i s i n g a classical result of BargmannjZ Q(L(fR), R ) = 
B o(L(JR0,(R) which means that we can choose ^ 2 = 0. Thus a l l 
p 
cocycles of Z Q(P(|R),IR ) have the form 3p((x l sA 1 ) , ( x 2 , A 2 ) ) . = 
( A ^ x - ^ where 31 € Z^t(L(fR,), Z ^ C ^ j l R ) ) ; which means 
that:-
( i ) 5E( A)(x 1+x 2) =32(A)(x 1) + 5E( A)(x 2) VAGL(IRj); 
x l ' x 2 ^ ^ 
( i i ) S l ( A l s A 2 ) ( x ) = a(A xXx) +3E(A.[(/\" 1x )Vx€ l^;A 1 1 A 2€L(i^) 
We can easily show that Z^,(L(flO, Z^dR 4,^)) = B 1^ (L(IR0, 
Z^C^.R)) or Hl/LdR), Hom(1R?,\R)) = 0. Now<?(P(llO)^ 
Z(z)pp where PT: x l >• - x V x £ TR4, and (A .PT) = (FT .A ) V 
A G L( R ), which means that:-
SJ(A)(x) + ^(PTJCA^x) = ^(PT)(x)+ .5E(A)(-x) or UZ(A )(x) -
3> ( A) (-x) = HJ (PT) (x) - m(FT) (A - 1 x ) . Since .CD (A ) eHom( IR 4, |R) 
V- A£L(nf), OL(A )(-x). = - m ( A ) ( x ) , so that - 2 f f i ( A ) ( x ) = 
a3(FT)(A - 1x) - £E(PT)(x), or5E(A) = -§ (CE(PT)) (A ) where 
32(PT) G C°!(TR4,IR) i s a constant f ^ , an element of the l a t t e r . 
Thus H^ n' (L(fte), HonKfp 4,^)) = 0. 
Prom the above considerations, a l l guage functions for P(fl?) 
may be chosen to be t r i v i a l , a l l Lagrangian s t r i c t l y invariant:-
which implies that ^ ( A x ) = V A€L(tR). We thus write 
^ (x) = "C(x ) . Tnat**3(x) d s be a f i r s t order infinitesimal 
requires X ( x 2 ) = - « " N f x 2 where ex. is a real parameter, thus i n 
2 2 ^  
terms of space-time we have the free. Lagrangian *J (x) - -o<(t -x )•'.. 
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The Lagrange equations involving the proper time as the evolution 
parameter o< x = 0 imply the label of proper i n e r t i a l mass or 'rest 
mass' for . I f Newtonian time is used as the evolution para-
meter the corresponding Newtonian mass involved i s given by 
2 - 1 
- ± ) 2, 'which varies with velocity'. The functional^ ( x ) = 
is called kinetic energy. 
Case (2) The Causality Group. 
The causality group (ffsr) has the structure P 'MlR) 5t 
where l^+m i s the multiplicative group of positive reals and 
k (<x) : (x , A ) i V (£xx,A ) Vo<G n^m;(x,A ) € Pt^P.). We shall 
-write CtdR) ^  t l ^ m N(L(ff?) cSfF&n) where N£Hom( LIMIR) ® i^m, 
Aut( J R 4 ) ) i s defined by N (A,©0: x l V A c x x V (A ,cx) ^ L ^ f ^ m , 
x £ Then we compute Z2Q(C'M'n5i),R^:) using our corollary. Each 
Vc £ Z 2 0 ( c r (n? ) , rR) have V I x n^ 1 = 0 and hence i s written 
^ ( ( x 1 , ( A 1 , o < 1 ) ) , ( x 2 1 ( A 2 3 ^ 2 ) ) = 1 ^ 2 ( ( A 1 J c < 1 ) 5 ( A 2 ^ 2 ) ) + 
^ ( A 2 , « 2 " 1 ) ( x l ) w h e r e ^ 2 = > v I (^ + m® L ^ ( { ^ ) ) 2 and 
^ € Z 1^ IT^m® L'NiPO* HbmCffe1, Bb). In order to compute^, 
we use the theorem again i n i t s direct product form. Here3 we again 
have H 2 Q ( L f ( IR)SIF<.) = 0, also H 2 Q(n5: + m J (|^ ) = 0 since R + m2. cocycles 
i n fR must be assymetric andlP^m i s a one-parameter Lie group. Thus 
each 2 e z 2 Q ( IF^m ® Lt( IR)), R) must be of the form 
| ( ( A 1 S ^ L ) J ( A 2 , o < 2 ) ) = X ( A " J )(o<1) where "X 6 Z^L-KlR) 
Hom( I F ^ I R ) ) , = Hom(L^h(rR), Hom( fF?ms ( l ^ ) ) . Since L"K(F?) is simple and Hom(fp-+m,(R) i s Abelian, HomO/KR), Hom( H^ m i ISO = 0. Thus 
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H ^ C R V S L / K T R ) , ! ^ ) = 0. whence, each)P€ Z 2 0(C* (1R),15) has the 
form ^ ( ( X 1 , ' ( A 1 J P ^ 1 ) ) , ( X 2 , ( A 2 , C H 2 ) ) = 33 ( A -^, tx'1) (xj) with 
Q Q Z 1 N,(IF^ m<aL ' r(n?;), Hom(1F2?S1F^)), which means that 
i ) 'S(CK,A)(X 1, x 2) = 'SC(cx,A)(x1) +-^(CK,A ) ( x 2 ) 
i i ) CE(c >< 1c»< 2,A 1A 2)(x) = ^ ( c x L , A 1 ) ( x ) + dL( c * ^ ) ( c ^ - ^ - 1 x). 
Now ^ ( c \ , A)(x) = 0T(£*, e)(0,A)) (x) which is just 3E(iX,A )(x) = 
OJ((?<,e)(x) + CD(0,A )(<A - 1x) =m(«)(x) +0T O(A)(x) where 
1 <L 
JC]. = SDo i j , 0 t t 2 = Q o i2» i l : ^ + m ^ r t ^ m ©L^(T^) i 2 : LXTP) — > 
® I/f" (IR) are the natural monomorphisms. 
" f l ^ €: Z ^ . C J ^ j j ! , Hom(n^,f^)),EE2e Z^.O^dfc), Hand*?,IB?)). 
Prom-case (i-) we can choose 3 1 2 = 0, which i s that Qt(o<, A ) ( x ) - " " 
tt^(c* )(x) = ^ ( c ^ ) ( A - 1 x ) , YACl/f ( f i ^ ) # This implies t h a t f l j ( ^ ) ( x ) = 
<3"(*)(x 2), but^E(^)eHom( fl^,(R) V«€lftn ^ P f r x ) =m(°0 = 0. 
1 
Whence H 2 Q(C fKn^),fR) = 0. Also since H3^' ( H ^ ©I/NlPt), Horn 
, IR)) = 0, under C^(Ife) Lagrangians must be s t r i c t l y invariant:-
1 (A) =1(c* Ax) V k* A ) € f l ^ m «L^(lp). With cx=0we must have 
rJ(*) =.D(0) a constant. Recall how i n case ( i ) the classical action 
would be 5"(x, x) = -Jdss*T(x) where X i s the proper time. 
Co, i ] 
The integral would be re-exoressible as -£><d "c (x) along the world 
JC0,1] 
line x. In the present case, we have SXx, x) = f ds where 
|Co,i] 
/£ = 0 ( x ) , changing variables to proper-time entails 
ds 
[0,1] 
(ds/dT )d T 
10,111 
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Under QcSrll^m, d"Ci—vo<dx , and ds/dX i—V^ds/dx • Lagrange1 
equations inply P = 0 for the Lagrangian f£. Thus the requirement 
s 
of covariance under the causality group leads to no motions at a l l 
under the Lagrangian model of calssicam mechanics. In practise, 
however, one only requires physics to be Poincare' covariant. 
Case (3). The Galilei Group 
The Galilei group w i l l be the f i r s t to allow non-trivial guage 
functions. We shall express the structure of the group i n the form 
( ^  «)il<b mg E(3,nOT where E ( 3 , 1 R ) T ^ ffSp tsq n 0(3,7R) and 
g€Hom(E(3,t1^)T, Aut( f^cxreb) is defined via:- g(v, R):(x, t)»— 
(R x + v t , t ) V (v, R)GE(3,rtc-)T, (x, t)Gi^®(^. As i n the case 
+ 2 
of the Poincare group, each Z 0(G ( 3 , n 5 ) , R ) is zero when 
restricted to FF3^ CS>^k. Recall that i n the case of the Poincare 
group, the assynetric bilinear form defining V-1 fT^ . xlE^:- f 
had to satisfy A ^ ^ A f = f ^  which implied 
diagonality and hence n u l l i t y f o r ( f ^ +). In the present case we can 
show that V | ([R-^ ©TF^) x (TR^ <2>ite=") must vanish. To do so, we map E(3,7fc)ir into GL(4,IR)via the homomorphism M, such that:-
M(v, R ) 0 0 2 1 , M(v, R) o i = 0 , M(v, R ) i o = v± and M(v, R)^-. = Ry 
V(v, R)GE ( 3,R) T, ( i j ) 2 , 3 ? . That i s : -
1 0 0 0 
M: (v, R)t 
C - 0 
Then M(v, R) acts on the GL(4, IR) module 11^  ® R 1 If4 of column-
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-wise quadruples i n the natural way:-
v. 
0 0 0 
(\) x n R i j x j + v l * 
R2- x- + V2 t 
'-3 " J 
1% X j + V 2 T 
Every cocycle of Z 2 Q ( l F ? ©fl^.lR) has the formal, ( x ^ t ^ , ( x 2 , t 2 ) ) = 
^ - i , j = 0 f i j x i X 2 J W H E R E X ° = X 2 ° = * 2 31:1(1 f i j = - f J i " 1 1 , 1 0 3 6 
which are restrictions to n8^ ®n^- of cocycles of Z2Q(£lR? QDH?|BI g 
E ( 3,fl^) T,lfO must also satisfy Mj^Cv, R ) Mje^» R ) = Ace also; 
or M.f.M = f V (v,_ R ) e E(3,.IR)T. Thus f = Q__and ^ *_| ( n?2.©ri) 
( i F ^ i P r 1 ) = z 2 o(n^®^)rag E ( 3 j K ) T , i f e ) . 
2 
Using a result of Bargmann that Z O(0(3,!R),R^) = 0 A we can 
2 
easily see that H 0 (E(3,TI^) T J'I1^) = 0 , using Mackey's theorem and 
a construction similar to that used for the Poincare group to &ow 
that H^ , ( 0 ( 3 ^ ) Han(1^ T,IR)) = o. Thus there i s a one to one 
and onto correspondence between H 2 Q((11^ <3& t^h, 13 g E(3,TP0IJ,J1T5) 
and the cohomology group H 1 '(E ( 3 SIR) T S H*( t l ^ © fl^,TR$) via:-
^ ( ( ( x ^ t p ) , ^ , R±))Ax2a t 2 ) , ( v 2 , R 2 ) ) ) = <t>CVX(v, R 1 ) " 1 ) ( x 2 J 
H ^ , ^ ) , ^ ) - ^ * ^ ^ HomCf^QDll^TR)). 
We compute the l a t t e r cohomology group as follows. 
V"^€' H^gCEOjl^ji, Homdl^ 5®^,!^) we must have:-
qH(0, e)(x, t ) = 0 V (x, t ) e T R ? ® ^ 
OKv, R^Cx-^ t 1 ) ( x 2 , t 2 ) \ =JE(vs R)(X-L, t x ) + 3 f c R ) ( x 2 , t2) and 
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01 + \ v 2 , Rj_ R2) (Xp t ) = SEC^, R^tx, t ) + XD(v2R2) 
g(v 1 3 R 1)~ 1(x J t ) Define the injections:- i ^ : ff^—VlF^jn^", 
i 2 : tRi IF? ® l £ j i : (R?T — ^ E ( 3 , R ) T and j 2 : 0(3,TR) — 
E (3 , fR) T ; and then ^ ( v , R) = 2I(v, R)o i - ^ i n ^ v , R) i=S3(v, R)o i 2 . 
We haveSJKv, R)(x» t ) = ID(v, R) ( (x, 0)(0, t ) ) = SE^v, R)(x) + 
ffi2(v, R ) ( t ) . Clearly "SI 1 € C^ , (E(3,1R)T, Homdk5, IF*)), 
^ 2 e Cg?(E(3J1R) HbmCIP^IF*)). We have 
aa(v, R)(X, t ) = sm(v, e ) ( o , R)) (X, t ) =ar(v J e)(x, t ) + 
35(0, R)(g(v, e ) - 1 ( x , t ) = 3ftv, e)(x, t ) + 5£(0, R)(x, - v t . , t ) 
Now 3HOj 2 ^ ^ ^ Q l o j i J = ED1 3 3 1 ( 1 w e n a v e ID 2(R)(x, t ) = 
o f (R)o j-^x) + U5?(R)o i 2 ( t ) . Clearly m2(R-L R 2 ) o i 2 ( t ) = 
31(0, Rj iy-(0, t ) = m(0, R 1)(0 9 t ) + SE(0, R 2)(0r t ) which means 
0?(R 1 R2) o ia=02(R1)oi.x-»-lZ?(R2)oi2 implying$nj= 0 on S 0(3,H5 )<) 
0(3,02.) £ S 0 ( 3,K)<sZ(e)p, since S 0(3,1^) is simple. I t s value 
on Z(2)p i s defined by i t s value at p, the non-trivial element 
of Z(«)p. We also have:-
^ ( R - L X X 0) + g22(R2XRi1x 0) = gJ(R 1R 2)(x, 0) which shows that 
€• z l n.(0(3 J1^-) J Homi(1*?,lfc)). But Zn. (0, (3,15), 
Hom(lf^,Tfe)) = B 1^ (0(3,TR), Hom(!P?,lte)) since, V f €L Zn»(0(3,1^), 
Hom(1^,Tlfc) we can write f(R) = -£(f(p)o n (R)" 1 - f ( p ) ) , f(p) is 
a constant element of HomtTP?,^). Thus HL2(R)o i]_ =T[2(R)o i 2 = 0 
V R€. 0(3,110 since i f we note p 2 = 1 then we must have 2 o i 
= 0, or SDf^pKx, 0) = 0. The group fi^jd has no f i n i t e cyclic 
subgroups whence 31 (p) = 0. Since32?(R)(x, t ) = ^ ( R ) oi-^x) + 
ffi2(R) o i 2 ( t ) we must have * uro j 2 = o. 
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We can then write:-
CE(v, R)(x, t ) = SECv, e)(x, t ) = aJ(v)(x, t ) where:-
as1 = CDo j j , and we also note that since §i(v, R)(x s t ) = 
SH<(0, R)(R - 1 v, e)) (x, t ) = 
SH(0, R)(x, t ) + dKR""1^, e)(R - 1 x, t ) we must have 
S^CvKx, t ) = d"(R y)(Rx, t ) R 0(3, ). Write 
5E 1(v)(x, t ) = JD^ Cv) o i-^x) +SEp(v) O i 2 ( t ) . Then, since we 
have:-
H l 1 ^ + v 2 ) ( x , t ) = ^ ( v 1 ) (x t ) + %t(v2)(x,-v3 t , t ) 
we must have 
+ v 2) o i^(x ) ) o i x ( x ) + Ol ( v 2 ) o i-^x) 
and 
H ^ d i + v 2)o i 2 ( t ) =j^"(v 1)o i 2 ( t ) + g f ( v 2 ) o i2(t)+q£(v2)0"i^^V t ) 
We f i r s t note that 03?" (v )o i-fi Hom(TFa?,1fc )Y v£ IF?T so that 
32~(l2^~-l ^ = ~ 33 ( ^ 2 ^ - 1 'Smjis w e m u s t have:-
J E 1 ^ + v 2) o i 2 ( t ) = 2 L ( v 1 ) o i 2 ( t ) + ^ ( v 2 ) o i 2 ( t ) - l E L ^ ^ i C ^ t ) 
with the additional identities:-
nJ"(R v) 0 i a (R x) =5EL(v) o i 1(x),?i'(Rv)o i 2 ( t ) s $(v) o i 2 ( f c ) 
V- R^ 0(3,fR) and that i f V <sf-(v) o 5 ^ ( v ) then 
<^ <£Hom( J ^ T , Hom(1P?31R)). Define a functional on 1^ Q^n^ by 
y (x®v) =c^(x)(x) V (v, x)©^, x then we must have 
"?T (R xg)R v) =?T(2ag)v) s o t h a t y m u s t b e t h e i r m e r product :-
"6" (x®v) = <x v"XjWhere <3c€r fl^ . I f <^(v)o i 2 ) ( t ) £<f)2(v)(t) 
we must have 4> 2(v)(t) = cj) 2(R v ) ( t ) VR^0(3 JIR) so that i t is nece-
ssary that<}> 2(v)(t) = f ( v 2 ) ( t ) where f ( v 2 ) ( t - L + t 2 ) = f C v 2 ) ^ ) + 
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f ( v 2 ) ( t 2 ) . This means that d 2 / d t 2 ( f ( v 2 ) ( t ) ) = 0 or f ( v 2 ) ( t ) = 
f ( v 2 ) t + X(v 2). Since 23 was a normalised cochain X(v 2) = f(v 2 ) ( 0 ) = 
0 whence our condition on f 1 is that:-
^ ( ( Y ! + v 2 ) 2 ) " t = f ( v 1 2 ) ( + f U v ^ t - ^ v ^ t or 
f'CC^ + v 2 ) 2 ) = f'Cv^) + f " ( v 2 2 ) -o<v2-v ) where 
f" = (cx/z)f« . Write v 2 = v^eA^ then:-
f" (C^ * f v ) 2 ) - f " ( v 2 > - ^ c T v . ^ + f"(cPv 2). 
Thus Lim (oT v -V 0) f ' ( ( v + cpv) 2)- f " ( v 2 ) = - i d v ' v = dv *V 
2 
f ( v ) where V - d/dv. So that s on integration we have:-
f " ( v 2 ) = J" d v . V f ' W = -jav.dv = -v 2. 
2 — 1 We must then havecb 0(v)(t) = - c* v t and hence with IE Cv)(x, t ) = 
<t> n(v)(t) +4>o(v)(t) = -p<v 2t + txv.x =oc (- v 2t+2v.x) with i d. 2 ^ 
the result that:- "3Z(v, R)(x, t ) = ex. (-v 2 t + 2v.x). The cocycles of 
2 2 
Z 0(G ( 3 5l^),(i?) have the form S ( ( x l s t 1 ) , ( v 1 , R 1 ) ) J ( ( x 2 , t 2 ) , 
( v 2 , Rg)) = SDCR^1 v i s R^))(x 2,b 2 ) = 
(- •£ 2 t 2 - 2 R^ 1 ^  • x 2). = ( v x 2 t 2 + 2^-R! Xg). We 
see that the elements of H Q(G» (3 ,1^) ,^) are i n one-to-one and onto 
correspondence with elements If'gi(E^ j I K ) , ^ , Hom( IR^JDlR ,^ IR ) ) , the 
equivalence classes i n the l a t t e r group being i n one to one corres-
pondence with the real l i n e : - (SE(c* ) (v, R) )(x, t ) ) -
«(- v 2t.+ 2v'x). The map^:'—^- H20(G(3,H? ) 4 ) defined by 
E ( * )^(£vt1)»^.1» Ri)>» (te 2> t 2 ) ) ( v 2 , R 2)) - i d f ^ , R 1 ) " 1 ) ( x 2 J 
t ~ ) i s a group isomorphism from the group of additive reals to the 
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Ext 1(G (3,l^ ), HO ^  H 2 0(G ( 3 JrR) 5lR). 
We have thus computed H1 , (E ( 3 , T P L) t, Hom(lT^aJtR1,^')) 
which, under "S3T : R >• H^g1 (E(3,1^)rp, Hom(ff^ s r i s ( R ) ) 
p 
GS( c*)((v, R))(x, t ) = ^  (-_v t + 2v.x), is isomorphic to T^ a d d. 
The group I ^ Q ( ( 0 ^ 0 ^ ) 0 q E(3,TR)ij)j ffc) was also a by-product. 
Let us consider now the application of the above results to 
classical mechanics. Under (v!,^  R) ^  E (3,(R) T the kinetic energy 
functional C transforms l i k e : -
rD ((v, R)(x(s)')): = + d fo(-v2t(s)+2v.x(s)) where 
ds 2 
we close the world line x(s) = (x(s), t ( s ) ) i n W . Thus 2(R x(s)+ v t ( s ) , t ( s ) ) = 0 ( x ( s ) , t ( s ) ) + ^ (-v 2t(s)+v.x(s)) _ _ - -2 - -
Choose (v, R) = (x(s)/t( s ) , e. )} we then see 
0 ( 0 , t ( s ) ) = f D ( x ( s ) , t ( s ) ) - 0 ( ( x ( s ) ) 2 + 2x(s) 2 
^ t ( s ) t ( s ) 
*0(x(s),t(s))= 0(0, t ( s ) ) - 3"<(x(s)) 2 
d t ( s ) 
I f we recall the requirement that • ds be a f i r s t order infinitessimal 
then we must have ^ (O, t ( s ) ) =/3 t( s ) where |0£fR. But then 
*t) (0, t ( s ) ) G I m ^ > 1 ) and can be dropped, whence we have:-
3 ( x ( s ) , t ( s ) ) = - ^ ( x ( s ) ) 2 / t ( s ) . 
2 
Make the choice of time for the evolution parameter on the 
* 
world line x, then t = 1 and we thus obtain the free Lagrangian:-
, ^ ( x ( t ) ) = -3«xx(tyl = 3 f 0 ( x ( s ) , x(s)) a kinetic energy functional. 
Note how vividly the world group here defines the kinetic 
energy functional. The parameter - 3 ^ ='m ' is called i n e r t i a ! 
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mass. 
Case (4) The Carroll Group. 
The structure of C(3,1R) the Carroll group w i l l be expressed as 
C(3,R) ( ns 5®!^) IS g' E(3,1fe)T where g'G Hcm(E(3,TR ) T , 
Aut(I^?®ni)) is defined by g 1 (v, T):(x, t ) l V- (Rx, t+v. 
Rx). We imbed C(3,ffc) into GL(4,Tfe) via the monomorphism M' :-
M':(v, R)—^-M'(v e).M'(0, R) where M'oj 2 i s the natural inclusion 
0(3,IR)^CGL(3J1I^)<CGL(4J?^) and Woi^. v l >. 
Thus M'(v,R) = 
0 
0 
.0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
(sn-3) 
v l v2 
d 3 ) 
V"! 1 0 0 0 
0 
0 J J 
We shall need the above morphism later. F i r s t l y howevers we compute 
the group H'g.(E(3Jfc ) , Hom(tR^T^) )) and later the group H 2 0(C(3 S1^ ) 3 
TR.) using our result for the former. Now V S l G Z ^ " ^ 5 ' ^ ^ 
Hom(ff^ ^  (XJlT^jl^Jj we must have:-
OJ(v, RXix^t^ix^t^) = 2^v,R)(x1,t1)+ffi(v,R)(j£2t2) and 
SE(v 1+R 1v 2R 1R 2)(x,t) =g2(v l JR 1)(x, t ) +HJ(v 2,R 2)(g'(v 1 JR 1)" 1(x, t ) ) 
where g'(V, R)" 1: (x, t ) < — ^ g ( - R _ 1 v , R _ 1 ) ( x J t ) =(R_1x£-v*x). As i n case 
(3) we define the morphism i ^ , i 2 , j ^ and j2« We have:-
JD(v, R)(x, t ) =33l(v, e)(0, R)) (x, t ) = SEI(v, e)(x, t ) +3y(0, R)(x, t -
v"x) = StfCvXx, t ) +SL2(R)(xs t -v.X)). Where SL 1 . 5 ^ 0 j , 
SE2 = Qipj2- ^ ^ consider 3L 2. I t must satisfy XE^CRXx, t ) = 
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flf(R) oi-^x) + ££2(R)o i 2 f t ) V R€0(3,rK:). Now £D.^G Hom(0(3,fR), 
Hom( IR1, TT=s)) implies S l J = O^ where a£(R) = a2?(R)o i g . Also 
aP 1(R 1R 2)(x). = fl^Kx) + s j R - f 1 X ) SO g&2fi Z 1^ (O(3,H50, 
Horn (TR-5,!^) = (0(3,IR), Hom(IF?,|R)), so we choose 
G?2 =U22 = 0 and thus 2L 2 = 0. We must have:-
m(v, R)(x, t ) = <3rL(v)(x, t ) ) = g21(Rv)RxJ t ) ^  R C 0 ( 3 ^ ) . Write 
^ l ( v ) ( X j t ) = a J - ( x ) ( x ) + .32^(vIV) where XeJ(V) = ;<£L(v)o i^-SE^v) = 
g r ^ v j o i , V v 6 IT^p. We see that:-
a ^ ^ + V g ) ^ ) . =H^(v 1)(x) +3DDLi(v2)(x) +3I 2(v 2)(-v 1.x) 
and 
+'Q^(v 2)(t) with the additional requirements 
that ^ ( R v ) (Ex) . ^ | ( v ) ( x ) , ^ ( v ) ( t ) = 0^(Rv)(t)\f-RG0(3,Tf?). We 
must then haveCE^(v)(t) = s£(v)(x) =0 V x G H*?T } (x, t)€TC?<an4 s 
for the following reason. 
The f i r s t equation implies QT2(v, x) = f ( v , x)jtina.t f i s linear 
only on x. The rotational invariance requires i t to be biliLnear and 
hence we must have f = 0. Then that'SE 2(Rv) = i E 2 ( v ) V R€ 0(3,fl? ) 
1 2 
implies that S£2(v) = X (v ) s a y - However*X must be linear and hence 
vanishes. 
Thus we have shown Zgt (E(3,TJ*0T, Horn (H*.5 (Silt 1, fr=0) = Bgi 
(E(3,1tO, Horn (TPv <3?H«f ,TTO). The mechanics i n the Carrollian world must 
then be invariant :-
^7(Rx(s), t(s)+v. Rx(s)) = !^(x(s), t ( s ) ) . Choosing v = 0 ^> 
rotational invariance and with 
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R = e g ( x ( s ) s t ( s ) + v.x(s)) = Q (x(s ) , t ( s ) ) . 
Take = - j t ( s ) / x ( s ) ^ then v.x(s) = -t ( s ) and 
*[)(x(s), 0) = r3Kx(s),t(s)) which means that O doesn't depend on t , 
( x s ( s ) , t ( s ) ) = f^j'(x(s)).. The requirement of rotational invari-
ance and the requirement that 0'(x(s)) be the f i r s t order impose 
D'(x(s)) = V?x || 2 = -«\\| ± \\ where c^GtR. 
The similarity of this kinetic energy functional to the 
kinetic energy functional of S.R.T. is striking. One can also show 
that H20(C(3,TR),TR) = 0. Since we must have 1*1 (115? <x>ui)2 = 0, 
H^CEUre^IKO = 0 and H1g»(E(3Jn^ ) T , Hom(JP? = 0. 
Case (5) . The Static Group 
The 'Static* group SO/'R) has the structure:-
( n i c S l P 1 ) ELg 3 E ( 3 sf^) T where g 3(v, R):(x, t ) I ^ (Rx, t ) 
V (v, R)€ E(3,1R)T. We wish to compute the group 
Hg,i(E(3,1R)T, Hom(TR? <gIRL,n5r)), each element 31* of the l a t t e r must 
satisfy:-
SE(v, R) (x t 1 ) ( x 2 , t 2 ) =m(v, R)(x i s t 1 ) +^(v, R)(x 2, t 2 ) 
and 
91(v .+ Rx y 2, Rx R 2)(x 3 t ) =gj(v 1, R-^ Cx, t ) + 2i(v 2,R 2) ( R ^ ^ t ) 
Now we have 
ai(v , R)(x, t ) =m.(v, e)(x, t ) +JE(0, R)(x, t ) 
As we showed before, we must have (3Soj2) = 0 so that 
SE(v, R)(x, t ) =mo J- 1(v)(x, t ) = m 4(v)(x,t) =ui(Rv)(Rx st). 
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Write £E?( v)(x, t ) = (dW)O i 1 ) ( x ) . + ( I $ v ) o i 2 ) ( t ) = 
v)(x) + S E ^ — w e m u s t t h e n h a v e 
^ l ( - l + - 2 ) ( - ) = ^ ( ^ i ) ( ^ ) +Sai(v 2)(x); CBi(R v)(Rx) =2E)];(v)(x) 
V-RG0(3,n^ a n d O l J ^ + v 2 ) ( t ) =a£(v2)(t) + ^ 2 ( v 2 ) ( t ) ; ^ ( R v ) 
(t)= D 2^(v)(t). These four conditions imply 'IH2 = 0 and JQ^(v)(x) = 
^v-x with ^GIP-
The kinetic energy functional must now satisfy:-
^ ( x , t ) + d (/3v.*(s)) =^(Rx s t ) or 
ds 
0 ( x , t ) +^v.x (s) = "J(Rx, t ) 
The only consistent interpretation of this is that obtained as follows, 
which i s due i n some part to J.M. Levy-Leblond. The static group is 
the l i m i t of the Galilei group obtained i n the so-called ' i n f i n i t e 
mass' l i m i t , where motion is no-longer defined. The Galilean kinetic 
energy functional ^ (xCs)) is just mx(s) 2 i f we write £(s) = m x(s) 
D(£(s)) = _L y(s) when m <3c/)(y_(s)) — ^ 0, corresponding group AWT-
theoretically to the map (U, R)=(mv, R) where with (v, R):(x,t)«— 
(x+vt,t) = (Rx + 1 u t , t ) , m —V~c*o (u, R):(x,t)|—V-CRx, t ) . Thus 
m 
no motion is possible, we must always have fixed positions as we saw i n 
our description of the Static world. I t is easy to show that 
H^(S(3,JK),1fc) ^H|i(E ( 3,ffr) T, Hbm(lRafoieL9IR)). 
CHAPTER (6) 
C 0 H 0 M 0 L 0 G Y T H E O R Y A N D 
N O N - I N E R T I A L M O T I O N S 
6 . 1 
COHOMOLOGY THEORY AND. NON-INERTIAL MOTIONS. 
In this chapter, we shall extend the analysis of chapter (3) 
to non i n e r t i a l motions, defining groups analogous to the Galilei 
group i n which constant accelerations act on space time. The 
approach we adopt is not i n the s p i r i t of the l a t t e r part of the 
chapter, but of the f i r s t . 
Recall that each world automorphism £ (XOtf) was necess-
a r i l l y of the form tx: (x, t ) i — * - (R(e<)(x) + x W +^2fc»0 ( t ) , 
t + T(c< ) ) . N e r e ^ = (R, was a homomorphism fromCl(\X/) to 
E(3,|R.) and T was a homomorphism fromCX(^) to the time-translation 
group ffe.1. In chapter (3), the map Q c\<XVll)s CX( IR: 1,!^)) 
was discussed when«x£Ci(\X/) O I ( W ) the i n e r t i a l subgroup of CL(W) which 
mapped uniform motions onto uniform motions. This condition enabled 
us to write ^ (©c ) ( t ) = 0 which inegrated to^ 2(c?<)(t) = U(jX)t, 
where U was a one cocycle of Z^ noR (C\.(W^_1, ^ T ) . Also, we were 
able to define the two cocycles ^ ^c<i»c<'x \ ~ ]l^t>\)'^^0<^)> 
^ ^ Z 2 n o R(OL(W V, R 5) MhereOjCWJ^ajr*/)]-/C 5. This leads to 
the explicit construction of the Galilei Group I(^)p|(X(W) =OJ^J)^ 
1 
f^3 BL C X j ( W ) / = G(3,f^), a non-central non-trivial extension. 
In this chapter, we shall relax the constraint j2^p**)"(t) = 0 
and impose instead, the c o n s t r a i n t f c * ) "* ( t ) = 0 corresponding to 
a constant acceleration. That i s , we construct the group of semi-
i n e r t i a l automorphisms of W, OUWOftS I(WJ)> where S I ( W ), the 
group of semi-inertial B t f a ^ f r t a f t '• B(\U ),M"x' • • (t)sQ^x * ' ' ( t ) 
= Of , which maps constant accelerations' 
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into constant accelerations. Now ^ t(«=»<)""*(t) = 0 integrates to 
<f2M'-(t) = A(<x) where A €1 C 1 ( C L ( W ) , H ^ T T ) , where(for con-
venience) we c a l l R ^ p j the group of tangent-tangent vectors. 
Integrating twice again and using the normalised cochain condition 
we must have:- p 2 ( c x ) ( t ) = gA(tX ) t 2 + B(i>0(t) where 
B G C^aCW ) , I ^ T ) . As i n chapter ( 3 ) , the group law on<X(W) 
imposes the condition on ft 2 that:-
P2{o^(x^){X) = ^ ( o ^ H t + T(o< 2)) + R(cx 1 ) ( ^ 2 ( ^ 2 ) ( t ) ) 
Imposing this condition means that we must have 
A C ^ O x ^ t 2 + B^Ocx^t = i A ^ J C t + T ^ ) ) 2 + B ^ ) ( t + T ( c ^ ) ) + 
+ Mo^-J'M^t2 + R^-BCcx^t. Which i s : -
AdXj.OojJt2 = A ^ J t 2 + R ^ ' A ^ t 2 
B ^ O c ^ t = B(o^.) t+ R(c^)-B(c^)t +A(o^)Ti.<x^ t 
When we write XKjOo^) = Xfc*^) + Xfc^) + - ^ o ^ ^ K where ^ S 
CnoR ^ W)",R^) i s defined by:-
J!(c< 1 ^<2 ) =• * A ^ i ) T ~ H ) 2 + B^)"!" O^)- Similarly we define 
a two cochain c2(c^(\>c/ )* n^ 3 T), ^ ( o ^ ^ ) = A f c ^ T ^ ) . 
The groups (X )" and G J W ) A are defined as follows:-
C L ( W ) " sOL ( W ) O S I ( W ) / I ^ 3 and a l s o C U W f = ( X C \ » ) " 
/T^T. We shall see soon, more ex p l i c i t l y that rs? T<a(W)". I t 
readilly follows t h a t ^ Z 2 ^ ( C K ^ ) " 3 I K 3 ) and ^ € Z 2 Q R W W ) V 3 T ) ) 
since we must have:-
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( 1 ) 
+ BC©^) T ( ^ ) ) - (J A K i O ^ j T t o ^ ) 2 H - B O ^ O O ^ ) T ^ ) ) 
+ ( i A(«: 1)(T(^ 20«^)) 2 + B ( ^ 1 ) ( T ^ 2 0 c ^ ) ) - ( i A(x,.)T(p<?)2 
+ Bfcx^) T (o^)). Which i s : -
<? ( ^ ( c ^ O ^ . c X j ) = R(oCj_)i A ( ^ 2 ) T ( c ^ ) 2 +R(c^_)-B(e^)T(p^) 
-(iA(p^_) +R(^)'A(o 2))T(0 3) 2 +(B(^)+R(Oj0-B(c^))T(os 3)) 
+ aA(=^.)(T(c^) 2 +2T(os 2)T(<^)+ T ( c ^ ) 2 ) + B(o % 1)(T(o 2)-KP(c^)) 
-(§A(^ 1)T-(P^) 2+B(^T(t> 2)). 0r:-
(2)/'(^)(<9< 1,C N 2 , C ^ 3 ) = P < - L - ^ (5X2-0^) -^C^ 1o^ 2 Jcx' 3) 
+ p C ^ j O ^ o c ^ 3 ) - pCo^aC*^' W h^ : c h i s J" 3* t h e t e m 
R( ©<,.)• A(o£) T ( o ^ ) -ACc^OQ^ T(c^) t A ^ T ^ O C ^ ) -
Afc^)T(o^) = T ^ ) -A(C^) T ( o ^ ) - (A(£>^ ) +R(c\1)-A(«x2)) 
T(oCj) + A(£^_)(T(£X2) + T(O^)) - A(0^)T (0^) =0. 
So that 'f'$. Z 2 q R (OiW )", ff?) but ^eZnoR^ W ) j ^ V " 
These results have the following immediate consequences. An extension 
f^ ^ i p i a ^ U W ) A exists which we shall see i s similar in many ways 
to the G a l i l e i group. However, an extension IP? 13^(^0 )" d o e s n o t 
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exists, since the associativity condition*P (^ ) = 0 i s violated. 
In fact O- (W)" forms a loop. We shall discuss this concept after 
dealing with the group fl^T ta^CX(W f . The groupCL(VX/ /con-
sists of triples ( t , (A, R)) where A is an acceleration, R 0(3,TR) 
and t i s a time translation. They act on via n'£Hom(CX(vy/)* 
Aut( f ^ r p ) ) defined by n 1 ( t , (A, R)):V i RV, V V G FR \ . 
Clearly, via (t,(A, T ) ) ( t ' ) (A'.R1)) = ( t + t ' , (A + R A' RR 1)), we 
must haveCMW ) 4 1 ® EO / H ^ , where £(3,"^)^ is the ortho-
gonal group i n the inner product space r R ^ p j i . The group TR^, T a ^ | 
(tP^ ® £(3,1^),^) i s thus isomorphic to n^.EJ^ (X O0(/ f when 
Y € Z 2 N ( IF* ® E(3,Tfc ) T T , l^3p)) is defined by ( ( t 4 ,.64 Rj)), 
( t 2 , (A 2, R 2)) =- A1 t 2 V ( t ± J (Ai, R i ) ) G IR 1 fi) E(3,re ^  Let us 
c a l l this group G(3,rR)T the Galilei group i n the world whose 
locations are velocities. Prom chapter (3) 3 we can obviously write 
G(3 , f R ) T ^ ( f c 3 T 501R1) K l g E ( 3 , f R ) i T with geHom(E(3 J1R) T T, 
Aut(I^3an^:) ) defined by:- g(A, R):(v, t ) V—^ (Rv + At, t ) . 
Alternatively we can express G(3,TR)T as ( T ^ , ® ^ Ctt^ rpp ® ^ ) Elm 0(3) 
where mCHom(0(3), Aut (TfJ T <S \* ( R^p is defined by m(R): 
(v, (A, t ) ) t V (Rv, (RA, t ) ) V R € 0 ( 3 ^ ) with the 
U>€ Z 2 Q ( i p ^ r p p ® ^ , IR?T) defined by:-
VK(A 1 S t±), (A 2, t 2 ) ) s-^ t 2 . The group law on Tfc?T ( S ^ S p - p ® 
i s just the familiar elementary law:-
( v i s (A i a t^)^, (A 2, t 2 ) ) = ( v x + v 2 + A l 9 t ^ C ^ + A2, t x + t 2 ) ) 
or ' U l - ^ U + A t ' ! 
Let us consider now the object )" = <OT )C\SlN/)3 which 
we called a 'loop'. The composition defined on ( X ( W )" consists 
of multiplying quintruplets together i n the following way:-
v l s A 1 S R^feg, t2, v 2, A2, R 2) = 
^ - 1 + ^1 - 2 + ^ - 1 *2 + - 1 FC2» \ + T 2 » - 1 + R 1 - 2 S - 1 + R l - 2 + 
A x t 2 , R 2 ) . As we saw above the 'cochain ^  G C 2 ( G L ( W )" jTR 5) 
defined by ^ ' ( ( t l , i l l , , ( t 2 , V 2 J A 2 , R 2)) = \ t | + 
v-^  t 2 did not satisfy the associativity requirement thatcT ( ^ . ) = o. 
The object C L ( W )" i s thus non-associative whilst there exists an 
i d e n t i t y : - ( 0 , 0 , 0 S 0 , e ) , and everywhere defined composision and each 
elements of C L ( W )" has an inverse e.g.:- (x, t, v, A, R) 1 = 
(-R_1(x-A t 2 + v t ) , (-t 3 -R _ 1(v + A t ) , - R"1 A, R - 1 ) ) . Note that 
as a subobject, GO, 1 *? ),£ CL ( W ) " i s a group and i s also a 
subobject which i s a group. In order to study such an object as 
W we shall have to study S. Eilenberg's theory of Prolong-
ations which w i l l enable us to discuss non-inertial 'groups' with 
greater ease. 
6.6 
PartC 2 ~) GROUP PROLONGATIONS 
A loop is an object which is a group in a l l respects ( ( i ) existence 
of idempotent ( i i ) composition rule ( i i i ) existence of inverse), 
expect that the associativity condition is no longer necessarily true. 
One could call a group an associative loop. Let L be a loop and let 
X-J^ J x 2, Define the associator A(x^, x 2, x-^ ) via:-
A(x i s x 2, x^) = (x 1(x 2 x^)) CCx-j^ , x 2)x 3 'Q _ 1 V Xp x 2, x ? £ L. 
I f L is a group, A = 0. Assume that the associators associate:- viz 
(A(Xp x 2, x ?)) A^, x^, x Q) A(x7, x Q, x g) = (A(x i a x 2, x^) 
Mx^, x^, Xg))A(x7, xg, x g) V x i s x g e L 
Then we have:-
x 1(x 2(x ; 5 Xjj)) = ACx-j^ , X 2, X ? x ^ X p x 2) (x^, x^) = A(x l s x 2, Xy x^) 
A(x 1 0 x 2, x 2, x^KCxp x 2) x^) x^ and x^x^Xy x^)) = A(x2, Xy x^) 
x 1((x 2, Xj)x^) = A(x2, Xy x^jAfXp Xjo Xy x^) i x^x^ x-^l x^ = 
A(x2, Xy x 1 |)A(x 1, x 2 # Xy Xjj) A (x 1 3 x 2, x^) (( x-j^  x ?) x^) x^ 
Thus we must here, (assuming additivity for associators) A(x2,x^,x^) -
A(x!« x2»x-5,xlj)+A(x1,x2(,x5,x1|)-A(x1,x2,x^xli) - Mx^x^x^) = 0. 
Which is strongly raiiminiscent of the three cocycle property (in 
chapter 2). With motiviation provided by the above, Eilenberg and 
Maclane defined the following notions of group prolongations. 
A prolongation of a group Q by an Abelian group G is a pair (L,<£ ) 
satisfying the following five conditions:-
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(1) L is a loop and K < Ker( 6 ) with G = (K). 
(2) <J) £ Hom(L, Q) with (j) o i = 0 and Ker(<fc ) = Im(i) 
( 3 ) I f A is the associator, A G C^(E3 K)£where Q operators on 
the Abelian group K via pS Hom(Q) Aut(K)))j 'then we require 
A(k, q, q 2) =0 = A(q 1, k, q g) V q 1,q 2 S L, k £ K. 
(4) p(c<)(g) = In(<f> (<*))(g)) V<*<£L, g e G. 
In(k)(A) = A V k €. K and associator A = ACx^x^x^) 
Teo prolongations (L^pj) and (L2,<£ 2 ) of Q by are called equivalent 
i f the below diagram is true 
4> 
4 
The multiplication of two prolongations is an exactly analogous oper-
ation to the multiplication of extensions. We call the product 
(Lpd)^) A(L2» ^  3 3 t h e c a s e o f e x t e n s i o n s 3 1 1 ( 1 enlargements. 
Given an associator ACx-^^j ^ (XyX^jX^)) w e define t n e cochain 
A(x^,x2,Xj,xijJx^) as this quantity. Similarly, we define cochains 
of C (L, K) via A(x 1,...,x 2 n + 1)=A(x 1,...,x 2 n_ 2, A(x 2 n_ l s x^, 
X 2 n + j ) ) V n ^ Z+. The non-associativity of L in the prolongation 
(L,cb ) is controlled by the following four classes of prolongations of 
Q by G:-
^ L r 
© :- A(x 1 3.. jX^jX) = 0 J Prolongations for which 
(S)K:- A(x l a ..jX^jk) =0 \ this is true. 
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Gn :~ A(xi» • • •»x2rii a^ e G f prol° ng a ti Q n s for which 
G n : - A ( x l - - - X 2 n , k > ^ G this is true 
Vn ^ 0, x l S....,x 2 n€ L, k e K. In addition; the class 
consists of these prolongations (L, cj* ) of Q by K which contain a 
prolongation os Q by K, (where L' L and ct> \ l / = $ ') of class 
<S^ . The class G^  of prolongations by the condition K = G. Next consi-
der the class G^ , since G^_±C GJ; and ©JjCG^with 
Gn-f" ® n and © JjC © ^  we have © n> G^-l^© * n Gn ^ t h u s 5 
L K L 
we must have the set of prolongation products <D A Gn_j 5 © nA 
K K L 
G n - 1C H ^ 0 ^ •. We can thus define the quotient class:-K L L K © n P ) G n / © n A Gn_^  and this is a group which is isomorphic to 
H^ N + 1(Q,G) V n E Z+ as is shown by Eilenberg-Maclane. Similarly 
L K L 
they prove the theorem that © n _ i ^ ^ n ^ ^ n a Sroup isomorphic 
to H 2 N + 2 ( Q , G)V ft€Z+. 
Let us discuss the f i r s t few 'n1 for clarity. When n = 0, L 
is associative and we return to the group extension case when G is 
the central subgroup of K. When n = 1, a prolongation (L,<$> 
H G^  i f A(x1,x2,k^) = L and -.ACxpXgjX^ ) S- G V x-^x^x^^ L. 
The class <9 ^  consists of those prolongations for which (L, cb ) is 
if 
associative and hence a group whilst GQ is the class of prolongations 
where K = G. A prolongation in © 1A GQ is then specified as a 
prolongation product of a group by a prolongation consisting of 
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pairs (k, q) = (k, e)(0, q) v/ith K associative, Q associative and 
with an associator which satisfied ( i ) A(x i sx 2,x^)^ G V x^x^x^ ^  L 
( i i ) A(((k), x 1 Jx 2) = A(x l sk sx 2) = ACx^x^k) = 0 V x p x 2 e L 
and is hence specified by the associator A(o 3qj) (o-^ q,,) (o-^q^)) 
= <^(ct>)(q1Jq2,q3) where,' (0, q^O, q 2) s. ( $ ( q l f q 2 ) , %>Q2) 
Thus i f (L,cp)e ® ^ A G ^ , is is also a loop specified by 
the 3 coboundary^Cct) €=. (Q,G) since in » we must have 
K L 
*£ (<p1) = 0,' . How each prolongation in © 1 0 G-^  is specified by 
a three cocycle of 7? (Q, G) by the following arguments. We saw 
P 
K L 
(Lj<b ) <=: © G^  i f f the conditions mentioned above. I t t r i v i a l l y 
follows that, i f :- di(q 1»q 2 , Q3^ = A^ j ^ i ^ j " ^ ^ ^ ^ Q 3 ^ w h e r e J-
is a section from Q to L with oJ=H , then m ^ Zp(Q,G). (By an 
argument similar to our introductory one). Thus i t is very plausible 
that H^ (Q, G) ^  @ \C\ G± I H J A G^ . C.f. our quite different 
characterisation of H^ (Q, G) when G is the centre of a Q kernel in 
P 
chapter ( 2 ) . 
Part(3). 
With this theory in ndnd, let us return to the loopO-(W)" 
which occured earlier. Here, we must replace Q by the Galilei-
like group GO,^)^-. and K=G by TfcA Thus QJW )" is a prolongation 
of G(B,T^ ) T , by Its associator specifies i t as of the class 
GQ since i t is a 3 coboundaryrf, (cj) ) ( ) * A ^ ) . T(oO-
T(<*J or :- <T t iSli^^Rj)3 (a 2,t 2,A 2,R 2),(v 3,t 3,A 3,R 3)^ 
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t 1 t 2 > When a loop L is a prolongation of Q by G we shall write 
L = G !<£Q. Thus in our case, we must have:-
c u w ) n i T ( W ) * n 5 3 s ^ ( ( r R 3 T ® m^ong E ( 3 , R ) ^ ) ) 
where p e Hom(G(3, IR)^ Aut( IR3)) is defined by g((v, t),(A,B)) : 
x I ^ Rx. V R G 0 ( 3 , IR). 
In this new notation L = G f=f^ is specified by the three cocycle 
Q: Z 3 p (Q, G), our loop is specified by the three coboundary 
<P (<£>'). Of course i t is only defined for the class D G^  of 
prolongations of Q by G. 
The generalisation of the results of this chapter are in progress 
at the moment. In analogy with the above construction i t would seem 
that the 'group' replacing G(3, (R)rjr. would be a loop containing the 
Group G(3, {RjrpjT, and that hence the theory would break down and 
one cannot, i t seems, prolong loops by loops! 
To conclude this chapter we w i l l discuss the role of cup pro-
ducts in the present context i n the manner of section (h) of chapter 
( 3 ) . 
Recall the existence of the 2 cocycle 6 Z ^ ( IR1 ® E ( 3 , R ) ^ , 
(R3T) defining the group G(3, | R ) T ^ R 3 T ( R1 ® E(3, R ) ^ ) , given 
by ((tpCAp R 1),(t 2,(A 2,R 2)) = A 1t 2- Now let us note that i f we 
call.G the group R' ® E ( 3 , (R)rpp, TTj the group IR3^-, andTT2 the group 
IR1 withTT^IR 3 T, thenTT1 andTT2 are paired toTTvia the cup product 
A U t = A t . Also G is a group of automorphisms ofTI pfT 2 andTT via 
p i G Hom(G,ACn^ ) i = 1, 2, 0 defined by P-LUMAJR)):^' 1 ^> 
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R • A', p 2 ( ( t , (A, R)):t« i >> t' and p((t, (A, R)) : V \ ^ R'V 
V ( t , (A, R))e ( R 1 ® E ( 3 , 1 K ) T R and (A', t ' . V j e i R 3 ^ x IR1 x 
R3T. We also have ( t , (A, B))-(A'U t') = ( t , (A, R))\A'U(t,(A,R))-t. 
Define one cocycles of CG,!"!"-^  and Z ^ C G J 1 ^ ) ^ f i : ^ t > 
(A, R)) I ^ A and f 2 : ( t , (A, R)) l — ^ t . Then immediately, 
f1Uf2((t13 (v 1 3 R r)) 5 ( t 2 , (V2, R 2))) = k±KJ t 2 = A ^ Whence 
(fCfj^U^) * °i by taking V I — > A in the calculation of section 
(h) of part (3)of chapter ( 3 ) . Whence^ = f,U f ? . 
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